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Abstract 

This Thesis examines the .formatien and evolu:tien o€ early-ty,pe elliptical artd .SO .galaxies. 

In order to 'Shed light on the key processes which lead to the formation of elliptical and 

SO galaxies.a range of techniques have been employed. 

'The kinematics and stellar populations of the majer and minor axes of the aearby 

. edge-on SO galaxy NGC 3U5 have been examiRed through deep Gemini-GMOS longslit 

spectroscopy. The behaviour of the radial profiles efthe.line strength indices is found te 

be well explained by a• simple model where NGC 3111!5 is cemposed ef twa cemponents; 

an elderdassical spheroidal cemponen:t, which displays' a negative (decreases outwards) 

metallicity gradient and is. enhancedl in· a-elemeats relative to the solar value together 

with a yeunger, constant metalliCity disc which displays close to solar [a/•Fe]. The kine

matics·and stellar populations ofthe·integratedi light ef NGC 31115 are compared to these 

previously .fonnd fer its globul'ar cluster (GC) system. The GCs· ate fouad to rotate in a 

manaer consisteat with the galaxy.as a whole,and the red GC sub-population:is.found to 

have ages, metallicitiesand fa/Fe](lbundance indistinguishable·frem those displayed :by 

the spheroid of NGC 31.15 at 2 effective radii. This study provides strong support to the 

theory that the·GC systems ef galaxies are clesely linked to galaxy spheroid fermation. 

The fermation and evolution ef'SO• galaxies is further examined through the study of 

18 edge-on SO gala~esobserved ·in a manner identical to that presented for NGC 3115. 

These galaxies are all foimd to display significartt·stellar discs and' to present. :regular disc 

kinematics. In ·several cases signatures of kinematic substructure such as inner discs er 

bars are fonnd. 'Ionised gas emission is observed at a low level in 72%,of the sample; the 

kinematics of this ienised gas is !highly variable, with examples ef regular disc-like kine

matics; confused coun:ter .. rotation.and streams net aligned with any axis observed. The 

kinematic data has been utilised to produce a •IJ.;band 'Tully-Fisher relatien (TFR) for SO 
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galaxies. The SO TFR is observed to be offset to fainter magnitudes from the TFR for local 

spirals, an observation which can crudely be explained by the formation of SOs through 

the truncation of star formation (and subsequent disc fading) in normal spiral galaxies. 

The offset from the spiral TFR for each galaxy is shown to correlate well with both disc 

and central age, in the correct sense, and with the correct magnitude, such that the large 

observed scatter in the SO TFR can be explained as being due to the different times at 

which the progenitor spirals ceased forming stars and hence the different amounts they 

have faded up to the present. 

Multi-object spectroscopic observations of the GC system of the shell elliptical NGC 

3923 are presented, as well as a novel technique for examining the spectra of the inte

grated light of galaxies at the same time as observing their GC system. The observations 

are used to demonstrate that neither the integrated light nor the GC system of NGC 3923 

shows evidence for significant rotation. The stellar populations of the red GCs are again 

found to be consistent in age, metallicity and [a/Fe] with that displayed by the inte

grated light of the spheroid of NGC 3923 at large radii (> 2Re). The velocity dispersion 

profile of the integrated light and GC system of NGC 3923 are both observed to be flat 

at larger radii, a finding indicative of the presence of significant amounts of Dark Matter. 

Using the GC kinematic data, a simple spherical isotropic dynamical model is presented 

which demonstrates that a significant increase in mass-to-light (M/L) ratio is required to 

explain the observed constant velocity dispersion profile. The M/L profile determined is 

in good agreement with that measured independently from X-ray observations. 
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Chapterl 

Introduction 

The disciplines of Cosmology and Extragalactic Astronomy seek to answer the very 

greatest of questions, how did the Universe come to take its current appearance? Both 

have had significant successes in recent times, often approaching the same question from 

different directions, with cosmology tending to focus on the large scale physics which 

dominates the evolution of the Universe as a whole, while extragalactic astronomy at

tempts to build up a picture of the formation and evolution of galaxies on the smallest 

scales, and the great agglomerations of galaxies on the largest. The combination of the 

fruits of both these endeavours has lead to the emergence of a consistent picture of the 

evolution of the Universe since its formation over 13 Gyr ago. From studies of the Cosmic 

Microwave Background radiation (e.g. WMAP (Spergel et al., 2007)) in combination with 

studies of the clustering of galaxies at lower red shift (e.g. 2dFGRS (Cole et al., 2005), SDSS 

(Tegmark et al., 2006)) it has proven possible to determine the overall parameters which 

govern the evolution of the Universe. These parameters which describe the amounts of 

baryonic (i.e. normal) and dark matter (non-baryonic matter), the energy density of the 

relic radiation left over from the big bang epoch, the expansion rate (the Hubble constant) 

and the acceleration in the expansion rate of the Universe (due to the dark energy com

ponent), can be used to build up an understanding of the framework in which galaxy 

formation and evolution occurs. 

An example of this process can be seen in the work done to simulate the distribution 

of dark matter within the Universe, Figure 1.1 demonstrates one such attempt, the so 

called "Millennium Run" (Springe! et al., 2005). This is an N-body simulation of 1 billion 

dark matter particles, evolved from a redshift of 127 to the current epoch. The input 

initial conditions are based on the concordance cosmology described above, with the 

1 
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original input consisting of dark matter distributed smoothly except for the influence 

of small density perturbations following a Gaussian random field. The random density 

perturbations are thought to have been seeded by quantum mechanical effects during a 

brief period of exponential growth in the Universe just after the Big Bang, the so called 

inflationary era. For the sake of simplicity the effects of the baryons are omitted in the 

Millenium Simulation. As the baryons provide only a small fraction of the mass relative 

to the dark matter this simplification is justified if the baryons trace the DM accurately. 

As many sets of observations from the galaxy scale (the detection of DM in spiral galaxies 

due to their observed rotation velocities), through cluster scale (through observations of 

gravitational lensing due to the cluster potential) and up to the very largest scales of the 

filaments and superclusters (through the measurement of bulk motions of galaxies and 

clusters) detect a close correspondence between DM and baryons this assumption seems 

robust. Omitting the baryons also makes the simulation process much simpler, as the 

dark matter itself only interacts through gravity. An examination of the structures formed 

by the DM shows that slight overdensities present at the epoch of the CMB radiation 

(due to the input Gaussian random field) grow through gravitational collapse to form the 

structures seen in the present day, for example in the distribution of galaxies observed in 

local redshift surveys (see Figure 1.2), where very close agreement between theoretical 

and observational measurements now exist. The growth of these structures tends not 

to be entirely smooth; in fact structures are generally built up in a hierarchical manner, 

with smaller structures tending to merge gradually over time to form larger and larger 

agglomerations. 

This dark matter structure of filaments, clusters and voids (the "cosmic web") there

fore forms the envelope within which the baryonic matter resides. Hence the modem 

synthesis has arrived at a point where the overarching behaviour of the Universe is well 

understood, with the DM providing the stage onto which the baryonic matter interacts 

to form galaxies. What is not fully understood at present is how the baryonic matter 

evolves to form the myriad of structures seen within the Universe. Mostly this is due to 

the fact that baryonic interactions are considerably more complicated than DM ones, with 

baryons interacting through several other forces not experienced by DM. In particular it 

is the interaction of baryonic matter with electromagnetic radiation which leads to many 

processes which are extremely important in galaxy formation. 

In most scientific endeavours the first step towards an understanding is classification. 
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Figure 1.1: The Millennium Simulation. Representation of the density of dark matter at 

4 redshifts in the Millennium simulation, demonstrating the growth of structure in the 

Universe (from Springe! et al. (2005)). 
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Figure 1.2: The position of galaxies as determined by the 2dF galaxy redshift survey 

(Colless, 1999). Red indicates higher density regions. A comparison with the z=O panel 

of Figure 1.1 shows good qualitative agreement in the types of structures found both in 

the simulations and the nearby Universe. 

In this respect the study of galaxy formation is no different and it was Edwin Hubble him

self who presented one of the first classification schemes for galaxies (seen in Figure 1.3), 

the so called Hubble tuning fork diagram (Hubble, 1936). Hubble believed that his di

agram represented a sequence of evolution with galaxy types on the left changing into 

the types on the right with time, an idea now known to be incorrect. If anything the 

evolutionary sequence presented by this diagram tends to be in the other direction, with 

it now known that the merger of equal mass spirals is likely to result in the formation 

of an elliptical galaxy, and also that it is possible through secular evolution to tum later 

type spirals into earlier spirals types (i.e. Sc to Sa). Even today the terms used to sepa

rate galaxies into two broad classes reflect this misunderstanding on the part of Hubble, 

with the galaxies to the left termed early-type (Ellipticals and SOs) due to their supposed 

antiquity, and the galaxies to the right termed Late-type (Spirals and Irregulars) due to 

their supposed recent formation from the early types. In the present understanding the 

Late-type galaxies are known to be currently forming stars and to be rich in cold gas 

and dust. In contrast the early-type galaxies are generally not currently forming signifi

cant quantities of stars and usually have smooth structures with little cold gas and dust 

present. Until recently early-type galaxies were generally thought to be a fairly uniform 
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Figure 1.3: The Hubble Sequence. The galaxy classification scheme presented by Hubble 

(1936) separates galaxies into early type (smooth and generally featureless) and late type 

(complicated structure, dusty and gas rich) galaxies. The late-type spirals are separated 

into barred and unbarred varieties, Irregular galaxies are omitted for clarity. Galaxy im

ages are from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (Adelman-McCarthy et al., 2008). 

class of objects, composed of older stars formed early in the history of the Universe in 

a single monolithic collapse of a large gas cloud. This picture is however at odds with 

the theoretical framework set out previously which predicts that galaxies are built from 

smaller substructures over time. As will be explained later observational data collected 

in recent decades has also largely discounted this picture. 

The main topic of this Thesis is the study of the formation and evolution of early-type 

galaxies through an examination of their kinematics and stellar populations, with the aim 

of reconciling observations of early-type galaxies with the predictions of cosmology. To 

aid the following presentation the current understanding of the properties of early-type 

galaxies and their implications for the formation mechanisms are presented in Section 

1.1. In Section 1.1 and in Section 1.2 the outline of this Thesis will be provided. 
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1.1. The Properties of Early.;Type Galrud'es 

Early-type galaxies (ET<Gs) contain a significant fraction of the total mass found in 

stars in the· Universe: 22% for :true·ellipticals:rising to .--.;75% if spiral bulges are included 

~Fukugita et al., 1998). Hence any COII\plete understanding ·of the formation of galax

ies must include the formation of ETGs. 1\vo main hypotheses have trad,itionally been 

presented to· explain :the formation and evolution of E'ii'Gs. The first is the Monolithic 

Collapse model (Eggen et al., 1.962; Larson, 1975;.Arimoto & Yoshi.i, 1987),. in which ETGs 

fotm from the collapse of a single large gas cloud at early epochs, this collapse leads 

to a starburst and .the rapid conversion or expulsion of all the gCIS, leaving the galaxy 

to passively :evelve to the present. 'Fhe second model~ the Hierarchical Merging model: 

(Toomre, 1!977; White & Rees:. 1978) is more in tune with· the cosmological ·underpinnings 

described above, as :E'ifGs (and galaxies :in general~ are formed by the repeated mergil1g 

of subcomponents. 

In recent years ·the apparent disagreement between these two scenarios has some

what weakened, With observations showing the merging of multiple gas-rich star form

·ing fragments at large redshift, :in a manner which appears hierarchical, but which can 

'lead to results similar to those predicted by a monolithic collapse. An example of such 

behaviour .is found in :the case of the so .called Spiderweb galaxy ~Miley et at., 2006), a 

collection of around 10 merging star forming clumps ,seen at a redshift of 2.2 (see Figure 

1.4). These objects are currently thought to be forming .the precursor to a cD galaxy. The

oretically there still remains some work to be done to understand entirely the requh'ed' 

conditions to allow ETGs to form by such· mergers at such early epochs. In the main 

this is simply due to the inherent difficulty of modelling such complicated systems with 

realistic;gas physks.and .feedback processes at the required resolution,.although more re

cent efforts are now 1beginning to ·reach the .required thresholds (e.g. Pipino et al. (2007); 

Martfnez.:.Serrano.et .al. (2008))~ 

An examination of .the properties of E'FGs can be instructive in helping ,to determine 

where the ·galaxy formation .process fits within the overarching cosmology, and in' what 

follows the main observational constrain:ts.on the ETG formation process are .presented. 
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Figure 1.4: The Spiderweb galaxy (Miley et al., 2006), a merging group of gas rich star 

forming clumps observed at z=2.2. It is perhaps from events such as these that many 

ETGs are created. 

The ETG Fossil Record 

There are basically two approaches to studying the formation of ETGs, the apparently 

most straightforward approach would simply be to examine ETGs at increasing redshift 

and watch the formation process as it proceeds. Notable successes have been made this 

way, in particular studies of the morphology density relation have shown that the num

bers of Elliptical galaxies in clusters remain relatively constant since at least z=1 (Dressler, 

1980; Dressler et al., 1997; Smith et al., 2005; Postman et al., 2005), with the number of SO 

galaxies increasing and the number of spirals decreasing towards z=O, a result indicative 

of some transformation process (such as ram pressure stripping leading to the end of star 

formation) changing spirals into SOs. The downside with such studies of galaxy forma

tion at high redshift is simply the observational difficulties that are inherent in studying 

high redshift objects, the objects become progressively smaller and fainter making any 

rigourous analysis of individual objects challenging, and selection effects which lead to 

different biases in the high and low redshift samples. 

The second approach to studying the formation of ETGs is the one utilised in this 

Thesis in which nearby examples of the galaxy types of interest are studied in great detail 
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and clues to· their formation found in ;the "fossil record" of their stellar populations and 

kinematics. This,~pproacbhas ,the benefit of allowmg very detailed: analysis of individual! 

galaxies, but at the expense of haVing the added complexity of necessarily having to 

accotmtfot evolution since the epochs ·Of interest. Below are described some·of the main 

conclUsions from various lines of study into the formation of ETGs. 

Colour-:Maghltude Relation and the Fundamental Plane 

Part .of the reason ETGs· were originally thought to have formed via a relatively uniform 

monolithic collapse was the observation that E'FGs display •several tight correlations be

tween their physieal parameters. One of the first to be noticed was :the observation that 

ETGs located in' a variety of enviromnents fellow an extremely tight colour-magnitude 

relation (Baum, 1959; VISvanathan & Sandage, 1977; Sandage & VISvanathan, 1978a,b; 

Terlevich et al., 1999), with the implication that both ellipticals .and SOs must have been· 

passively evolving for aHeast lGyr (see Figure l.Sfor an example oUhe C-M relation .for 

the Coma Cluster). Further examination of the slope ofthe·colour-magnitude relation1by 

Bower et al. (1998) found! that the bulk of the stellar population of the ETGs must have 

formed before z=1 and' that the subsequent amount of-merging since the formation of the 

ETGs was small, with .the stars forming in objects no less than half the mass·of the objects 

they currently reside in. 

Another inte~t:in,g discovery was the observation by Bower et al. (1992) that the 

intrinsic scatter in :the colour..u (Where u is the central velOcity dispersion) relation was 

even smaller, and :that if this scatter was purely due to an age·dispersion it' could be used 

to :place limits on ·the ·epoch of formation. In this case the preferred conclusion was that 

ellipticals in the Virgo and Coma clusters formed the· majority of their stars before z::::;2. 

A further set of clues :to EiFG formation comes from the study of the Fundamental! 

Plane of ETGs, this is the observation that the observable ·q~antities of central velocity 

di~persion· u, effective radius ·Re and luminesity are closely related in E'FGs. Dressler 

et al. ~1987)· and Djorgovski & Davis· (11!987) demonstrated that when examined in the 

3 ·dimensional space of Re, u and Ie (the intensity within Re) galaxies· tend to lie close 

to a plane, ·the so called Fundament~ Plane ~>~ Various 1projections of this plane· had 

previously!been discovered as the Faber-Jackson.(Faber & Jackson:, 1!976)1 and Korm:endy 

relations (Kormendy, 1977). Figure 1.6 displays a ·recent example of the Fundamental 

Plane from !Bernardi et al. (2006). 
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Figure 1.5: 'Figure 2 from Bower .et al. (1999)i the colour-magnitude diagram for spec

troscopically confirmed members ·Of the ·Coma cluster,. data from Terlevich ·et al . .(1999). 

O~jects which are ·located significantly below the· mean relation are also found to be di1r 

crepant in their ~Balmer indices; in the sense expected if they harbour younger stellar 

components. These objects have therefore undergone non-negligible. amounts of recent 

star formation which has lead to their bluer colours. 
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The·existence efthe FP has been used te make severaliRferences abeut :the formatien 

efETGs. Bender et al. (1992) found that the small scatter in the FP of the Vrrgo and 

Coma dusters implied a very small ( <12%) dispersion in the v.alue of M/L ratio at any 

paint in the plane. They .alse found that the tilt of .the FP implies a variation in the M/L 

ratio along the plane, with an increase by a factor of 3, at the same fune :that the mass 

is increasing by a factor of 100. Renzini & Ciotti (1993) feund that the small scatter in 

the FP, if due to an age dispeiSion, was consistent with that predicted by ·the results of 

studies ·ef .the colour-magnitude and colour-a relations. Later work by various authors 

(e.g. Pahre et al. (iJ.998); Mobasher et al. (1999,); Trujillo et al. (2004)) found that the tilt 

in the FP canhot be simply explained and is probably due to a ·combinatien of stellar 

pepulatioR variation aleng the plane (in the·sense ·thclt the olctest galaxies,~ mast metal· 

rich) and a systematic trend away from structural homology. Finally, an examination 

of 40~000 SDSS galaxies by 1Bemardi et at (2003, 2006) feurtd small differeaces between 

galaxies located in over-dense and under-dense regiens, in the.sense that galaxies located 

in higher deRSity regioRS were around 1 Gyr elder than those in the· field, These studies 

again col1firm.ed that ETGs followed a. :FP which was consistent with a fennation epoch 

of around 9Gyr ago, followed by passive evolution up to the preseat. 

•Out of these three !iRes of inquiry a ceRSistent picture can therefore be .seen .to have 

emerged. The stars in E'li'Gs appear te ·have forme4 relatively early in the lifetime of 

the Universe (before z=2·) and to have evolved relatively passively since that time. At 

fiiSt glance thisrpicture seems more in tune with a menelithic cellapse scenario, although 

as already described a hierarchical merging formation is alse permitted: as long as the 

major.ity ofthe.merging (at least any merging whichleads to new star formation) occurs 

before· a redshift of 2. It could prove to be the case that the epoCh of star fotmatien 

and the .epoch when those .stars were .assembled into the E'fGs observed today may be 

different. One further observation which ls more ir1. tune with the hierarchical picture 

is the observation that galaxies in lewer density environments are slightly yeunget than 

those in high density environments. 

Line· Strength• Indices ofGataxies 

One of the most powerful methods of examining the formatien. and.evolution·ef galaxies 

is te examine the stellar pepulatiorts ef :the galaxies directly. Ideally this can be done, 

as it is in the Milky Way and nearby galaxies, by directly examining the l"eSOlved stellar 
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populations of the galaxies. Using the Henzsprurtg..;Russell diagram it becomes possible 

to accurately determine the age and metallicity of the stellar populations, the presence of 

features such.~ several main sequence tumoffs~can also be used to determine the various 

periods of·star .formation. In practice this approach .fs.limited to the nearest galaxies mdl 

for the majority of galaxies only the mtegrated properties of large ensembles of stars~ 

with piesumably variable formation histories, can be studied. Early attempts:at this type 

of study focussed on the study·ofthe mtegratedi colours.of galaxies, with the observation 

that the mean colours of E'FGs are generally consistei\t with G-K dwarfs, as woula be 

expected if the stellar populations were old. Study of the gradients ill galaxy colours 

also revealed that E'FGs generally become bluer with radius (Franx et al., 1989; >Peletier 

et al., 1990); an effect which could be due to either age,or metallicity gradients. In fact the 

study of integrated colours has several drawbacks, not least ofwhich is the d~generacy 

between the effects of age and me@].licity on the colours (U & Han, 2008). 

In rece1:1t decades the im,proved sensitivity of spectroscopic instrumentation has .al

lowed the study of the spectra of integrated stellar· populations to flol:irish. The strength 

and appearance of absorption lines in the integrated spectra is determined by ·factors 

such as the ages and chemical make up of the stars comprising the· stellar population, 

and their iRternal kinematics. In addition. the relative strengths of different absorption 

lines can be used1 to partly circumvent the·age-metallicity degeneracy foURd' in the ~broad 

band optical' colours. 

One of the first attempts to exploit this sensitivity to age and metallicity was intro

duced:by Burstein et al. (1984) and augmented subsequently by several.authors~(Worthey; 

1994; Worthey &·Ottaviani, 1997; Thager et al., 1998). This system, known as the Lick/IDS 

system, is based on a set of absorption line indices chosen to be· mostly sensitive to age 

(e.g. H-y, H5 and H{j), iron abundance· (e.g. Fe527(!), Fe5335)• or an ·alpha-element such 

as magnesium (e.g. •Mgb). Early discoveries using this system in.cluded' the observation 

by Gonzctlez (1!993) that ·in .his sample of 4(!) nearby ·ellipticals, .the central stellar popula

tion was found to· have a wide range of mean ages, from 2 Gyr up to 17 Gyr. Go~ez 

(1993) also cortfirmed.the findings1ofseveral previous·studies.that the abund8Rce ratios of 

Mg to Fe in ellipti<::als, especially the most massive ones ate considerably different from 

those found in the solar neighbourhood (O'Connell, 1976; Peletier, 1989; Gorgas et .al., 

1990; Worthey et al., ll992). 'Ihe general!y accepted implication of this finding is that the 

apparent a-element overabundances are caused by very .sho:rt,star formation timescales 
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(11homas et<al. (20Q5a) found using arsim.pleclosed box model'that for [ a/Fe] > 0.2 the for

mation timescale must be less than 1 Gyr); most ohhe stars are thought to form rapidly so 

that only the products.of the prompt Type II supernovae are ,produced quickly enough· to 

become incorporated into new stars before the star formation event ceases. The star for

mation event is thoughtto have ended before the first•stars have undergone the required: 

binmy evolution .to create the '!YPe Ia supernovae responsible for creating much of the 

Fe found in the Universe, hence the .stars formed in such a rapid event are somewhat 

Fe deficient relative to the atl10\1Rt of a-elements they are observed to have. Such a

element enhancements do not sit particularly well With either of the formation scenarios 

presented. The monolithic collapse·w:ouldi.predict that 'large galaxies would have longer 

star formation timescales, due to their larger potentialS being capable of holding more 

material during the formation revent. In the hierarchical picture, which at least initiaUy 

was thought to predict many ETGs should form. from the merger of spirals, the observed 

a-elementenhancement was also problematic. 'This is due to the fact that the m~jority of 

stars found in· ,the E'FG would have formed in the progenitor spirals over a long period 

prior to the merger even.t, the overall a-element enhancement should therefore be lower 

than observed. 

More recent studies have built on this earlier work, including the effect that the a

enhancement can have· on the measured .ages and metallicities of the stellar populations 

(Thomas et al., 2003, 2004), and attempting to correct for the fact that the obServed' errors 

in the line strength indices lead to an apparent anti-correlation of age and metallicity 

('frager et al., 2000; Kuntschner et al~, 2001). Work by 'Fhomas et al. (2005a) on the central 

stellar populations of 124 E'ifGs .found that all three stellar population parameters, age; 

metallicity and [a/Fe], correlate with d, that the·bulk·of E'ifGs formed their stars mainly 

between z= 5 .and 2 and that in lower density environments the end of star formation 

was delayed by around 2 Gyr. Silnilar results were found by Nelan et al. (2005) for a 

larger sample of 4000 red sequence (those observed to lie on the tight colour-m~gnitude 

sequence observed' in_ dusters, i'.e. in Figure 1;5) ·galaxies. One possible complication is 

that ·the behaviour of the horizontal branch stars ·can have a significant influence on the 

measured H,B index and hence the implied age; at present it is not clear whether or not 

such stellar types cause significant problems in typical E'FGs .. 

Broadly speaking the result of studies ·into the line strength indices of ETGs can be 

seen to support the conclusions ·of investigations of the colour.;. magnitude, colour-a and! 
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Fundamental Plane of ETGs, in the sense that ·ETGs are generally found to have formed· 

,the majority of their stars at very early epochs, and that there appear to be slight differ

ences in the epoch ofthelast•significan:tstar formation dependent on the environment in 

which the ETG resides. Some complications are however apparent. Studies whichfoc~ 

only on. the central regions of E'FGs can be biased by .the presence of small amounts of 

young stars formed in· recent minor metgei' or accretion events, a sitt:tation seen in sev

eral E'FGs with~obsetved strong ,positive age,gradients, such that the inner regions. appear 

much younger than the bulk of .the galaxy (e~g. Proctor et al. (2005); 5anchez~Blazquez 

et .al. (2007); Reda· et al. (2607)). It may be that these young ages found in the :inner re

gions ofETGs may in fact 'be the fingerprint ofhierarehical growth, with the majority of 

.the galaxy forming at early times only for small amonnts of gas to be accreted at later 

times. More substantial studies of the r~dial behaviour of line strengths of .the .types now 

being undertaken (e~g. Smchez-Blazquez et ali. (200~; Reda et al. (2007); L.oubset etal. 

(2007); Brough et al'. (2007); Spolaor et al·. (2008)) will help to. settle this matter. 

The· Connection between Early type·Galaxies and their Globular Ouster,systems 

One extremely powerful probe of the galaxy formation process not .discussed so far in

volves the Study of the1Globular Cluster (GC).systems·of galaxi~. Globular star clusters 

(see Figure 1.7) are among the oldest stEillar systems found in·,the Universe and as such 

they am allbw an e~amination of the very earliest periods of galaxy formation.( or even 

periods of·starformation before the epoch of.galaxy assembly). GCs themselves are also 

unusually simple systems~ being a gravitationally bound system of [~ to lfl6 stars, al11 

of which were formed at the same time from the same initial cloud of gas and dust. 

Although some MW ·GCs are observed to display multiple main sequellces possibly in

dicative of several star formation periods (see for example D' Antona et al. (2005) for the 

case of NGC 2808), but this behaviour appears to be rare and can be explained ·in some 

cases as :being d11e to the· fact the objects are· not bona fide GCs but in fact the stripped! 

remains of a d'warf galaxy :nucleus. 'ifhe inherent simplicity of the stellar populations of 

GCs makes them ideal Simple Stellar P()pulations (SSPs),. as they .are composed of stars 

which ·formed at the same time and with the same chemical abundances. The changes 

in their integrated properties with time are therefore considerably simpler to understand 

than the composite stellar populations of ,galaxies. When ,this fact is· combmed with the 

observation that GCs appear ·to be formed in fixedi~proportion to ·the· total m~ of stars 
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Figure 1.7: Left Panel : The Milky Way Globular Cluster NGC 6093 as observed by the 

Hubble Space Telescope. Right Panel : The corresponding colour-magnitude diagram 

for NGC 6093 stars as observed by the HST and presented in Piotto et al. (2002). Overplot

ted are the positions of the Main Sequence, Main Sequence Turnoff, Horizontal Branch 

and Red Giant branch. The positions of these features are determined by the age and 

metallicity of the stellar population. In GCs with only one population these features are 

well defined, in composite stellar populations it becomes difficult to define the position of 

these features making it impossible to place strong constraints on the age and metallicity 

of the stellar populations present. 

formed in a star formation event (McLaughlin, 1999), the true power of studying the GC 

systems of galaxies becomes apparent. Hit is assumed that the GCs which survive to the 

present are in no way special, at least compared to other stars which formed in unbound 

star clusters during the same star formation event, or from subsequently disrupted clus

ters then the age and metallicity distributions of the GC system of a galaxy directly trace 

that of the diffuse stellar population of that galaxy, quantities which are extremely diffi

cult to tease from integrated light studies. 

As with studies of galaxies, the first significant investigations of the GC systems of 

galaxies involved the photometric examination of the GCs, the most interesting finding 

being that the GC systems of almost all galaxies display bimodal colour distributions 

(Peng et al., 2006). This observation which was first hinted at in the early 1990's (Zepf 

& Ashman, 1993) has subsequently been confirmed for all massive ellipticals by Hubble 

Space Telescope (HST) surveys of many dozens of galaxies (Larsen et al., 2001; Kundu & 
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Whitmore, 20~H:a;b; Peng et al., 2006). Such an observed colour bimodality has tradition

ally beeR explained as being primarily due to an underlying metallidty bimodality ~the 

ages. of the two sub-populations are found to be the same within the ("'2 Gyr).errors). 

Se:veral models were therefore suggested' for ,the formatioR·Of E'FGs which. would Rat

urally result in the formation of two distinct subpopulations:of'GCs. In the major merger 

scenario (Ashman• &: Zepf, 1992; Zepf & Ashman, 1:993) the blue (metal .. poor.) GCs are hy

pothesised to ha:ve·formed in spiral ,galaxies which. subsequently merge, red (metal-rich) 

GCs are formed from the enriched gas present during the ·merger event. Forbes et a}. 

(1997) presented several problems with the major merger scenario and went on to sug

gest their own evol'utioR ofmodels based on a multiphase dissipatiortal collapse. 11n this 

scenario blue GCs form in· gaseous fragments at1high redshift, a brief cessation of·star for

matioR would then occur, possibiy due to events. such as~cosrn.ic·reionizcttion,followed by 

subsequent merging of the gaseous fragments.and red GC formation. The thud scenario 

·is the accretion model of Co~ et al. (1998, 2000, 2002) iR which the red ·GCs form contem

poraneously with the massive galaxies and the blue GCs are accreted later from nearby 

1lowermass g~es. All. three scenarios have•some strengths and some weaknesses~ how

ever from a practical point of view they are alSo generally interchangeable. By varying 

:the redshiftS at which. eertairl events occur, each scenario can be made equivaleRt. Be

fore ·reading too much into such scenarios it should ~o be noted that in recent .times the 

existence of ·such d,iStinct metallidty subpopulations has been caRed into question, with 

several1 authors:claiming evidence for sigruficartt non•lirtearity in the:colour-to-metallicity 

transfortrtation, either from observational (Peng et al.,.2006; Riclttler,2006) or theoretical! 

(Yoon ·et al~, 2006; Cantiello & Blakeslee, 2007) arguments. Such non-linearities in the 

transformati(>n can cause a unimodal metallicity distributioR to project onto a bimodali 

colour distribution; only the determination .of a significant number of :spectroscopically 

confirmed GC metallicities wiU settle ,tffis debate. To date this has only:been.achieved.for 

the Milky Way (Armandroff & Zinn1 1988) cmd NGC 5128 (Beasley et al., 2008), both of 

which do indeed display multi-modal metallicity distributions~ 

One further discovery made via the photometric examination of GC systems was 

fotind :furough ,fhe examinatioR of the numbers of GCs per ,unit galaxy diffuse stellcu' 

ma$8. The idea of a specific frequeRcy SN was introduced by Harris & van den ;Bergh 

(:1981) and later adapted ,into the quaRtity T by Zepf & Ashman (1993); where Tis the 

number of GCs per 109M<v of galaxy stellar mass. Various studies have probed the re-
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lationship !between SNIT and galaxy type, with Forbes et al. (200llb) suggesting, that .the 

bulge GCs faund iR spirals are similar to the metal dch ;GCs found in E'FGs, and ·that 

when normalised' only to the bulge lUminosity the metal rich GCs of spirals and ETGs 

both have s~,. "'1. This finding was confirmed by Gaudfrooij et al~ (20G3) for a sample 

of7 edge-an spirals examined with HST WFPC2 imaging, and would seem ta mdicate a 

sim.iiar formation mechanisJil for both .the bulges·of ETGs and spiral galaxies. 

As in studies af the integrated properties of galaxies, there has recently been an ex

pansion in the spectroscopic study of·GCs, despite the difficulty of examining relatively 

famt objects at1extragalactic distances. Tadate·such observatiOns•are still in thetprocess of 

building up large unbiased samples of GC spectra, but first indicatians are that this type 

of study will de muCh to illunrlnate the galaxy formation process. The main highlights 

of the multi-object spectroscapic examiRation of the GC systems of galaxies studied so 

far include the fact that the vast majority of·GCs.examined: are found to be old (>9 Gyr) 

and that the GC subpopulations are fouad to be essentially coeval (and old~ within the 

measured errors. The magnitude ·Of the age uncertainties of ~typically 1-3 Gyr combined 

with the relatively small number of clusters examined' per galaxy means that a similar 

una1rtainty exists on the spread of cluster ages both :within the a galaxy and between 

galaxies. Only significantly improved ·statistics WiU enable the ~measurement af age dif

fetences·between subpopulations .and between ·the GC systems of different·,galaxies~ 

To date studies have examined many GC systems of various gi:\laxy types, e~g. ellip

ticals .(NGC 1399 (Forbes:et,i:\1., 200l!a~,NGC3379 ~Pierce et al,, 2G06a~:. NGC 4649 ~erce 

et al., 2006b ), NGC 5!1!28 ~Beasley et al.; 2008)), SOs ~GC '524 (Beasley et.al.; 2004b), NGC 

3115· ~untschner et al., 2002; Puzia et al., 2005), NGC 1!380 ~Puzia ·et al., 2005)), Spirals 

~M81 ·(Puzia et al., 2QG5), NGC 4594 (Larsen et al., 20G2~)' and Dwarf galaxies (NGC 147, 

185, 205 (Sharina et i:\1., 2006); I<K84, KK21'1, KK221 (Puzia & Sharina, 2008)). TWo meta• 

analyses have·been completed, pulling together much afthe high S/N data accumulated 

over the past decade, the first by Strader et al. (2005) confirming that the extragalactic 

GC,subpopulations ·~d· ages at least as old, if not older than those measured for the MW 

GCs. 'Fhe second analysis by Puzia et al. ·(2006) also confirmed this finding, but in ad

dition discovered a significant population of extremely a-enhanced GCs associated with 

ellipticai galaxies, a population which WilS not observedi in either SO or spiral galaxies, 

Te:tken together these findings would tend to· support the· suggestion that E'FG forma

tiOJ:t' (including spiral <bulges) occurred before a redshift of2. 'The finding that the GCs of 
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Figt.tre 1.8: 1Figure 2 .from Puzia et al. (2ee6) demonstrating the ·observed distribution of 

age, metallicity and [a/Fe] ·for'their.sample·of extr~galactic GCs. Of ,particular interest is 

the population of extre~nely a-enhanced• GCs found only in the elliptical sample. 
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ellipticals are significcmtly a-enhanced would also tend to support the idea that the for

mation process was extremely r1;1.pid. 'The small~ number of younger GCs found in some of 

these ,studies could then be associated with more recent smaller accretion ev:ents, which 

coulellead :to the formation of a "frosting;' of young stars found in the inner regions of 

some early types. At present samples of only 10..20 GCs per galaxy have been collected 

and much larger samples of 100-200 will be required to determine ,the formation histories 

of:galaxies (at least the spheroidal componen~) on the-few per tent level. 

SO Galaxies 

Up to this point ETGs have generally been discussed .as if they are a single galaxy type 

formed through a. similar process; However~early-type galaxies can also be broken down 

into two subgroups, ellipticals, and sa galaxies. There are notable differences between 

ellipticals and SOs, the most obvious :being the observation that SO galaxies have signifi

cant stellar discs whereas ellipticals do not. Also, as previoUsly diScussed, evidence from 

the morphology-density relation shows that the number of SO galaxies in clusters has 

increased since a redshift of 1, while the number of ellipticals has remained the same, 

strongly pointing to d..ifferent formation routes .for these ~two galaxy types. When the in

crease in the SO populationrsince z=1 is combined With the observation that there is a 

corresponding ·decrease irt the. number ~of spiral galaxies, a scenario in which sas are the 

converted' ·remains of spiral galaxies becomes obvious. 

'Ilhis presumed relationship between 50s and Spirals has ~grown more'secure in recent 

years. with work from the Nottingham group attacking the problem from a:5eriesrof,direc

tions; FirstinArag6n-Salamanca·et al. (2006)·and then :Barret al. (200nitwas.shown ,that 

~the GC.speclfic frequ~cy .of a sample of SO~ galaxies increased with the,spectroscopicaHy 

derived age ofthe<central region of the SO:{See Figure 1.9,). 'Fhe magnitude.of the increase 

in SN wasJound to match .that expected from simple fading of the disc of the galaxy since 

star' formation ended, assuming that spiralS and SOs start with the ~eGC systems and 

no GCs.are formed in the conversion process, an assumption that,seems relatively secure 

given that the age, metallicity an.d '[a/Fe] distributions of spirals and' SOs were found to 

be very similar by Puzia et al'. (2006} (See Figure 1.8). Asecond study by Bedregal et al. 

(2QQ6a) found that the Tully-Fisher ·relation for SO galaxies was systematically offset to 

fainterm1;1.gnitudes than that found for spirals (See Figure 1.10)~ For a subset of their data 

. comprising 7 galaxies located in the Eornax cluster the amount of offset was correlated 
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Figure 1.9: Figure 4 from Barret al1. (2007). The log(Age) of the host galaxy versus GC 

specific ·frequency. The dashed line shows the track followed by a fading spiral which 

started with SN = 0.4, from the stellar population models.ofBruzual & Charlot (2003). 

with the spectrscopically determined age of the sa~ again providing strong support to 

the idea· that SOs are the passively evolving descendaJ:lts of spirals which ceased forming 

stars at some 1pointin the past. 

One commonly cited objectiott to this picture is the observation that simple bulge

to-disc decompositions indicate that SOs have significantly larger Bulg~to-Total: ratios 

(rv0.6) than· spirals· ( <0.2) (Simien & de Vaucouleurs, 1986). To fit into .the ·simple fading 

spiral scenario this would require unfeasible amounts of bulge growth during the trails

formation. However in recent years ,this,commonly accepted picture of SOs being domi-
1 

na:ted by large classical r4 bulges has been challenged, most notably:by Laurikainen et al. 

(2007) who found 50s to have B /T ratios of between 0.2 cmd 0.3. The large difference· in 

measured B /T ·is·due ,tp the.application of m.ore SQphisticated models which alowed the 

value of the ~sic index to· vary (previously it was held to 4) and allowed for the pres

ence ofother strucfures·.such as discs, bars;or ovals which could: contribute· to the light of 

the bulge. A lower value of B/T for SGs· such as that seen by :Laurikainen et al. (2007) is 

much more readily understood in terms of a simple spiral to SO ·transformation, with.any 

increase in bulge luminosity being of the order explainable by bar driven starJormation, 
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Figure 1.10: Figure 1 from .Bedregal et al. (2(i)06a~~ The B .. baad' 1\tlly-Fisher Relation for SO 

galaxies; SOlid and dashed lines are the lOcal spiral'WR from Tu11y & Pierce (2000) and 

Sakai et.al. (2GOO)·respectively. The dotted line shows the best fit'SC:l•TFR when t.tsing the 

slope from Tully & Pierce (2000). 

or potentially through star formation in gas driven to the ceatre of the galaxy·duringthe 

transformation event. 

There exists at present a• number of plausibk explanati()ns for the transformation of 

a star forming spiral in.to a -quiescent SO m a cluster environment, all of. which rely on 

the trw\c8tiOn Of Star formatiOR ill the galaxy disc, •however it remains to be,seen if these 

mechanisms are applicable to non-duster environmeJ:lts. The most common,explanation 

for ·the.truncation of star formation is that during :infall into the cluster the cold star form'

mg gas found m the· spiral disc is stripped by the ram pressUre of the hot intracluster 

medium, .leading :to a rapid shutdown of star formation (Gunn & 1Gott, 1972; A:bC'I.di et al., 

1999). In variatiOll$ of this modell it is nQt the cold gas of the· disc which is stripped• hut 

the hot gas reservoir which surrounds the galaxy aad which is believed to replenish the 

disc as it cools. In this ,picture, generally called the strangulation model, star formation 
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continues in the disc until' such time as the·colrl gas is depleted, the clustet medium then 

preveRts further gas cooling onto the galaxy, ending star formation ~Bekki et al., 2002; 

McCarthy et al., 2008) .. Simulations suggest that this method of quenching may be more 

effective ·in group environments where the ICM is,not dense: enough to strip the• cold gas 

of the galaxy via ram pressure stripping (Kawata & Mulchaey, 2008). It is also possible 

that a short tertn enhancement of star formation, or even a starburst, is possible due to 

the collapse of giant molecular clouds under the external pressure of the ICM (Bekki & 

Couch, 2003). The observatiOn of galaxies currently undergoing ram pressure stripping 

in nearby 'large dusters lends· strong support to this ·explanation for at least some ses 
(Vollmer et al., 2001; Vollmer, 2003; Ghung·et al., 2007). 

A further suggested truncatien mechanism involves a merger event 1between a spiral 

galc\xy and! a smaller galaxy. H the mass ratio is below 3:1 simt.tlations show that it is 

possible to keep overall disc structure while stopping star formation through the rapid 

conversion.of all of the gas into stars Bekki (1998). A variant of this mechanism involves 

the combined effects of many· high-speed near misses between cluster galaxies, the so

called harassment sceRario (Moore et al., 1998). The multiple dose interactions lead to a 

hea~g of the diS<: componeRt, leading to an increase in ·the velocity dispersion, and to 

the sinking of the gas. in the disc to the inner regions where it woulrl produce a starburst. 

At present observations whleh truly begin to separate .the most likely of these '(and 

other) formation scenarios are in somewhat short supply. Current observations .are of

tea better at ruling out other scenarios rather than ·discriminating between the ones de

scribed, for example it was ·once though that SOs could possibly be the result .of a major 

merger event with subsequent disc regrowth. However the kinematia; of SO galaxies 

show that very few exhibit counter rotating co-spatial stellar discs of the kind expected' 

from the re-accretion ofgas debris from a merger event (e.g Kujjken et al. (1996)). What 

is required, and is currently under construction,(see Chapter 3) is a large· sample of spec

troscopy of SO galaxies located in a· range of environments. Through the careful study of 

the stellar populations of the bulge and disc components of SO galaxies, it will' be pos

sible .to probe for any evidence ·Of an environmental dependence of the transformation 

mechanism using their fossil record. 
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1.2. Outline of this thesis 

nus Thesis is structured as follows: 

• Chapter 2 presents the longslit spectroscopy of the major and minor axes of the 

nearby edge-on SO galaxy NGC 311!5. The kinematics and stellar populations of 

this galaxy are compared to those found in previous studies of the GC system of 

NGC3115. 

• Chapter3 presents preliminary results from.a large survey devoted to the spectro

~opic stt:tdy of the kinematics and stellar populations of edge-on SO galaxies. 1!his 

data is usedi to ;examine the Tully-Fisher relation for SO galaxies ·and to examine its 

implication .for SO formation scenarios. 

• Chapter 4 presents spectroscopy of .the GC system,ofthe:Shell elliptical galaxy NGC 

3923. This data ·is used to·examine. the.stellar populations:of the·GC syste:IIl of NGC 

3923 and to compare ,those populations with that .found for the integrated light of 

NGC 3923 at "'3Re. 

• Chapter 5 presents:additional'nod-and•shuffle·spectroscopyof NGC 3923:GCs. 'Fhis 

data is used ·in conjunction with that presented in Chapter 4 to constrain the Dark 

Matter certtentof this galaxy. 

• Chapter 6 provides some coacluding,remarks and suggestions·for further extensioa 

of the work presented here. 

• The Appendix provides Tables. and Figures considered too large for the main body 

of this Thesis. 



·Chapter2 

GMO·S Spectro.scopy .of the SO 

Galaxy NG:C 3~115 

2.1. Abstract 

This chapter presents Gemini ·GMOS longslit spectroscopy of the· isolated SO ·galaxy 

NGC 3U5., This data has. been used to determine kinematic properties and Lick/IDS 

absarption lin~strength indices for the·major axis out to 9 kpc andfor the minor axis~out 

to 5 •kpc (around 2 effective radii' ~Re)). Making use of stellar population models which 

include the effects of variable [a/Fe] ratios the metallicities, abundance ratios and ages 

for the s.tellar population ofNGC 3115 have been measured. It is observed that i[a/Fe]l 

remains fairly constant with increasing radius at 1[a/!Fe]1 = 0.117 for the major axis but 

increases rapidly for the miner axis to [a/Fe] = 0.3. To first arder this behaviour can be 

explained by a.simple spheroid +·disc·model, where the spheroid has fa/'Fe]i = 0.3.and the 

disc shows close to· solar abundance ratios; The disc also appears· cansiderably younger 

than the spheroid, having an age of around 6 Gyr compared to 12 Gyr for the spheroid. 

These results are compared to those previously preseated by ~untschner et al. (2002) for 

the globular cluster system of NGC 311'5. 

24 
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2.2. Introduction and Previous Work 

Globular clusters (GCs) are· among the simplest stellar systems. The Stellar content 

of individual clusters .forms primarily at one epOch and location and so they are remark

ably uniform .in terms of metalficity, age anddtem.ical abundances (as·evidenced! by their 

extremely tight colour magnitude diagrams. e.g. Pulone et al. (2003), Clem et al. (2008)). 

Because GC's are believed to form preferentially during the major sta:r forming and inass 

accumulation epochs, a careful examination of the GC population of a galaxy can shed 

light on these periods of a galaxy's· development. This however relies ~on the assuntption 

that GC' s act, as good: ,tracers of the properties of ,the overa:ll stellar :population formed at 

the same epoch. For a more thorough discussion ·Of why this is believed to be the case 

see Puzia·et·a:l. (2005)• It is the aim of the present work to test this hypothesis in~detail for 

one well .studied galaxy. 

NGC 3115 is one of the closest and most studied SO galaxies. Its GC system has been 

extensively investigated, using both photometric {Kavelaars, 1998; Kundu & Whitmore, 

1998; Pttzia et al1., 2002), and .spectroscopic (Kuntschner et al., 2002; Puzia et al,, 20()4) 

·techniques. These studies find two GC sub ,populations of mean metaJ:licities :[Fe/H] ~ 

..0.37 and [Fe/H] ~ -1.36. Kuntschner et al. (2002~ find that both GC sub populations have 

ages which are consistent with~ a single epoch .of farmation abaut 12' Gyr ago. 'flte obser

va:tions·af Kundu & Whitmare (1998),and Kavelaars (1998) are consistent with ,the metal

dch clusters being associated with a ·rapidly rotating thick disc system and the slower 

rotating metal-poordusters being associa:ted with the 1ha:lo of NGC 3115. The stellar pop

;ulatian .of the galaxy itself has alsa lbeen examined!, notably by Fisher et al. '(1996) who 

measured the Une strengths and .their gradients out tO a rctdius of 40" along the major 

axis, Trager et al~ '(1998) ct1se examined the, absorptioiJ.line indices of the galaxy nucleus. 

Elson (1997) faund evidence for a bimodal: distribution afmetallicities with [Fe/H] ~-0.7 

and' [Fe/Hl ~'-L3 in the resolved stellar population, af the halo located 8.5' east of the 

centre and '5' from the major axis,. although Kundu & Whitmore (iJ.998) suggested .that 

,this might be due to an instrumental effect in the metallicity calibratien. Taken together 

these abservations lead te the possibility that the metal poor sub-population-farmed: 12 

- 13 Gyr ago, with the meta:l rich papulation farming several Gyr later after the ISM has 

been enriched by ,a .factor of """4, perhaps triggered by AGN activity or a, merger event. A 

further examination:ofthe ages and metallicities of ~the generalt stellar poptilation.and the 
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Table 2.1:: NGC:31!1'5 ·Basic Parameters 

Parameter Value Source 

Right Ascension 02000) 

Declination 02000) 

Morphological'!Ype 

Major-Axis Diameter 

Minor-Axis Diameter 

Heliocentric Qadial Velocity 

Asymptotic Radial Velocity 

Central Velocity Dispersion 

Inclination of disc 

a NED. http:/ /aedwwwJpac.caltech.edu/. 

b This~ study. 

c Capacdoli et,al. (1993). 

tohe.5ml3.988 

-0~43~(!)6."9 

so-
7.2atcmin 

2.5arcmin 

663±4 kms-1 

263±5 kms-1 

3iJ!4±4 kms~1 

86° 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

b 

.b 

b 

c 
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GC population in this ·galaxy using updated Simple SteHar Population (SSP) models can 

.test the :plausibility of these scenarios. 

2.3. Observations and1 Data Reduction 

The observations were carried out.on the 1:8/!J.9th.of December 2001 with the GMOS 

instrumeat 1(Hook et al., 2004} OR the Gemini North telescope (Program ID GN-2001B

Q-44). the. B6GO grism with ·600 lines/mm was used with .a longslit iJ. arcsec wide by 

335 ~ long. 'Fhe data were 'binned by 4 in the spatial dimension and 2 in the spec

tral! dimension producing.a spectral resolution of "'4.4A FWHM (U0Jons-1) sampled at 

o.9 A/pixel. The seeing throughout the·observations was generally:::; e.8arcsecs and! the 

binned pixel scale'Was'a.3 arcsec/pixel. The wavelength rang~ is "'3800-6400 A. TW:o·sets 

of integrations were:completed, one each for the major·and' minor axis ofthe galaxy, With 

a total integration time for each axis of 7200s. 'Fhe centre of the major axis longslit was 

offset from the galaxy centre along .the major axis by 1201 arcsecs as can be seen in· Fig

ure 2.1, to exbmd the radial coverage and reduce the galaxy light in the sky background 

region. ·For the minor axis the sky region' was defined· at either end of the longslit. As .can 
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Figure 2.1: Left Panel: Positions of the major and minor axis longslits (blue solid lines), 

slit widths are exaggerated by a factor of rv5, green regions indicate the sky estimation 

regions. Red circles denote positions of GC's examined by Kuntschner et al. (2002) with 

line index measurements, red triangles have only kinematical data from Kuntschner et al. 

(2002) available. Right Panel: The inner region of the left panel after the subtraction of 

a smooth median image, to remove the galaxy halo. The edge-on disc of NGC 3115 is 

clearly visible. Both images were produced using Hawk-I J-band imaging. 
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be seen from Figure 2.1 the sky subtraction regions are located at large radii where the 

galaxy flux ~is only '5 - 6% of the sky level, hence over-subtraction of galaxy light should 

not be a major problem. 'This is discussed in more detafl iR Section 2.3.2. '!Wo velbcity 

standards HD979G7, HD73665 ,and a photometric standard 'Feige 34 were also observed 

using the same experimental set up. 

The standard Gemini mAF routines were used to carry out bias .subtraction, flat

fielding, and cosmic ray,subtraction. 

2.3.1 .Scattered Light .Correction 

After the standard reduction procedures utilised for the<reduction of longslit·spectroscopy 

a further step was. required to· coftect for the effect of light scattering within the GMOS 

insttutnent, at present it is believed that the light originates from the classically ruledi 

diffraction gratings. During the exEP~tion of this, study it was noted that light scatter

ing within the instrument seriously compromised the measurement of line indices at 

large .galactocentric radii. .From subsequent experience with the GMOS instrument in 

longslit mode it appears:that this is an unavoidable feature of this and presUIIijlbly many 

other.spectrographs when they are used to·study!bright spatially extended objects such 

as nearby galaxies. 

The scattered, light has the effect of decreasing measured line indices by applying a 

OC offset. ,to the spectra; this can be understood to be due to the· fact that Une strength 

indices are measured as :equivalent widths and are therefore extremely sensitive ~to the 

continuum leveli (see Section 2;3.4 for more ~details). In practice the weakening of line 

strengths has two important·consequences, the first is ,that when line strength 'indices are 

compared to SSP models,,spuriously ~low metallicities are arrived1 at. '11he left hand panel' 

of Figure 2.2 demonstrates this fact by the comparison ·Of the measured line strettgth 

indices '(in this :case from the major axis of NGC 3585) to :the SSP models of Thomas 

et al. (2003, ,20a4). As can :be seen, the uncorrected! line s~gths are weaker in genera1' 

than the.corrected ones, an examination of Figure 2.3 shows that this effect is negligible 

for the bright inner regions of galaxies, but grows increasingly important with galacto

centric radU. This apparent decrease in meta:llidty is particularly disturbing, as· at first 

observation this appears entirely possible, only a closer ·examination of .the extremely 

high :implied metallidty gradients would alert an observer to the fact that a problem 

had occurred. The right hand panel of Figure 2;2 demonstrates the second effect of the 
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decreasing line strengths, namely that the implied age of the stellar population rapidly 

becemes unfeasibly large at larger radii, this effect is much more noticeably unphysical 

and therefore can act as a useful warning ef the existence of scattered: light within the 

data. 

Fortunately the standard GMOS longslit set-up utilised irt this investigation previded 

.the opportunity to remove this scattered light. 'This was possible because the 2-D ~pee

bum pted'uced contained 3 nnexposed regions created~ l>y the bottom of the slit and two 

slit spacers located at 1/3 .and 2/3 of .the distance along .the ·spatial dimensim:t of :the im• 

age ·(see for example Figure 2.4). After bias subtraction these regions should contain no 

fltlx, however 'light scattered within the spectrograph meant'that this wasnotthe case. To 

correct for this effect it was possible te interpolate the scattered light level between the 3 

unexposed regions and to subtract this .from the·image. See Figure 2:5 fer an example of 

this.procedure carried out on~data described,in·Chapter 3' from observations of the. miner 

axis of NGC 7332 made with an essentially identical set-up te those used in the study 

of NGC 3115. In total scattered light accounted for a• -few% ef the total ii\ciden:t light. 

This however was sufficient te account for -50% of the. counts at the largest radii. After 

correction ·residual scattered light:should be of a negligible 1level. 

The data· was then wavelength calil:Jra_ted with the wavelength calibration being ac

curate to ~ 0.2 A. The 2-D spectrum was• then extracted into a• series of 1-lll>spectra which 

were·skysubtracted and binned: in the•spatial dimension until the target S/N (measuredl 

in a region near te. the Hjjline)•of 20 or·6G was reached. After binning-to S/N = 6aa tetal 

of 108 (major axis) and 44 (minor axis)· spectra were produced, it is from these spectra• 

that all ef the ldnematics and line indices were measured, though in· later figures these 

have been ·rebinned in groups of 4 <radially) te allow clearer presentation. The binned' 

1-D spectra were ·then flux calibrated using the photometric standard and a reddening 

correction of E(B - V) = 0.!146 (Schlegel et .al., 1998) applied using the standard IRAF 

ro11tines. 

2.3.2 Sky Subtraction 

Clearly an· accurate sky ·subtraction is a necessity when attempting to measure accurate 

kinematics and· line indices at large ga:lactocentric radii. H ·the sky spectnun is strengly 

contaminated: by diffuse stellar light it can introduce •large errers·in,measured indices and 

kinematic :q'Uantities such as u, h3 and lh£. To ·investigate .the magrtitude,of this effect:sev-
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Figure 2.2: The effects of scattered light on measured stellar population parameters for 

the major axis of NGC 3585. Left Panel: The weakening of line strengths due to scattered 

light has the effect of making the measured metallicity appear lower, whilst the apparent 

[a/Fe] remains constant. Right Panel: The weakening of the age sensitive indices such as 

the H,8 index has the effect of making the apparent age of the stellar population increase 

at larger radii. Overplotted for comparison are the SSP models by Thomas et al. (2003, 

2004) with abundance ratios [a/Fe] = 0.0, 0.3, 0.5, the models have ages 1-15 Gyr and 

metallicity [Z/H] = -2.25, -1.35, -0.33, 0.0 and +0.35. In both panels average error bars are 

displayed towards the bottom right of each panel, as well as the various stellar popula

tion parameter vectors. The metallicity gradient of this galaxy means that central galaxy 

data points are located towards the right (highest [Z/H]) and radius increases towards 

the left (lower [Z/H]). 
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Figure 2.3: Demonstration of the effect of scattered light on measured line indices. Mea

sured selected Lick/IDS line strength indices for the major axis of NGC 3585. Indices 

were measured using identical methods to those used for NGC 3115 both from spectra 

without applying the scattered light correction described (blue circles) and with the cor

rection applied (red circles). In all cases the measured line strength is weaker at larger 

radii (where scattered light begins to dominate the total flux) if the scattered light correc

tion described previously has not been carried out. 
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Figure 2.4: Example of bias subtracted, flat fielded and wavelength calibrated 2-D spec

trum, in this case from the minor axis of NGC 3115. The unexposed regions of the spec

trum are evident as the horizontal regions of lower (though non-zero) counts located at 

the bottom, 1/3 and 2/3 along the spatial dimension of the detector. 

eral methods were used, the simplest of which was tore-reduce our data using the minor 

axis sky to sky subtract the major axis and vice versa. The line indices were remeasured 

and compared to those measured previously, for all indices considered here the changes 

in measured index were< 0.1 A except for the Mgb line which showed quite consider

able variation. This change in the Mg b line can be understood as being due to changes 

in the strength of the 5200 A sky emission feature between the major and minor axis ex

posures. Later work has since shown that this problem can be largely ameliorated using 

interpolation techniques similar to those described in Chapter 3 to remove the influence 

of emission lines from ionised gas within the target galaxy. 

The second test carried out was to reduce the data assuming± 20% errors (chosen to 

reflect the variation from exposure to exposure) in the sky spectra, again any changes in 

the measured indices were< 0.1 A for all cases except for the very last (and largest) radial 

bin. Therefore errors introduced by the sky subtraction should be entirely negligible for 

all but the very largest (and most binned) radial bins. 
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Figure 2.5: Upper Panel: Spectral and imaging profiles of the minor axis of NGC 7332. As 

can clearly be noted the spectral profile (black solid line) displays significant wings rela

tive to the imaging profile (red dashed line) due to light scattering within the instrument. 

By interpolation between the unexposed chip regions indicated (created by slit spacers) 

a scattered light profile (blue dot-dash line) can be calculated. Lower Panel: The result of 

subtracting the scattered light profile from the spectral profile and sky subtracting both 

the imaging and spectra. As can be seen the considerable extra flux seen in the spectral 

profile between 500 and 1800 pixels has now been entirely removed. 
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2.3~3 Kinemati~s 

The first step in analysing the speetra was to measure the line ef sight velocity distri

bution ~LOSVD) for each .ef the binned' spectra. This kinematic infermation, as well as 

being efinterest in and of itself is essential for the accurate measurement of line strength 

·indices. 'Fhe publicly available IDL implementation ef the pPXF meth.ed (Cappellari 

& Emsellem, 2004) was employed to determine the recessional velocity, velocity disper

sion, and the Gauss-Hermite moment:s ha and h4 fer the individual spectra. The pPXF 

method is an' Qptimal template ·fitting method where input stellar population templates 

(or stellar spectra) are fit with the kinematics to the input spectrum in a way which min

imises template mismatch errors, the actual fitting is .achieved using a maximum pe

nalised likelihood method. Further details of this method and the various subtleties of 

its implementation are provided in Chapter 3. lh this, case .the NGC 3115 spectra were 

:fit in pixel space over the wavelength range 49001
- 5456A using both the stellar velOcity 

templates observed dllring the run and additional stellar templates from the library of 

Vazde.kis (11999). (see Figure;2;6 for an example fit). Errors were estimated by remeasuring 

100 Monte-Carlo simulations of the spectra with added photon noise. Additionally, as a 

check of accuracy, the redshift and velocity dispersion were measured by Fourier ·cross

correlating th.espectra.against the velocity standards using the•fxcor implementation in 

mAF. As the .two methods produce consistent results, the more comprehensive pPXF 

implementation was used forthe:temaining analysis. 

2.3.4 hlne Strength Indices 

The Lick/IDS Line Strength System 

'The:system of line strength indices mast commonly .used for Qptical' studies,is th~Uck/'IDS 

system (W()r.they & Ottaviani, 1997; Trager et al., 1998). The Lick/IDS system grew out 

of a programme started in 1972 by S. Faber and collaborators to study the· stellar popu

lations of early type galaxies. During the period 1972 to 1984 the group collected! a large 

sample of galaxy, glob1:1lard\1Stf!r andl Milky Way stellar spectra. Due to the great consis

tency achieved ·t:hfough collection with a single instrument, the Image Dissector Scanner 

(IDS), this library is still one of the most rellable as well as.extensfve currently published. 

This library was used as a basis'for defining the Lick/IDS line:strength system, originally 

a system of 11 indices (Burstein et al., 1984; Faber et.al., 1!985);. which has in subsequent 
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Figure 2.6: Example best fit model produced by pPXF (red line) for input NGC 3115 

central spectrum (black line). Also displayed are regions not included in the derivation 

of the best fit model, due to the potential influence of emission lines from [Oill] (blue 

lines), and the residuals between the input and best fit models (green points). 

years been extended to 25 plus additional related indices. The most significant revisions 

to the system with regard to the measurement of the stellar population parameters of in

tegrated stellar populations was the addition of ten new indices by Worthey (1994) and 

the inclusion of additional age sensitive indices in the form of the H8 and H"Y Balmer lines 

by Worthey & Ottaviani (1997). These additional age sensitive indices add more leverage 

to attempts to disentangle the formation of composite stellar populations (see e.g. Serra 

& Trager (2007)). 

The great consistency of the Uck system, married to the large number of defined in

dices and the relatively wide range of stellar types contained within the library has made 

this system particularly useful in the construction of theoretical simple stellar popula

tion (SSP) models. Originally these models predicted the measured line strengths for a 

given IMF, single age, single metallicity stellar population (Worthey, 1994; Worthey & 

Ottaviani, 1997), an additional later extension was the inclusion of the effect of variable 

a-element enhancements on the predicted line strengths (e.g. Thomas et al. (2003, 2004)). 

In order to compare the results of this investigation to those of other studies of early 

type stellar populations and to SSP models it is necessary to place the line strengths mea-
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surecl here onto .the Lick/IDS system. The first ·step in achieving this is to match the 

spectral resolution of these observations to that of the Lick/IDS system. The spectra 

described hete are relatively stable and display a con8tant spectral resolution of "'4.4A 

FWHM, however the IDS.spectrograph has an instrumeRtal resolution which varies with 

wavelength :between "'9-1'1 A FWHM. Fortunately the level of this variation has been 

determined by Worthey & Ottaviani (1997) and it is thetefore possible to convolve the 

spectra of the cunent work with.a waveleRgthd~pendent Gausshm kernel to reproduce 

.the varying Lick/IDS resolution before the line indices .are measured. 

Measuring Line Strengths 

The next step in fixing ,the present observations to the Lick/IDS system is to measure the 

line strengths using. the Lick definitions (displayed in Table 2;2). The Lick/IDS system 

defines three .passbands for each line index, one of which covers the line index region it

self and two pseudo-continua located blue-ward and red"-ward ofthe.main feature. These 

pseudo continua .are defined such that they ·should be free from any strong or v:ariable 

·Unes, They can therefore be used to prowde .an, estimate of the true continuum at ;that 

wavelength. To measurea.line strength the mean height of the pseudo-continua, are:mea

sured and then a .straight line drawn between ,them, the strength of ,the index is then 

simply the difference in flux between the line and ,fhe actual amount of flux measured 

in the index band '(See Figure 2.7 .for an illustration). For reasons of tradition the units 

of the measured quantities vary depending on the type of feature being measured, with 

atomic features measured as·eq:uivalent widths ~s),and molecular features such. as the 

CNI bands measured in 'logarithmic units· (magnitudes). 

Using the definitions provided in Table 2.2 the :line strength indices for each index 

~were theRmeasured using a~ custom IDL program which included the,effects offractional 

pixels on. the measured line strength. 

Correcting 'Line Stre~gths·For·The Effect of LOSVD 

The,next step required to fumly place the~ observations onto the Lick/IDS system~is·to·cor

rect the measured indices for the effects of the line of sight velocity distribution. The ab

sorption features•.obse:wed in galaxy spectra areaconvolution of the luminosity w:eightedl 

integrated spectrum of the stellar populations present with the instrumental broadening 

and the 1Line of Sight Velocity Distribution (LOSVD). of the stellar populations. HeRce 
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Figure 2.7: NGC 3115 central spectrum with selected Lick/IDS system central band passes 

(grey shaded regions), blue and red sidebands (dashed lines) and pseudo continua (black 

and white lines connecting blue and red sidebands). 
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Table 2.2: Uck/'IDS line strength d~finitioRS 

# Index Bandpass Blue Continuum Red Continuum Units Name 

01 4142.125,-4177.125 4080.125-4117.625 4244.125 - 4284.125 Mag, CNt 

02 4142.il25'- 4177.125 4083.875 - 4096.375 4244.125 - 4284.125 Mag GN2 

03 4222,250>- 4234.750 4211.000 - 4219.750 4241;.000 - 425U~OO A Ca422.7 

04 4281,375·- 4316.375 4266.375 - 4282.625 4318.875 - 4335.1'25 A 'G4300 

05 4369:125:- 4420.375 4359,125- 4370.375 4442.875 - 4455.375 A Fe4383 

06 4452.125·-·4474~625 4445.875 - 4454.625 4477.125- 4492.~25 A Ca4455 

07 4514.250>- 4559.250 4504.250- 4514.25o 4560!500- 4579:250 A Fe4531 

08 4634;000\- 4720.250 4611.500 - 4630.250 4742.750;, 4756.500 A Fe4668 

09 4847.875 - 4876.625 4827.875 - 4847.875 4876.625 - 4891.625 A H,a 

10 4977:750i- 5054.000 4946.500- 4977.750 5054.000 - 5065.250 A Fe5015 

n 5069.1:25 -·5134.125 4895.125- 4957.625 5301'.125- 5366.125 Mag Mg1 

12 5154.125·-'5196.625 4895.125- 4957.625 5301.125- 5366.125 Mag Mg2 

13 5160:125,- '5192.625 5142.625- 5161.375 5191.375 - 5206.375 A Mgb 

14 5245.650·- 5285.650 5233.150- 5248.150 5285.650- 5318.150 A Fe5270 

15 5312.125.-5352.125 5304.625 - 5315.875 . 5353.375 - 5363.375 A Fe5335 

16 5387:500•- 54iJi5.000 5376.250- 5387.500 5415.000 - 5425.000 A Fe5406 

17 5696:625 - 5720;375 5672.875 - 5696.625 5722.875 - 5736:625 A Fe5709' 

18 5776:625 -·5796.625 5765.375 - 5775.375 5797.875 - 5811:625 A Fe5782 

19 5876:875 - 5909.375 5860.625 - 5875.625 5922.125-594,8.125 A NaD 

20 5936.625 - '5994.125 5816.625- 5849.125 6038.625 - 61(}3;625 Mag. Ti01 

21 6189!625 - 6272.125 6066.625 - 61141.625 6372.625-6415.125 Mag. Ti02 

22 4083.500'- 4122,250 4041.600- 4079.750 4128;500- 4161.()00 A H6A 

23 43191750>- 4363.500 4283.500- 4319:750 4367.250-4419:750 A HyA 

24 4091:000·- 4112.250 4057.250- 4088.500 41-14:750- 41:37:250 A H6p 

25 4331.250'- 4352.250 4283.500 - 4319.750 4354.750 - 4384;750 A fl"'(F 

Notes: Standard lick/lOS line stren~ definitions reproduced from 

http:/ /astro.wsu.edu/worthey fhtml/index.tabl~'htmt 
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to some extent the measured line strengths depend on the LOSVD of the spectrum, fu 

particular on the velocity dispersion of the stellar population which can have the effect of 

smearing the absorption feature out of the Lick/IDS index band and into .the side bands, 

'hence depressing the measured index. 

Clearly since an aim of this study is to examine the radial changes in stellar pop,.. 

ulations in NGC 3115 it is unacceptable to have a situation where the measured line 

strength indices; and hence the implied stellar populations parameters of ag~,metallicity 

and [ a/Fe] are· dependent on the kinematics of ·the populations and not in fact the actuali 

chemical make up and age of the stars. 

In order to correct for this problem the measured line ·strength indices are corrected 

to the strength they would display if they were at. zero:velodty .dispersion; this was done 

following the procedUre of Kun~er (2004). 'This, procedure corrects the line index 

measurements not only for the effects ofvelbcity dispersion but also the non,..gaussian h3 

and h4 terms. I<:untschner (2004) finds thatfor changes. of ±0.1 in h4 with constant u = 250 

Km.s-1' the l.OSVD correction changes· by ±5% with corresponding errors in the age and 

metallicity estimations of 15 - 20%. Clearly for .a galaxy such as NGC 3il'l!5, with central 

velocity dispersion of around 300 kms-1, the effect of these corrections on the spectra· 

from the cenual few atcsecS could be non negligible. 'Therefore only indices for which 

Kuntschner 1(2004) has provided correctiot\$ for these effects (17 indices) are measured, 

though ·in practice only the flo A1 H'YA, H{J, Fe501'5, Mg b., Fe5270} and Fe5335 indices are 

utilised in the following analysis. Errors in the line indices were calculated ·by 500 Monte 

- Carlo simulatiohs of the input spectra. 

Lick OffSets 

The· final step in placing observations firmly on:to the Uck system is usually to observe 

a num.ber of Uck library standard stars which were also measured by the original Lick 

set-up. By measuring the line strengths of these standard stars made with the same set 

up as those used for the actual science observations it is possible to determine a set of 

offsets 1between the Uck system and: the observational system .currently in lise ;(see e.g., 

Kuntschner, 2000). This offset system aids the removal of the final smaU systematic dif

ferences introduced by the fundamental differencesJn eq:uipment used. 

Unfortunately in this study an insufficient number of standard Stars were observed 

to allow .the accurate calculation of the Uck offsets,directly. However, making use of the 
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stellar librcuy·observed by Jones (1997) it was possible to determine the offsets for indices 

measured on flux calibrated spectra to the original Lick/IDS system ~which was not flux 

calibrated) a5suming that the Jones library is well flux calibrated. The spectra were first 

broadened .to the Lick/IDS resolution with a wavelength dependent Gaussian assuming 

a spectral resolution of the Jones library of 1.8A ~). Then the offsets were .deter .. 

mined for the index measurements in common with the Lick stellar library (Worthey, 

1!994)· for up to 128' stars. The offsets and associated enors (see Table 2.3) were derived 

with a biweight estimator. The offsets are generally smetll ~< 0.1 A) b1:1t individ~ indices 

can show larger offsets (e.g., H-:rA·, Fe501'5). Here,.only a single offset per index is consid

ered and possible trends with line strength are ignored. Several indices (e.g., HdA, CN2, 

G4300) show weak evidence for such trends which are, however, difficulUo quantify (see 

also·Vazdekis, 1999). 'Ilhis·determination ofUck;offsets.deri'vedi from Jones stars is in ex:

cellent agreement with art earlier investigation carried out byWorthey 8t Ottaviani (1997, 

Their Table 9)• For the present study the·offsets listed in Table 2.3 are applied under the 

assumption that the flux calibration of the ·present data is consistent with that applied by 

Jones (1997). 

2.4. Galaxy Kinematics 

Figw-e 2.8 shows the result of the· 'kinematic measurements. The velocity measure

ments are based on spectra binned to have S/N = 20, the other parameters were derived 

ftom spectra birui.ed to have S/N = ·60. As a check that changes in S/N do not affect the 

measured quantities; the data was re-:binned to S/N of30, 46·and· 50; the kinematics were 

then remeC~sured with no significant trends in measured: quan.tities be:il\g observed. 

:Each of the parametets measured here shall be diScussed in turn 'but in geaeral the 

measured kinematic data ·is· ·in very good agreement with published data from several 

authors indudlng Konnendy 8t Richstone (1992), Capaccioli et al. (1993), Bender et al. 

(1994) and Fisher (JJ997)tin almost all. respects except for the irifetted h4 value and the 

rotational velocity at latge radii. A possible explaaation for the observed discrepancy in 

h4 is discussed in .Section 3.3.3. 

The· inner rotation curve· of the major axis measured here is in good agreement with 

all the prior .data sets examined including Dlirtgworth· 8t Schechter (1982), Konnendy 8t 

Richstone (1992), Capaccioli et al. (1993), Bender et al. ~1994),Fisher (1997) and Emsellem 
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Table 2~3: Offsets to: the Lick/IDS system derived from Jones (!1997) library 

Index Offset Number·of stars 

HoA ....,(i),36 ± (i),osA 108 

HoF --'0.16 ± o.o3 A 110 

:CN1 ·O:OQ3 ± O.(i)02mag 117 

·CN2 o~oo6 ± o.ao2 mag. 115 

·Ca4227 ~a.oa ± o~o2 A 126 

·G4300 --'6.28 ± a.o4A 128 

HIA ~~t38 ± o.o4 A 126 

H1F a.o9· ± o.o2 A 126 

Fe4383' o.28· ± o;a5 A 126 

H,B ..... 0.12 ± a.a2 A 128' 

Fe5015 o:23±o:o4A 126 

Mgb _;0.08' ± Oi02 A 128 

Fe5270 -'O.o7 ± o.o2 A 128 

Fe5335 _.o~o4 ± 0;03 A 128 

Fe5406 -o~o6 ± o.o2 A 126 

Notes: Coltnnn:(1) gives the index ·name, while column (2) gives the mean offset ~Lick 

-Jones) to the hlck/IDS system evaluated from the Jones (1997) stars .ifi colilmon with 

<Lick, ColUIIUi (3) shows the number of stars used in the comparison. 
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Figure 2.8: Comparisen ef measured .LQSVD parameters with literature values •. Filled' 

circles are from this study, asterisks from Bender et al. (1994), and squares from Fisher 

(1997). Triangles show ·GC data from Kuntschner et al'. (2002) de-projected te the n\a

jer axis; filled triangles.are the· blue sub-populatien and Ufifilled the red ~sub.pepulation. 

Several GC .points are emitted because they exhibit·counter rotation or have implied ro

tation velocities ef greaterthan 400kms-'1. Boot--strapped lu error bars are over-plotted 

for values determined :inthis·study, except fer major axis velocity and velOCity dispersien 

data where they are omitted in the interests of clarity. Typical errors in V and u are ::; 12 

kms''1'. The major axis data has been mirrored about the minor axis and abeut the central 

recessienal velocity, the m,fuor axis has similarly been mirrered about the majer axis. 
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et al. tl999). At larger radii however other authors including Capaccioli et al. (1993) have 

measured an essentially flat rotation curve with mtational velocity around 26a kms-1. 

However the observations presented here provide some evidence for some drop off in 

ratation velocity beyond 70 aresec. As ,observed by several· authors, there is no evidence 

for minor axis rotation. Statistics are insufficient at present to detennlne if ,either of the 

GC sub-populations can be better associated with structures such as discs or spheroids 

within NGC 31115. It is hawevet clear that the bulk of the clusters examined rotate in a 

manner'consiStent with that of the ,bulk of the stellar content even at larger radii. In fact 

of ·the 26 dusters with kinematics examined here 21 rotate in a prograde manner, butwith 

apparently lower velocities than that displayed 'by the integrated light of NGC 3115. 

11he velocity dispersion of NGC 3115 is also in good agreement with other measured: 

results from the authors cited previously. However the data we ,present here extends to 

significantly larger radii than previous studies. One obvious feature of the data presented· 

in Figure· 2~8 is that the· minor axis velocity dispersion is considerably higher than that of 

the major axis at equivalent radii (i.e. at equal Re). The fact that the minor axis data dis

plays a highetrvelodty dispersion than the major axis is not entirely unexpected, as data 

presented by Kormendy & Richstone (1992)· hints at this being the case; 'The 2-ID spec

troscopy presented in ElllSellem et al. (1999) also displays evidence for lines of constant 

velocity dispersion being elong~ted in the minor axis direction (at least within the inner 

5 arcsec). A difference in measured velocity dispersion for the ~major and minor axes 

can' be explained if the galaxy consists of a fast rotating, kinematically cool ·disc compo

nent and a. slower rotating,, kinematically hot spheroidal ·component. This possibility is 

re-examined later in the light of line index meas~ments. 

The values of h3 determined here are entirely consistent with values determi:hed pre

viously by Bender et al~ .(1994). 

The h4 values measuredJhere are generally consistent with those measured~previously 

except at largenadii, where we·observe a value h4 ofO:O~ whilst Bender et al. (1994) findl a 

val1:1e of around 0.1. 'JJhis discrepancy could be due to several factars including differing 

experimentalset-up and method' of measuring h3 and h4. In fact as is described in further 

detail irt ·Chapter 3 offsets of just such a me1gnitude are possible due to various subtle 

biases in the pPXF' method!. Another potential cause of the disagreement in measured ~ 

include any intrinsic deviations from gaussianity in ;the line spread' functiort.of either of 

the ·spectrographs used, this non gaussianity would :be interpreted as ~being due to the 
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Table 2.4: Major Axis Kinematics 

Radius ~"] · i VelOcity ~km/s] u 1rkmfrs]> ha ~ 
-Ji30.71 . i 

.I 
±II 

1: 

-78.66; I 
,j 

I 

±·: 
-70.52 I~ 

I 

I' ±: 
II 

-64.41:. 

±·' 

-:59.47 

± 

-'55.11 

± 

229.33· 1!06.66 ~l098 0.013 

4.15 5.49 0!008 0.007 

245.67 98.98 ! ..o:Ji58 -0.028 

7:9 8.98 O:at~7 0.014 

244,13 98.48 ·{H40 -0.062 

8~64 

242.45 

8.29 

242:97 

8:68 

242.83 

7;97 

10.53 ·6:01!8 0.017 
! 

106.53' ..(};122 I -0,008 

9:1 

101.13 

8.88 

104.85 

'I 

O:al7 i i 0.013· 
I 

.,0.!147 :: -0.012 

01019 i 0.013. 

-tM75 I ! -0.018 
,I 

9.24 o:ot:7 : 1 o.014 

44 

Notes: More extensive table available in electronic format; Tables providing minor axis 

kinematics, major and minor axis liRe strengths, ages, [o:/Fe] and [Z/H] are also avail

able. Alt data provided is binned to:S/N = 6(i), 
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presence ofihigher order compoaents ill the LOSVD because it wouid aet also be· present 

ill the·illput stellar popuia:tioa templates. However suCh an effect is certainly not evident 

in the·data presented here and would. appear unlikely. 

2.5. Line Indices 

2.5~1 Abundance Ratios 

Figure 2.9 ;preseats Mgb vs. <Fe> where <Fe> = Hf'e5270 + Fe5335) I 2) (Gon.zalez, 

1993);. for the major and' minor axes of NGC 3115. The GC data points are separated into 

red and blue sl:ib-:populatioRS by (V - I~ colour (see Kuntschner et al. (2002) aad Figure 

2.110). Model' predictions from 'Fhomas et al. (2004) are ove:rplotted for .[a/'Fe] of 0.0, 0.3 

and: 0$ with ages = 3 (left-most line in each group), 5, 8 and 12 (right-most line in each 

group) Gyr and have [Z/H] whiCh range :from -2.25 (bottom left) to +0.35 ~top right)~ The 

effects of age and metallidty are essentially degenerate in this diagram, with sensitivity 

to abundance ratiQS maximised. As· described in Kuntschner et al. (2002), abundance 

ratios are most accurately determined for larger ages/metallicities~ 

'The measuremeats for the centre of NGC 3115 from the major axis ·data are in .rea

sonable agreement with those .from Fisher et al. (1996) aad also .from Tr~ger et al. (1998). 

The implied a - element over-abundance of [a/Fe] ~ 0.17 was determined by x.2 miRi

mization of the data and the models of Mgb vs. <Fe> from Thomas et ·al. (2004). This 

x2 procedure, which is similar to the one introduced by Proctor etal. (2004),fits the.set of 

indices used: here ·(H{j~ Fe5015i :M;g b, Fe5270 and Fe5335) ·to the mod'els of' Thomas et al. 

(2004;), allowing variable ages, [a/Fe] andr;[Z/H]. A possiblebreakin the value of[a/Fe] 

is visible .for Mgb < 4 with an increase ill [ af:Fe] to around 0.25. In comparisoa, the miRor 

axis data starts off at values consistent with the ceatral portion·ofthe.major axis, and· then 

begins to trend off towards [a/Fe] = ·0~3 m11ch mQre ·rapidly. 

A breal< in the major cuds data. and differeaces between the two axes caa:be•in:terpreted 

as evidence for the existence of at least tWo· distinct populations, with typical values of 

fa/Fe]l"' 0.17 and,0;3. Since,a.move towards· lower Mgband <Fe>correspoads :to a move 

to mcreasing radius it raises the possibility of observing radial trends ·in the strengths of 

other line indices, which will be·examin.ed:·in more•detailiR·the aext sectioa. 

The data presented exteRds to sufficiently large radii that the meaa metallicity of the 
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Figure 2.9: Comparison of the [a/Fe] ratios of the galaxy data and GC population 

through the use of an Mgb vs. <Fe> diagram. In the left panel filled and open black 

circles are binned major and minor axis galaxy data from this paper, filled grey circles 

show results from Fisher et al. (1996), the filled diamond is the central galaxy result from 

Trager et al. (1998). Filled black triangles are the blue globular cluster sample and un

filled triangles are the red globular cluster sample, both from Kuntschner et al. (2002). 

The filled black square is the error weighted mean of the blue cluster subpopulation and 

the black square the error weighted mean of the red cluster subpopulation. Overplotted 

are models by Thomas et al. (2003, 2004) with abundance ratios [a/Fe] = 0.0, 0.3, 0.5, 

the models have ages 3-12 Gyr and metallicity [Z/H] = -2.25, -1.35, -Q.33, 0.0 and +0.35. 

The right panel shows the unbinned galaxy data presented here, dashed lines denote the 

positions of the binned data. Representative error bars are plotted for spectra located at 

small, intermediate and large radii, errors are a combination of bootstrapped 10' errors 

and those introduced by a ±5% error in the sky subtraction. 
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Figure 2.1!0: Figure 5 ·fromi(untschner et al. (2002). Histogram ofthe V-1 colours of po

tential' NGC 3115 GCs from Kundu & Whitmore (1998). Overplotted are the ll7 GCs with 

high S/N spectra from Kurttschner et al. (2002~, the vertical dashed lines indicates the 

dividing line between red and blue populations at V-I= 1.06. 

stellar population is similar to that of the most metal .rich GCs. Figure 2;9 shows that 

on both the majer and minor axis the mean abundance ratios.at the largest: radii are also 

consistent with those of the dl.lster population although the spread in abundance ratios 

appears to1be<smaller. No significant population of GCs are found with properties simllar 

to the .stellar· population at intermediate radii on the. major axis. 

2.5.2 Radial Profiles ·of Indices 

Figure 2.n displays the radial ,profiles of the measured Lick .indices, [a/Fe] and [Z/H]. 

The values of effective radius (henceforth Re) .used here are·those listed in Capaccioli et al. 

(1993) for the·sphereidal component of the galaxy. 

The differences· in [a/Fe] between major· and: minor il)(es·f$ moredearly demonstrated 

here, as it ·is evident .that at larger radii the major axis data again becomes consistent with 

that,of the minor axis. This. type of behaviour could be understood in terms of·changes:in 

the relative contributions of disc. and spheroidal·components, with· both major and minor 

axes being dominated at small radii 'by a nuclear component. At :intermediate radii the 

ma:jor axis would be affected by the .influence of the disc component; whereas the minor 
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axis woul<i.simply:be·tracingthe s~llar·content of the spheroidal component. The change 

in the behaViour of the major.axis.at large radii could' then be understood as.evidertce:for 

truncation: of the disc component contribution at around 80 arcsecs on the major axis, and: 

the retu.rn to domimmce of the spheroidal component. 

TheothermetaHicity tracing indices (Mg;b, 1Fe5270 and Fe5335) display similar trends, 

with slight evidence for breaks in the major axis data at around the same radius as the 

one seen in [a/Fe]. This has previously been observed by Fisher et al. ·(19%) ·in ,their 

edge-on sample of SO galaxies (Unfortunately they did not examine the minor axis of 

NGC 311:5), who·foURd that theMg2 index is ·stronger with a lower gradient at ~larger 

radii on the major axis than on the minor axis. As.can he seen from Figure 2~11 the values 

for Mg b, Fe5270 and Fe5335 determined here for the major axis are in ·good agreement 

with those determined by ·Fisher et al'. (1996). Differences between the two datasets (in 

particular for HP> can be attributed to variations in the experimental set-up, errors in 

flux calibration, the .different methods employed .to correct for the broadening effect of 

the LOSVD, corrections for emission and the uncertainty on the corrections to the 'lick 

system. In· the case of H{j where the largest offset is observedit•should be noted that the 

central value provided by Trager et al. (1998) is in fact closer te the data presented here. 

2.5.3 Age Oeterminations 

Figure 2~12' examines. the behaviour of agtHieilSitive indices along the major ·and minor 

axes ofNGC 3115' Model grids. are interpolated between: the [a/Fe] = (i):(i)tand 0.3 models 

from ThomaS et al. ~2003, 2004) with :[a/Fe]! determined as ·described previously. Note 

that whilst the [ a/Fe] ratios used to 1produce .the major axis grids; are appropriate for the 

longslit data described here, they are generally not appropriate .for the GCs which tend 

to have ·mean [ a/Fe 1:"' 0.3. Howev:er·the.minor axis grids;provide a good approximation· 

to the mean l[a/1Fe] of the GC's and hence the 1best age·detenninations for the clusters. 

The H,B, H'Y:A and Ho:A indices are plotted against fMgFe]'1. This index was found by 

'Ilhomas et al. (2003) to be: independent of [a/Fe] andl a goodl ·tracerof total metallicity; 

There appears to :be a difference in age between the two axes with the major axis 

having a mean·.age of around 5-8 Gyr and the minor axis .an, age· of around 1!2 Gyr. 

TIUs would suggest a small amount of star formation may have continued in the disc 

1[MgFe)' = JMgb x (0.72nx Fe5270 +0.28 x Fe5335) ('Ihomas,et-al., 2003) 
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Figure 2.U: Radial profiles of.Uck indices, [Z/H] and [~/Fe]. (Z/H] and [a/Fe]deter

mined !by x2 minimisation as described' in Section 2;5.1:. Filled black circles show major 

axis data, open .circles show minor axis data and light grey triangles show data from 

Fisher et al. (1996). Error bars are l-u errors in each bin. Note that re = 93 and .35 arcsec 

for the major and minor axes respectively (C"paccioli et al., t993)~ 
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component for several Gyr after the·farmation of the,spheraid. 

'llhe age determihatian8 from ·the H,8 index appear ta change at lawer :[Z/H] but in 

the opposite .sense far each axis, with the major axis appearing to become yeunger and 

the miner axis older. As H,8 is relatively unaffected by changes in [a/'Fe] this cannot be 

explained as being due to changes. in [a/Fe] alang either axis, but could be explained 

for the major axis by more recent star formation in the outer parts of the disc (in spiral 

arms ,perhaps)~ Another possibility would be that some undetected H,8· emission in .the 

;inner regions afthe disc weakens the observed H,8 index in the inner regions. This futal 

passibility hawever seems unlikely since we futd negligible signs of [Olll] emission. For 

:the ntit:tor axis data it weuld seem plausible that ·the po.pulations at larger radii ceuld 

be older and would in fact represent the 'older generation af stars also being traced by 

·the GC populatiens. This possibility weuldl :seein ta gain credence from the fact that af 

larger radii the miner rods data displays [a/Fe], ages and'[Z/H~ values. that are entirely 

consistent witll those determined from. the· red GCsub-:population. 

The remaining age estimaters HrA and H6A alsa show an age offset between the 

minor and major axis in the same sense as H,81 bU:t there ·is little or no· evidence for an 

age gradient. 

Figure 2.13 shows the radial profiles .of ages determined by the x2 minimisation de

scribed previously. As should be expected the trends previously described ate obvious 

with the major axis appearing :to have an age of '5 - 8 Gyr and the minor axis having an 

age of between ]2 - l4·Gyr. 

A ·further comment is ·that despite ,the use·of different age sensitive. indices .the age de

terminations .far the·GC's made:here are entirely consistentwith those ofKuntsclmer et al. 

(2002) with both GC populations having a mean age of areund 12 Gyr. In fact the agree

ment is now improved as the mean ages of the s~groups ·determined by Kuntschner 

et al1
• (20()2~ varied from "' 6 Gyr to 12 Gyr, depending on the Bahner line· being exam

ined. This spread can now be understood as being due ta the [a/Fe] sensitivity of the 

H'YF and H6p lines Used in :the Kuntschner analysis, which can now be corrected us~g 

the newer SSP models provided by Thomas et al. (2()04). 

2.6. A Siin,ple l'wo,Componeat Model 

Ta test the hypothesis that radial trends in i[ a/Fe], could be ·explained by intrinsic 
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F~gure 2.1!2: Age-metallicity diagnostiC'plots for major and minor axis·data. Symbols are 

as in FigUre 2.9. Overplotted are mod$ by Thomas et al. (2003, 2004) with .abundance 

ratios [a/Fel indicated' in the top right comer of each colunm, a value of [a/Fe] = 0.25 

was chosen for the minor axis as an average of the values.determined a:t small and:large 

radU. These [a/Fe] ratios are interpOlated ,from the o;o and 0.3 values listed in Thomas 

et al. (2004), the models have metallidty [Z/H] = -2.25 to +0;35, lines indicate ages.from 

top to bottom of 3, 5, 8 and 12 Gyr respectively. :Error bars for galaxy da:ta are the !l•u 

errors oneach of the radial bins. 
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differences in the disc and spheroid components a simple .model was constructed, 

The relative contributions of the disc and spheroid components were determined 

from archived GMOSimages of NGC 31'15 obtained in 2004 (Program ID GS-2904A-Q"'9, 

PI R. M. Sharples) in the g, i and r bands. The program GALFIT'(Peng et.al., 2002)·w:as 

used to carry out:a simple bulge to disc decomposition. 'Because onlythe·relative con:tri~ 

bution of the two components is required for a simple first order model, a fuR isophotal 

decomposition was·unnecessary and a~simple de Vaucouleurs model'ofthe:~pheroid with 

re. = 93 arcsec (Capaccioli et al., 1993) was subtraeted from ,the original,image to isolate 

the disc light contribution. As a test of this approach, GALFIT was allowed to attempt 

to fit the images with a Sersic' ·function with variable re and n, both with and without 

masking of the disc region cmd with varying starting parameters~ The results in terms· of 

re and n vatied :considerably but the distribution of flux in the residual image remained 

fairly constant, with· the disc tending to provide a peak of around 30 - 40% of the ·flux on 

the major axis. 

The results ·of thiS bulge subtraction can be ·seen in Figure 2.14. As previously noted 

by'Capaccioli et al. (1!988): the disc shows considerable flaring in the outer regions, which 

these authors attributed to the disc ceasing to be self gravitating in this region. This 

behaviour may also be attributable to the existence of a thick disc component in NGC 

3H5. There is also·evidence for structure within the disc (spiral arms?~, which could be 

taken as evidence for some residual· star formation events. Note that the inner region is 

not well .fit by .this model. Amore realistic model would require several components, :but 

· is .beyond what :is required for the present analysis. 

A model can be used to predict [a/Fe] at any point, if it is assumed thaHhe resid

ual light traces an• enriched disc and nuclear .component Witn [a/Fe] "' 0.0 and that the 

fitted spheroid .traces a lower metallicity (Fe)·- ·enriched population of ta/Fe]!"' 0.3 .. By 

weighting the [a/Fe] value by the relative .fractions of the·two·components it is possible 

to•estimate .the observed :[a.f:Fe]l.at any point. Figure 2.15 shows the result of this .pro

cedUre fot both axes. This ·simple model reproduces the .general trends observed with 

[a/Fe] quickly rising on the minor axis and a much more Fe-eruiched major axis wmch 

trends back towards the asymptotic values ·of the minor axis at large radii. The remain

ing differences 'between the model and observed values can be e>q>lained by a number 

of factors including incorrect values for the intrinsic [a/Fel of .the two components and! 

the ·effect of other components unaccounted for. Other factors such .as intrinsic gradi-
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figure 2.!13: Radial profiles.of mea5ured age ;for· major and minor axes. Ages determined 

by x2 minimisation as·descrlbed in Section 2:5.1. Symbols. as previously defuted. 

ents in [a/Fe ]: could also play a part. However to first order we believe that differences 

in [a/Fe] profiles between the two axes·of NGC 3il'15 can be e~lained as being due to 

the existence of at least two distmct Stellar populations within the galaxy, with ·different 

spatial distributions and enriChment histories. 

2~7. Discussion 

IR general all of the kinematical measurements determined here are in good agree

ment with previous studies, the most ·interesting finding being that the disc of' the galaxy 

is particularly cold ('udisc l Udisc > 2) and hence rotationally supported. An interesting 

extension to this work would be to· improve the statistics of ,the kinematics beyond 100 

arcsecs, which would' 1probe the region where substantial flaring of the disc has been ob

served. The fact .that the rotation velocity on the major axis remahts high even at ilatge. 

radii where· the irttegrated light is dominated by the underlying· spheroid implies that in 

NGC 3US the halo is also·rotating significantly:(v I u "' 1'.5) in the•sante,sense as the disc. 

These observations have confinned that the GC population shows clear evidence for 

rotation, in the same sense as that of the disc. Statistics on the GC kinematics at present 

are.not sufficient to assodate·particular cluster populations to any specific structural fea

ture. However ifincreased numbers of GC kinematics are determined it may prove possi

bie to demonstrate that .the ·red GC subpopulation has kinematics consistent with a thick 

disk.or bulge component, as is. found in the case of the MW system. 
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Figure 2.14: Top image shows original GMOS i band image. The 2nd image shows the 

simple de Vaucouleurs model for the spheroidal component. The 3rd image shows the 

residual image after the 2nd is subtracted from the 1st. These 3 images are all scaled to 

the peak intensity of the original image for clarity. Contours show the 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 

0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9 fractions. The lower image shows the fraction of the total emission 

provided by the residual components. Considerable flaring of the disc is visible, as is 

substructure consistent with spiral arm structures. Contours show the 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 

and 0.5 fractions. 
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Figure 2.15: Model predictions for variation of[a/Fe] for major and minor axes. The1solid 

line shows the model prediction Jor the major axis, the daShed line displays the model 

prediction for the minor axis, both made asstuning [a/Fe] = 0.0 for the disc and;fl.3 for the 

spheroid. The circles 'Show radially binned: ~a/Fe] measurements' shown previously in 

figure 2.1'1 ·for·the respective.axes. Slight differences between.both sides·of the'major axis 

are visible in· the model predictions, which have been folded about the centre; However 

the magnitude of these differences are within the tincertainties.of around ±0:05. 
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The investigation of the Lick absorption line indices ,presented has shown that .the 

stellar disc component is considerably different from the sphereidal cem,ponent in al

most all measured parameters. Most informative in terms of constraints on .formation 

theories is the implication tha:t the disc of NGC 3li15 is several Gyr younger, and signifi

cantly enriched in metals, cam pared to the:spheroid of the .galaxy. This has.been hinted at 

previously by studies of the optical colours of NGC 311'5, for example Silva et Cl{. (1:989)~ 

who noted tluJ.t in :B - i the disc was 0.5 mag bluer than the spheroid. This colour dif

ference however coUld he attributed either to a younger stellar populatioa in ,the disc 

or to. ithe disc haviRg a lower metal' abundance compared to the spheroid. This study 

has convincingly demonstrated that a 'lOwer metal abundance cannot explain this colour 

difference since the major axis displays a higher metal .abundance· than that of the minor 

axis. 11he difference ·in colour can therefore clearly be attributed to an age difference of 

5 - 7 Gyr for the two·components and is.also: consistent with the· observation that '[a/'Fe] 

rati~s are 'lower in the inner region of the major axis. 

'Ilhe red GC ·sub-population is most consistent with theJarger·radii miner axis data: in 

its measured parameters. This suggests that both the. spheroid and the red GC·population 

may ihave farmed from the same material at around the same time. An· interesting.rexten

sion would be to probe to· :larger radii to see if the observed: trends. in metallicity and 

[a/Fe), shown in Figure 2~lil continue, and ~eventually lead to the minor axis spheroid 

data tracing stellar populations simllarto .those that make up the iower metallidty blue 

GC population. Trhis blue population of GCs could then possibly be attributed to an ini

tial b\ll'st of·star formation during the halo formation of :the galaxy, the kinematics:of this 

component may prove,essentiali in determining:if this·is· in fact the case, as ;the 'kinematics 

of the blue population would' then be expected' to be more random cmd' halo-like. One 

unanswered question is whether or not there exists a GC population associated With the 

substantial younger disc component of ~this galaxy. At present the number of GC's for 

which spectroscopy exists is too small to exclude this possibility, although the fact that 

none of the:GC's examined to date have 'line-strenl¢\ indices.comparable to those mea., 

sured for the disc component seems to indicate that such a population must be small' if 

it exists. iff no ·such population exists, this in itself would prove interesting as it would 

imply that1GC's ate not necessarily formed whenever a sizeable.amount of star formation 

occurs. 
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2.8. Cond:usions 

This chapter has presented kinematical data and absorption line strength measure

ments for :the major and minot axes of the 50' galaxy NGC 3115, and 'has compared these 

measurements to,similar data for the GC system of NGC 3115. The main conclusions are: 

• NGC 3115 has a significant stella11-disc.component, which is,both' kinematically and 

chemically distinct from the surrounding spheroidal component. 

• The spheroid'al.component of NGC 3t15 iS·consiStent With having a uniformly old 

rv l!GI- ~2 G;yr age. and :[a/'Fe]' of 0.2- (};3. At large radii the minor axis (which should 

trace the spheroidal component exclusively beyond the· central few arcsec) is con

sistent in age, [a/Fe] and metallicity with the ·red GC sub.,pepulation; hinting at a 

cotrui\on origin for the two; 

• The major axis data displays clear evidence for contamination by a younger· (5 -

8 ·Gyr old) more chem.ically enriched stellar disc. The observation that the disc of 

NGC 3U5 is bluer than the spheroid' is primarily art: age:difference, not a metallicity 

difference effect. 

• Previously,obsetved discrepancies in age· determination between theH,B•and higher 

order Balmer lines for the GC sample can largely be explained by changes in ,the 

higher order Balmer ·lines due to varying [a/Fe]. 

I 

• 'Jihe GC system displays dear evidence for prograde rotatiOn in the same sense as 

the disc and spheroidal components. 



Ch:apter3 

3.1l. Abstract 

This Chapter presents preliminary results from a large survey intended ta elucidate 

the for:matiart and evalution processes of SO galaxies. Through deep Gemini/GMOS 

lbngslit observations of 18 edge-oa SO .galaxies the kinematics md stellar papulatioRS 

of this class of galaxy have been examined itt detail. the observatioRS presented here 

demonstrate that the Tully-FiSher relation for SO galaxies is systematically affset from 

that of the local spiral·relation by an amount between ~MB = -1.50 ± 0.1!6 and AMB = 
-1.92' ± C!U5, dependmg.on the choice of spital TF slope used, In lirle with the conclusioRS 

of other authors it is fouad that ,the scatter in the SO TF relation ·is dominated by intrinsic 

sources and not by measuremept·error. Taken together these twa results lead to the can

elusion that SO galaxies are in general' most likely to be·the result of the truncation ofstar 

formation in nonnal. spiral galaxiesi with the large intrlasic scatter of the SO 'TF relation.· 

being mastly due to the individual galaxies urtde_rgoing the transformation from spiral' 

to SO .at different epochs. furthermore a simple model' .is. presented which demon.strates 

that the ·offset for each sample .galaxy is consistent with the amount of fadin.g predicted 

for objects where disc ages have been determined using a study of the Uck/JDS line 

strengths of the ·galaxy discs. 

58 
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3.2. Int:r:oduction 

From the·study ofNGC 31 ]5 presented in Chapter 2' it can. be seen that the undoubt

edly complex formation histories of' galaxies such.as NGC 3115·can be reduced to a man

ageable level of complexity by making ·the simplifying assumption that NGC 3U5 is 

composed of :just .two components, a bulge (or spheroid~ and a disc. Other structural 

components such as bars or 'larger scale halos could then be thought of as ,perturbations 

on top of this· simple model. One ·obvious question which arises ·from <Jhapter 2 is how 

common is .the 'behaviour found in NGC 311!5? 1Do all SO galaxies consist of these same 

components? no they always have ol<ier spheroids and younger discs? Are the mea

sured ages.of these components consistent with·other indicators of gala)(y formation and 

evolution such as offsets. from the Tully-Fisher relation? 

In order to answer these questions, and through them to shed light upon the forma

tion ofS0 galaxies; a large•sUI'V'ey of the kinematics an.d stellar populations of SO galaxies 

was designed. This survey builds on our study of NGC 3B5, extending the sample of 

so galaxies which have ·extremely d.eep rlongslit spectroscopy of both axes to around 20 

galaxies in total. In one,seRse this,sample represents an extension of the ground breaking 

work,of Fisher et al. (il:996), who studied a similarly sized sample of SOs with 'fower·S/N 

data. 'Ilhe Fisher et.al. (1:996);sample suffered: somewlta.t from.a lack of homogeneity, with 

a different (somewhat limited) number of line strengths available· for different galaxies 

and some galaxies which !had minor axis 1spectra ·and aome which did not. Despite these 

problemS Fisher etal. (]996):found that several oftheir sample behaved in.a.broadly siin

ilar manner to ·that observed jn NGC 3tl5 (i.e. major and miRor axes which display very 

different line strength gradients),.othets however displayed line strengths which did not 

appear to vary strongly hetween axes. Due to the lower S/N data however, it is difficult 

to determine if the minor axis data simply did not,extend to large enough~radii to· observe 

sigruficant differences between the axes in· some cases. Nevertheless Fisher et al:. {1996) 

did find that the bulges of .their 50s displayed significan.t metallicity gradients, steeper on 

average·than those of Elliptical galaxies, with the discs displaying much. shallower metal

licity gradients. The ·interpretation of this finding was ~t the·bul~ of so •galaxies. were 

formed via .the dissipative collapse at early times. 'Ilhis picture is· somewhat at, odds with 

more recent imagmg surveys of the bulges of'Sfli galaxies which find 'that the majority of 

types S(i):..SO /a actually host pseudtrbulges ·(LaurikaiRen et al., 2007). P.seudo-bulges are 
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central light concentrationS found in galaxies which are thought'to be formed by slower 

sectilar processes that occur after the initial burst of gala]cy formation believed to cr.eate 

classical bulges (those formed from dissipative collapse or mergers at early times). The 

:processes which form pseudo-bulges are· generally thought to involve the influence of 

bars, with the bar leading to·the redistribution of disc stars and gas to the,central ~giOilS 

of the galaxy. The data-set provided by the stuc:iy presented here will provide the perfect 

opportunity to attempt to reconcile these two sets of observations. 

One aspect of the data which can be used to shed light on the ,formation of sa galax

ies is through the examination of the tully-Fisher relation (Tully & Fisher, 1977)' for SO 

galaxies. The Tully-Fisher relation (TFR)· relates. the distance independent quantity of 

the maximum rotation velOcity of a· spiral galaxy with the absolute magnitude of the 

galaxy. The general interpretation of such a correspondence (and .the measured value 

of the slope) is that there exists a relatively constant value of the mass.,to-light ratio for 

spiral galaxies. Many studies have examined the spiral' TF relation using many different 

wavelength bands, generally finding small values of the scatter of around 0;3-0.6 mag 

from the B to I bands (Sakai et al., .2000; Tully & Pierce, 20GO; Kannappan et a}:., 2002); 

The search for an analogous relation ·for sa .galaxies has proved difficult due· to the lack 

of measurable :gas ·kinematics in most SO galaxies requiring the more demanding ·task of 

measuring rotation cu.rves to large radfi, from stellar absorption line spectroscopy. Nev

ertheless in ·recent years several authors have attempted to measure the SO 'fFR. Neistein 

et al. '(1999)· searched for evidence of an 56· TFR uSing absorption line spectroscopy of 

18 galaxies, finding that despite large seatter of around G.7 mag :the 5a TFR was offset 

from that of the spiral; by 0.5 mag in the lband. Similar results were found by Hinz et al. 

(200!1., 2000) for·a:sample·of 50S found in the Coma and' Virgo dusters. Conflicting results 

have however been .presented by Mathieu et .al. (20G2) for a small sample of 6 carefully 

modelled SOs, which they :found to have a small ·scatter of 0•3 mag, but very large offset 

of 1.8 mag in the I band. A result which bridged the g~p in some respects between these 

two·concl'usions was· found' by Bedregal et al. (2606a);. who found ·using their own sample 

of7 Fomax cluster sas, when combined' with a large meta sample including each of the 

previou5ly·described~samples, that the·B band TFR for SGswas·offseUrom the:spiral rela~ 

tion by'between 1,3 and 1.7 magnitudes,, and displayed a large scatter of around 0.9 mag. 

They found that for their FomaxCluster 50s asiJnple disc fading model was adequate to 

expla:fu the·observed TFR offsets. 
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'Iihe ·implications for the formation of SO galrudes of the existence of either a small 

or large TFR offset are extremely important. If the conclUSion of a large spifal..,to-SO off• 

set is correct, then SOs ccm simply be the result of ·faded spirals· which ceased forming 

stars several Gyr ago. In this·case the large scatter in the SO TFR would most simply be 

explained as being due to each galaxy ceasing its star formation at different times, some

thing which ccm be constrained by the colours or•spectra of the galaxy discs. If there is a 

small offset between spiral· and S(i) TFRs; then the formation of SO galaxies may well be 

achieved by multiple different formation routes. The large scatter would then simply be 

CU\ outcome of the different processes presumably acting with a rcmge of influence. For 

example galaxies produced .in mergers would mo8t.likely have properties· which varied' 

depending on parameters such ·as the mass ratio of the merging objects and how much 

gas was available for the subsequent star formation reqqired to· rebuild a galaxy disc. It. 

woula seem that such a formation scenario is urilil<ely to be responsible for-the majority 

of SOs given the ubiqUity of significant galaxy discs in SO galaxies, however a merger sce

nario may be important for some of the transition E7 /SO dass where :larger spheroicial 

components are·observed .(see e.g. NGC 3115 and NGC 3585later in this~ Chapter). 

The survey presented here can go a long way to ·determining which picture is cor

rect. nus is :principally because U does not suffer some of the drawbacks of ·the earlier 

works. This sample was, as described below,,com,posed entirely of nearly edge-on:galax

ies, where the influence of,the disc and spheroidal components are more easily separated. 

Being composed exclusively of a sample of alinost edge-on galaxies reduces the uncer

ta.iRties on some of the corrections· required· to determine the .maximum rotation velOcity, 

having-such high S'/N data allows ,the measurement of rotation rurves to much greater 

radii than has been achieved in the earlier works, again increasing the accuracy of the 

determination :of V mo.z· The large sample size (currently 18· and around 20 objects when· 

complete) covering a range in mass, bulge-t~total ratio, and en'rironment also allows 

an examination of trends of TFR offset with these parameters. Other improvements in

clude having minor aXis data as well·. 'I1his helps to more· accurately determine the star 

formation histories of the sample galaxies. In this way it becomes possible todteck if the 

star formation histories implied' from the. spectra are compatible with the measured· TFR. 

offset. 
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3.2.1 Target Selection 

For any such study ·of galaxy formation the selection of the sample to be investigated is 

cruciaL In this,case an attempt was made to select as representative.a.sample,of SO galax

ies as was possible Within the inevitable observational constraints. The main limiting 

factor in this study was simply the vezy large· allocaijons of 8m telescope time required' 

per galaxy (6 hours in total to complete imaging and spectroscopy of both axes to allow 

measurement of line indices to 2Re), a consequence of the need to measure high S/N 

absorption line spectra to large galactocentric radii. Even .accepting ~ f~ct that such 

a project does not make 1particularly rigorous demands of observing conditions. (Gem

ini Band 3 is acceptable), practicallhnits meant that a sample size much larger than 20 

was impossible. Therefore· the sam,ple as originally designed was. limited to 21 galaxies, 

which would be!spfit~between 3 envfronments,,as defined 'by the local Tully density ~'fully 

& Fisher~ 1988), comprising field, group and cluster environments. The Tully density is 

simply the number of ,galaxies per cubic Mpc around a particular galaxy as determined' 

£rom the projected position of the ·galaxy on the sky and its recessional velocity. 

The initial sample was selected by searching the Hyperleda catalogue1 With the fol

loWing constraints and by examining DSS images of the returned images: 

1. The galaxy should be observable from eitlu~r Gemini-North or South, in either 

semester. 'Fhis in itself dOes not provide strong limitations as the allowed range 

of declination is -90° to' +80°, although objects close (±15°) to the limits· are:in prac

tice difficult to observe. 

2. Hyperleda morphological type code equal to or less than (i)~ ensuring SO or E classi

fication. 

3. Th.egalaxy·sho.uld corttairt.a close 'to edge-on disc:. Hwerleda inclination of 7(ij? or 

greater. The individual estimates of inclination from H;yperleda ·cu-e not particu

larly ac~ate but all galaxies selected using this criteria did' in fact prove to have 

inclinations· in the acceptable ·range. 

4. Recessional velocity less than 4000kms~1, ensuring an identical set-up could be 

used in all cases, without for example .the Ha ·feature redshifting out of the wave

iength coverage. 
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5, Galaxy logD.aii from Hyperleda greater than 1, ensuring .that the galaxy would be 

large enough that sufficient data points would· be available to measure ar reliable 

rotation curve. 

An additional complicating factor was the fact that the project was to :be observed' 

in service mode over several semesters, at both Gemini-North and South, this meant 

that tQp :priority objects would nat always be observed and the finali list of galaxies ob

served was somewhat at the whim ef the weather or the .telescope operators. To explain. 

further; the original .selection of targets cenSisted of 44 galaxies whi~ met the· criteria 

to be defined above. Each semester 6-12· of these galaxies would then be submitted fer 

observation, of whidh &6 woul(i generally be observed, with attempts at. increasing pri

oritisation when necessary to ensure sufficient numbers of galaxies per envirerunent bin 

were observed. 

The result of this process is that todate·from the original sample of 44 galaxies, 18 (in

cluding the NGC 31!1:5 data described in Chapter. 2)' have completed both i•band imaging 

and major axis spectroseopy, with 15 of those 18 galaxies having both majpr cmd minor 

axis!spectroscopy completed'. Thumbnail images,showing the:galaxies within the approx

imate GMOS field of view are displayed in Figure· 3.1, with galaxy preperties provided 

in Table 3~1. 



Table 3.1: Sample galaxies RA, DEC, and recesSional veloc;itiesfrom NEP, '6T from RC3 catalogue (de Vaucouleurs et al., 1991}, M13 deter-

mined 'BT· using distance moduhis (soutc:es listed below) and extinction from Schlegel et al. (1998) provided by NED. Inclination is from the 

Hyperleda catalogue. Hubble type and Tully Density Parameter from Tully &: Fisher (1988}, Group name, Num~ Qf g~axies within the n 
grou;e, virial fa4ius of the gro11p apd, gt"011P ~ fro.m ~lla. et a,l, (2002). '" -.::~ . .. 

~ Ms Incl logD2s Velocity T (m-M) Group N Radius Log(M) TD 
fD· 

Galaxy RA DEC ... 
~ 

. (J2000) U2000) (Mag) (Mag) (0) log(0.1') {kn:l$-1) (ma_g) 
-- --- <M£C> __ (¥0) (Mpc-3) ;i - -
-·· . -· fD NGCHB 003415,5 ,-31 ~710 13.13 -18 .. 50 90 1,30 1516 -2 31.56 :±: 0.154 5017 7 1.12 13.33 0.28 

f NGC1023 024024.0 390348 10.35 •20.20 76.7 1.81 637 -2 30.29 :± 0.162 U139 4 0.60 1293 0.57 

NGcl380 033627;2 -345833 10.87 -20.44 90 1.66 1877 -2 31.23 ± 0.182 5129 74 1.46 14.08 
II 

1.54 ~ 
ES0358G006 032718.0 -343135 13.92 -17.47 90 1.16 1279 31.35 ± 0.322 5129 74 1.46 14.02 1.5()1 ::a - 0 

1"'10\ 

NGC1527 040824.1 -475349 11.74 -19.59 90 1.66 1174 -2 31.28±0.~2 - - - ,. 0.~ Cli = 
NGC1596 042738.1 -550140 12.10 -18.86 90 1~9 1510 -2 3Q.92 ± 0.1()2 - ., 

" " 0.92 C'l e. 
NGC3098 100216.0 244240 12.89 -19.1~ 90 1.38 1387 ,z 31.91 :±: 0.154 ,. - ... ... 0.32 a 
NGC3115 10~ 14.0 -07~()7 9.87 -20._27 81.6 1.92 663 -z 29:93 ± 0.092 5146 3 0.49 11.86 0.08 II 

NGC3301 103656.0 215256 1231 ,-19.68 90 1.56 1321 C) 31.89 ± 0.154 U313 3 0.86 12.41 0.53 

NCC3585 111317.1 -264518 10.88 -20.91 90 1.82 1399 -5 31.51 ± 0.182 - - - - 0.12 

NGC4179 1212 52.1 011759 11.91 .:.20.26 90 1.65 1256 -2 32;03 ± 0.154 - - - - 0.37 

NGC4281 122021.5 052311 1225 -19.78 75.8 1.46 2711 -2 31.94 ± 0.282 U490 401 2.64 14.88 0.81 

NGC4762 125256.0 111351 11.12 -19.14 90 1.92 984 -2 30.11'3 U490 401 2.~ 14.88 2~6S 

NGC5854 150747.7 023407 12.71 -19.88 90 1.48 1737 -2 32~ ± 0.1~4 U677 17 0.88 13.67 0.74 

NG<;:5864 150933.5 030310 12,.77 -19.94 90 1.40 1885 -z 3Z.51 ;±: 0.154 U677 17 0;88 13.67 0.74 

NGC6725 19 0156.6 ,.5351 fl 1~19 .:.2t.n 90 1.42 3602 - 33•62 ± C).i54 .. ;,. - - 0.391 

NGC7041 2116324 -482149 12.09 .;20.11 90 1.55 1946 -2 320$±0.312 - - - - 0.12 

NGC7332 223724.5 234754 12.02 -19.95 90 1.47 1172 -2 31.81 ± 0.202 - - - - 0.12 

Notes: 1 No Tully density parameter available, value is assumed to be the same as a near neighbour within the same group. 2 Distance ModW-i ~ 

from the SBF method, pr~ted in Tonry etal. (2001). 3 Distance Modtilus from the Fundamental Plane, presented in GavazZi et al. (1999). 4 

Distance Moduli based on Vtrgo + Great Attractor model, given ill NED based on the local velocity field model of Mould et al. (2000). 
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Table 3.2: Observing ~g: Some galaxies are, listed more than once if they were observed 

ov:er several semesters. For the ,p111poses of this Thesis 18 galaxies are of interest, those 

which are highlighted in bold, these galaxies have completed both 1m~ging and majpr 

axis spectroscopy. 

Sem~ter ·Gemini-North Status Gemini-South Status 

06B 

NGC 3098 Complete NGCt48 Complete 

NGC 4762 •Complete NGC6725 Complete 

NGC 7332 ·Complete NGC'7041 Complete 

07A NGC5854 Comple~ 

NGC,S864 ·Imaging,Maj 

NGC4958 Imaging 

NGC4179 Imagin g, 

NGC3957 Imagmg 

NGC3585 Imaging. 

07B NGC1023 Complete ESO 3SS.G006 Complete 

NGC3301 Complete NGC1380 Complete 

NGC4251 Imaging NGC1!596 Complete 

NGC4425 Imaging NGC1!527 Imaging, Maj 

NGC4570 Imaging NGC138aA Imaging 

NG€1401 Imaging 

OSA NGC3585 Maj & Min~ complete 

NGC4179 Complete 

NGC4281 Imaging, Maj 

NOC4550 Imaging 

Notest Maj .and Min denote completed major or minor axis spectroscopic observations· 

respectively. Complete ·indicates the completion of imaging and· majpr and minor axis 

spectroscopy. 
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eso358g006 ngc1023 ngc1380 ngc148 ngc1527 ngc1596 

ngc6725 ngc7041 

Figure 3.1: Thumbnail DSS images of all18 nearly edge-on SO galaxies for which we have 

spectroscopic data. Thumbnails are 5.5x5.5 arcmin in size, approximately the same field 

of view as the CMOS instrument. All images are orientated North through East. 

3.3. Observations and Data Reduction 

All observations were undertaken in service mode using the CMOS instruments on 

the Gemini North and South Telescopes during semesters 06B to OBA. The full observing 

log can be seen in Table 3.2. Each target galaxy was imaged using an i band filter for BOOs 

(as 4x200s exposures, in some cases with an additional10s exposure to allow investiga

tion of regions saturated in the longer exposures), the imaging data was binned 2 x 2 and 

therefore has a pixel scale of 0.146 x 0.146 arcsecs2 and a field of view of approximately 

5.5 x 5.5 arcminutes2. 

All spectroscopic observations utilised the B600 grism with 600 lines/mm in combi

nation with a 1 arcsec wide longslit, the data were binned by either 4 or 2 in the spectral 

dimension leading to a spectral resolution of ""'4.8A FWHM (u=118kms- 1 at 5100A) 

sampled at either 0.9 A/pixel or 1.8 A/pixel. As in the case of NGC 3115 (Chapter 2) 

for most target galaxies two sets of integrations were completed, in this case generally 

totalling 8400s per axis. Usually the centre of the galaxy is located in the centre of the 

longslit, though occasionally it was necessary to offset along the longslit, either to allow 
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for art adequate sky subtraction region or te allow the .selection of an adequately bright 

.guide star. The wavelength range covered by the spectra is ""39Q0-6700A, and as such 

covers aU of the mest impoJ1tant optical (lbserption ~lines, .as weli as the· Ha emission line 

as a useful extra probe of engoing ·star ferma:tien. This project was designed as a poor 

seeing ·(Band 3) candidate and hence the seeing w:as generally > 1 arcsec during the ob

servations~ 

Additional flux standard stars·were1observed using the same·set1.1p once per semester 

at each telescepe. 

The reduction. of the i band imaging was .achieved using the Gemini IRAF package. 

,h:t btief the required procedure was to bias subtract and flatfield the data, followed by 

subtraction of a scaled fringe {fame, before mosaicing each of the three GMOS CGDs 

together into a single im~ge. Individual.exposures·coldd then be combined into a master 

image, scaled to a one, second exposure time. 

The reduction of the spectroscopic data was similar ,fo that used in· the study of NGC 

3115, with the initial steps of bias subtraction, flat fielding, cosmic .ray removal, wave

length calibration. and rectification of the 20 images being undertaken .using the standard' 

Gemini IRAF routines. 'Fhese procedures produce 20 spectra with wavelength calibra

tions accurate .to :::; 0.2 A over the entire 38(i)0-6700A wavelength range, the individual' 

spectrar·must then be· combined to produce the· :fmal master 20 spectrum. In one slight 

.difference between this 'larger SO study and the NGC 3]15 study each 20 spectrum WC1S 

rebinned onto a uniform wavelength scale, with· integer ,pixel values (1 A per pixel for 

spectra· binned: 'PY 2 and 2 A per pixel for those binned :by 4) before the combination of 

individua:t frames. 

A .further difference wa:s the.decision to correct the 20 spectra for the effects ofinstru

mental distortioa, in practice even after wavelength calibration. and rectificatioa. some 

curva~ of the spectra may remain. If this curvature is aot corrected 'the 10 spectra 

extracted from a single spatial columR ·Of the 20 .spectrum will v:ary in galactoceRtric 

radius with wavelength, :with the most severe problems typically occurring blueward 

of 4200A. To ameliorate this problem a ~low-order polynomiall was fit to the peak of the 

light distripution of .the 20 spectrum (in• every case this was the centre ·Of the galaxy), 

this polynomial was then used ;to correct'the 2D spectrum, ·the curved regioRS on the 2D 

spectrum were shuffled up te bring them into spatial1 alignment, in effect "straightening" 

out the·curvature. The presence of stars in most slitlets,a:lso•provided a· usefulcheck that 
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the correction applied was indeed applicable over the entire·2D spectrum. ·In pradice the 

amourtt.of correction was small, generally less :than.S,pixelSfor the very bluest ,portion of 

the spectra,. and less than.one pixel .for· the regions between 480&-SBOOA. 

The individual images were then corrected for the influence of scattered light \Is

ing the technique described in Section 2.3J. before being combined using imcotnbine in 

IRAF. 

3.3.1 Sky Subtraction 

After the seattered light removaJiproces8 one or·more sky. estimation regions :were defined1 

for the 20 spectra, these regians were defined by manual examination of the profiles of 

the galaxy spectra along their spatial dimension, and' were chosen to cover the regions 

where no clear gradients in the profiles were viSible. See for example ·Figure 3.2 for a 

demonstration of the 'location of sky estimation regions. The median· sky spectrum for 

one ,pixel in the spatial dimension was then determined and combined with the•scattered 

light profile subtracted earlier .to produce a 2ID sky+scattered light image for use in the 

later extraction. 

As is the case with any study of galaxy spectr:a, an accurate sky subtraction is es

sential if galaxy lirl.e strengths .and kinematics are to be measured with confidence. One 

particular concern when ·studying large· resolved objects such as nearby galaxies is that 

the sky subtraction regions of the 20 .spectra cannot be located at 1large enc,>ugh radii to 

completely avoid additional flux from the gal(l)(y still bemg,present. To heJp mitigate this 

problem the major axis.longslits were often offset along the slit direction to allow the sky 

subtraction regions to be located at larger galactocentric radii~ For the majority of.galax

ies studied here the optical imaging demonstrates that the.chosen sky subtraction regions 

were ind~ located at J.cn.ge enough radii to· make· the contribution of galaxy integratec;J.: 

light negligible (see for example Figure 3.2 for a demonstratioh of the large regions avail

able for sky estimation on either side of the minor axis of NGC 7332). However in one 

particular case, that of the major axis of NGC 4762 the galaxy is. simply too •large to allow 

the 330 arcsec long GMOS langslit to· extend from the centre of the ·galaxy to the dis

tance ideally. required to produce an entirely pure sky spectrum. In this case no special 

corrections are made but instead! it is cautioned that any conclusions (at larger radii in 

particular) may be influenced :by an oversubtraction of galaxy flux. Oversubtraction can 

in· particulat have the effect of changing the derived stellar population parameter gradi:.. 
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Figure 3.2: Demonstration of the placement of sky estimation regions for the minor axis 

of NGC 7332. The black line is the profile of the 2D spectrum along the spatial dimension, 

the red dashed line shows the imaging profile along the same axis. The filled grey regions 

denote the regions (50-400, 500-700 and 1700-2200 pixels) where the background sky was 

be determined. 

ents, therefore in future analyses of this data-set various methods will be used to estimate 

and correct for this effect. 

3.3.2 Spectral Extraction 

After sky subtraction the 2D spectra were extracted into a series of 1D spectra binned 

spatially to reach a pre-determined S/N ratio. In this case it was decided to use a S/N 

ratio of 100 per A measured between 5000 and 5100A . This high S/N ratio was chosen 

for two main reasons; this S/N ratio allows the accurate measurement of higher order 

LOSVD kinematics given the choice of instrumental set up (as discussed in Section 3.3.3), 

and a S/N ratio of 100 at 5100A ensures that even the bluer line strength indices such 

as Hy and H8 are significant and can be used in the following analysis. Having such a 

large S/N would make possible a more complicated analysis of the stellar populations, 

including the ability to attempt to fit more complicated star formation histories than the 

simple single stellar populations usually used. 

The actual binning of the spectra was accomplished using the "CCD Equation" in the 

form: 
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S NobJ 
N = ' NobJ + npiX(Ns~ty + N'!ad) 

where NobJ is :the number of counts from the object under study, Ns~ty the counts ~rom 

the sky1(and in this case also· the scattered light ·which was: removed~~ npix the number of 

pixels in .the spatial dimension bei,ng binned, and finct,lly Nread is the number of counts 

,per pixel contributed by the instrumental read noise. Where a radius is provided (as in 

.the kinematic figures) the quoted radiusJor each spectrum is the radius at which half the 

galaxy light in the bin was reached. 

The indiv:iduallD ~pectra were;then flux calibrated with theiRAFprogram calibrate 

,using response· functions determined from the appropriate spectrophotometric standard 

star for the given semester and telescope. 

3.3.3 Kinemati(s 

From the outset the main aim of this study has been· ,to examine ,the stellar ,populations 

of the target SO galaxies. As such the experimental set-up was optimised towardS mea

suring the mcudmum·number of!line strength indices as.accurately as possible. However 

it is necessary to know the kinematic properties of the stellar populations under study 

so .that .corrections can be applied ·for the effects of the kinematic~ on the meas~ line 

strength indices (See Section 2.3.4). Additionally .the kinematics ef galaxies can them

selves provide important clues to the fortna:tiort and evolution processes that led to .the 

object as currently observed. 'Therefore the measurement of the kinematics of our objects 

is an important secondary goal, within the bounds set by the fact that th,e observations 

were not optimiseQ. to measure· high precision kinema.tics: 

As ·in the study of NGC 3'115 the·Penalised' Pixel' Fitting Method! (pPXF) of Cappel~ 

18ri & Emsellem (2(i)a4) is used to measure galaxy kinematics. This method especially 

lends itself to ·the current work due to· the. ability to directly mask regions with suspected 

emission, a procedure not possible with other methods for measuring kinematics such 

as the Fourier Correlation QUotient ~det, 199(i)). As many ·of the sample galaxies are 

e;cpected to display significant emiSsion the ability of pPXF·to ignore regions where·emis

sion is· likelyto·cause:problems.fitting1emission free templates to the data is a' greatibonus. 

One departure from the procedl.tre .used in :the study of NGC 31'15 (Chapter 2) is 

that in .this. instance· the preliminary 'Stellar population models· from Vazdekis et all. (in 
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p~aration) are used as stellar popwation templates2• These models are built from 

the Medium-resolution Isaac Newton Telescope Library of Empirical Spectra ~ES) 

spectral library (Scmchez-Blcizquez et al., 2006), one of the most comprehensive stell~ 

!libraries. to date. 1be stellar population models cover the range of metalliclty ([M/Hi]=-

1.68 to +0:2) and age ((U to 117.78 Gyr.) likely to. be encountered in this study. The rather 

high value of the upper age limit in the template library is relatively unimportant as the 

modelS have some inherent uncertainty to their age scale and change relatively little at 

ages larger thaR 13 ·Gyr. This b:road range .of stell.ar population templates helps to fur

ther reduce the effects of template mismatch, a problem already minimised ,by the 1pPXF 

method. 

The mostconstraining:choice of experimental set-up was the•declsion to select a grism 

and wavelength range whiCh gave an in:tenrtediate spectral resolution ·of around 4;8:A 

but a wide wavelength range cov.ering al of the Uck/[)])5 line strength indices. One 

drawback of such a choice is that the intermediate spectral resolution makes accurate 

measurement of higher •order L0SVD terms .difficult at lower velocity dispersions. To 

test the limits to which these parameters can be measured it is therefore necessary to 

carry out a series of simulations of the data to· determine .the useful range of application. 

This set ofsimulations can also. be used to examine the appropriate choice of the pPXF 

bias term. This is an optional input which is chosen to. better help pPXF tecover·the true 

1LOSVD, it is in fact the threshold below which a deviation in the LOSVD is determined 

to be due ·to noise and above which it is determined to be due .to a real•higher order 

component. As the appropriate value depends sensitively on the input data parameters, 

such as :wavelength range, spectral resolution and; sampling it ·is necessary to· carry ·out 

simulations to determine the correct choice of bias. 

Monte-Carlo Simulations of pPXF 

To test the limits of pPXF to recover accurate kinematics.using .the input experimental set

up a set of Monte-Carlo. simulations· of the data was carried out. In these simulations the 

input stellar .population templates were converte(i to the spectral resolution, sampling 

and wavelength ·range, appropriate for the actual data. They were· then convolved with a 

range .of LOSVDs before pPXF was .used to attempt to recover the input kinematics·. In 

2 Available.from: http:/ /Www.ucm.es/info/ Astrof/users/1pat/models/download/ download;html 
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:these simulations the bias .parameter and.S/N ratio•of the input spectra were also varied; 

for each ,permutation of u (7 values), h3 (7 v.alues), 14 (7 valuE!S), :bias (9·values) and S/N 

<S values),,30 Monte Carlo simulations with added noise were completed. This leads to a 

total number of simulations of over 463;000, with u values of (i), 50~ 100; 150, 200, 250 and 

300 kms-1 (covering the range of u encountered in this survey),~· and 14 values of ...();3, 

•0.2,. -0.1, 0.0, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3,. SIN from 20 to 100 ·in .steps of 20, and bias values ranging 

from,O.l to 0.9 in·0.1 steps. 

The first task is to determirte the opfuntun choice of bias parameter to use. The bias 

parameter is the "penalty" used in the pPXF fit and as suggested by the pPXfl manual' it 

is chosen such that, "when sigma > 3*velscale, .the mean difference between the output 

~h3,h4] and the ·input 1~h3,h4] is well within the scatter of the simulated values". ·For the 

particular dataset available here .the velscale is sokms-1 (as it is 1Simply the spectral piXell 

scale·in velocity units i.e 2A in kms-1}for data binned by two in the spectral dimension 

and 10akms-1 .for the data binned by 4 in the spectral dimension. The optimum choice 

of bias was around' ·0:7 in both cases, although in practice the results were not strongly 

affected by the.chosen· value. 

The second task is to determine over what range of parameters, it is,possible to·recover 

accurate kinematics. For example it is significantly easier to recover the higher order h3 

and~ terms;afilarger u.. Figures 3•3 and 3.4demonstrate this.fact'for·the example ofinput 

S/N=l!OO, Bias=0.7, and· extreme values ofh3=0.3 and: 14=-0.3 for both the·velocity scale·= 

sokms-1 and tookms-1 respectively. As is to be. expected, as the input velOcity dispersion 

falls. below the instrumental' resolution ("'1!20kms-1) it becomes more :difficultto recover 

the higher order LOSVD terms. 1ih:is inability to recover h3 and h4· leads to significant 

ettors in .the recovered values of velocity and u:. This behaviour· can be understoodl .as 

being due to the pPXF program c:ompensating for its inability to determine the higher 

order ,terms by .adjusting the implied velOcity and u to compensate. :Figures 3.5 and 3~6 

conclusively demonstrate the fact that velocity and ~~ are. anti:..correlated, as is· the pair u 

- Itt. Also obVious is the observation that the magnitude of the error introduced by not 

correctly recovering~ and 114 is dependeat~on the S/N ratio ofthe.fnput d~ta. 

In the J:nOSt extreme of cases displayed in Figures 3.3 and: 3;4 it can he seen that the 

covariance between velocity and h3, and between u and h4, can lead to systematic errors 

in.the recovered velocity of up to "'2akms-1 and u of "-'30klns-'1 for velocity dispersions 

below "'lOekms-1'. For the n::tore pJausible values of ~=0.1 and h4=-0.1, the correspond-
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ing·systematic eRors are "'skms-1 cu:td u of ""lokms-1• in either CC1Se these uncertaintie~:t 

are of no major concern, as the maiR aim of this study is to recover accurate line strength 

indices and the measured kiRematics are needed only to correct line strength indices for 

the effects of the LOSVD. These coR'eetioru~ are e~ttirely negligible below u......,lOl'Jkms-1• 

Figure 3.7 investigates .the ability of pPXF to accurately recover the velocity and u in 

the simplest case of zero ha and~' in this irultance for two inp.ut choices of S/N, 20 and 

100. As caR be seen, velocity is ·recovered accurately in all cases. However u can only be 

recovered accurately to around half the instrumental resolution (cm>und 501cms-1 for our 

data). When combined with the results of the previous section this means thatfor allbut 

the srttallest:target galaxy (ESO 358-G006)it is po8sible·to measure the velOcity d~persion 

accurately to -sokms-1 in the case·of zero ha and }4. However as ha, 1}4 cannot be mea

sured below ""HlOkms-1 the recovered' velocity dispersions between 50 and 100 kms-1 

can be systematically offSet by up· to 30km.s-1• Nevettheless as previously discussed this 

does not impact the acctlracy of the mea5ured.line strengths in any significaRt way. 

In conclusion with the app~riate choice· of bias. parameter pPXF is able to accu

rately recover velocity, u, ha and 'h4 for the data presented here when u is greater than 

tookms~ 1. Below this limit potentially significant ( ""3okms-1} systematic offsets in ve

lOcity and u are possible due ·to the inability to recover h 3 and }4. These issues do not 

cause any·significaRt problems for the· later measurement of line•strength ·indices, 

Measurement of Kinematics 

After the limits of application were determined each spectrum could .be measured using 

· pPXF. In the .p~nt work, .the best fit was determined over the (observed) wavelength 

range 4906"5450A With regions likely to be affected by emission masked·. One additional 

step was included over .the procedure used in the study of NGC 3il'15, to account for 

the inability to measure the higher order LOSVD terms belaw a velocity dispersion of 

lOOkms-1. pPXFwas run first in a· mode that measured only velocity and velocity dis

persion. If the·velocity,dispersion:exceeded il:Ookms-1 theR pPXF was run again with the 

freedom to include ha and •hi if they improved the fit. This procedure eru~ures that values 

for ha and f4 are ·only derived in the region of parameter space where they are actually 

measurable and hence helps to reduce spurious. kiRematic fits at 'low u~ This procedure 

was unnecessary in the study ofNGC3'l15 as·over the range of radii studied the velOcity 

dispersion never fell below .the u=l!Ookms-1 limit for ,the ·recavery of h3 and 1\4·. 
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Figure 3.3: Example simulation undertaken to determine the practical measurement lim

its for our data using the pPXF method. Unfilled circles are Monte Carlo re-simulations 

of the input template spectra after convolution with the desired input values of o-, h3 and 

h4. There are 30 resimulations with added poissonian noise for each choice of velocity 

dispersion, the red line is the mean of these resimulations, the blue lines are the 1-o- er

rors associated with these resimulations. As can be seen clearly, it proves impossible to 

measure the higher order h3 and ~ below the instrumental resolution of our set up of 

around 100 k.ms-1• This simulation was conducted with a set-up matched to the majority 

of our data which has a velocity scale (velscale) of sokms-1. 
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Figure 3.4: As in Figure 3.3, except that in this simulation the velscale parameter has been 

changed to lOOkms- 1, in this case matching our earlier epoch data which was binned by 

4 in the spectral dimension. 
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Figure 3.5: In this figure the ability of pPXF to recover the input velocity and a at two 

choices of 5/N, 20 (top panels) and 100 (bottom panels) given an extreme value of h3 of 

0.3 has been applied to the data is examined. In this case the recovered velocity is over

estimated for velocity dispersions below the instrumental resolution. This is simply an 

effect of the fact that at these low velocity dispersions h3 is unmeasureable. The velocity 

is therefore altered in the pPXF fit to compensate. In comparison the measurement of the 

velocity dispersion is relatively unaffected by the addition of the h3 component. 
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Figure 3.6: As in Figure 3.5 except that in this case an additional large ht component has 

been applied to the data. In contrast to Figure 3.5 it is now the velocity dispersion which 

displays a systematic overestimation in the fit, for essentially the same reason as previ

ously. As it becomes harder to measure the ht component the pPXF code compensates 

by varying the measured velocity dispersion. 
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Figure 3.7: In this figure pPXF1s ability to recover the input velocity and u at two choices 

of S/N, 20 (top panels) and 100 (bottom panels) is examined. As can be seen the ve

locity can be accurately recovered at all input velocity dispersions for both choices of 

SIN, the velocity dispersion however can only be recovered accurately above around u 

"'sokms-1 . 
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3.3.4 Emission Line Correction 

Recent work has contradicted the, long held belief that early .type galaxies are devoid of 

significant dust or nebular emission. For exaii\ple ,the SAURON project,(Sarzi et al., 2006) 

has demonstrated that approximately 75% of their sample of 48 early ty;pe and ·lenticu

lar galaxies display a detectable level of emission, rising to 83% when only lenticulars 

are considered. This discovery ;is problematic for the study of the stellar populations of 

galaxies.as the SSP models utilised in the· study of stellar populations do·not include .the 

effects of emission, hence variations in the intensity of emission can be incorrectly inter

preted as variations in the stellar !populations of the galaxy. Of particular concern are 

the Fe5015 absotption feature which can· be affected by [O:m]_x6007 emission in its central 

bandpass and [Om].M959 in its blue pseudocontinuum, andl Mgb Which can be affected, by 

i~Nih52oo emission in its red pseudocontinuum. 'Fhese indices, if contaminated by emis

sion and left uncorrected, would ·lead primarily to incorrectly determined metallicities 

and a-element abundances. Age estimates could also potentially be biased by,emission, 

as. much of the power :to determine the ages of stellar populations comes .from the hy

drogen based indices H)', Ho and H,B, all of which can of course be affected by emission. 

Clearly if the standard SSP model approach is to be used to correctly interpret the data 

then the measuredi absorption lines must be unaffected 'by the presehce,ofemission lines. 

As well as creating a problem, the existence ·Of nebular .emission within the target 

galaxies can also prove to be interesting in its own right, as a study of the properties of 

·the emission can lead to a better understanding of the·processes which.create it. 'Dhe exis

tence of nebular emission can be<explained in two· ways: as the·product of material .lost. by 

stars during their lives or through the·presence of material of external origin, .presumably 

accreted gas rich.satellites. it has been demonstrated that the,amount of mass il(>st iby the 

stellar component of a galaxy is sufficient to. explain the mass of ionised· material of "'1Q3-

104~ (Goudfrooij et al., 1994):generally found in early type galaxies <faber & Gallagher, 

1976). However the kinematics.andl orientation·of the emission and associated dust is of

ten found to indicate that the emitting material is c:iecoupled from .the stars of the host 

galaxy, strongly implicating an external origin for the material'. In the SAURON sample 

around 50% of galaxies with• ·observed emission displayed misalignments indicative of 

an external ·Origin for the material. In a few cases the emitting material can be conclu

sively tied to an external origin. In the1case of NGC li596 the counter-rotating ionised gas 

observed in ·its central! regions .can be tied to the existence of a large-scale tidal stream 
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ef HI from the companion dwarf inegular galaxy NGC 1602 (Chung ·et .al., 2006). There 

are alse a host of other interesting side q:uestions that the study of the pl'Qperties of .the 

ionised gas can.also·illuminate: What is the eventual fate of the gas? will it cool to form 

a new generation of stars, or be heated to join the X-ray emitting halos of galaxies. What 

,powers .the nebular emission? Is it either young or ·exotic older stellar types? AGN? Or 

shocks? At present no definitive answer exists to these questions, hut clearly the study 

of nebular emission in early type galaxies can do much to constrain many ~other areas of 

astrophysics. 

Therefore there .exists a similar·predicament:as was the case in the·study of the absorp

·tion line kinematics, the wish te Qptimise the ability to examine the stellar .populations 

of the integr<1ted Ught of the galaxy whilst still recovering what information is possible 

about the nebular emission from the data. 

GANDALF Emission Line Removal 

To achieve the twin goals of recovering emission free abserption line indices from the 

spectra and measuring the kinematics and magnitude. of any emission present a med

ified version of the GANDALF ·(Gas AND Absotption Line· fitting) cede of Marc Sarzi 

was used. A more complete description of this code can be found in Sarzi. et al. (2006) 

and ·references therein but in brief the cede makes use of a similar method to the ·pPXF 

program described: preViously: 

• The regions likely to be.affected by emission are masked, pPXF'is·used te,determine 

the best fit absorption line kinematics and optimal template. This determinatien 

of the ·LOSVD is carried out over the ·full' wavelength ·range to be studied~ in this 

current case·"'3900-5500A (excluding:chip gap regions which have lower S/N), this 

procedure takes around a minUte· per spectrull\• on a normal de5kt~p computer. Any 

extension to cever the full wavelength range .of .the .spectra leads to unacceptable 

increases·in cemputation time, of theorder·e£.5-1'0 minutes· per spectrum. 

• The templates in the library (which is the same library as used in the measurement 

of the kinematics)·are·convolved with the·measure<t:LOSVD to produce the.optimal· 

template. 

• The best fit values of amplitude, mean velocity, and intrinsic velocity dispersion of 

the :[Olll] line are determined assuming gaussianity. This is achieved by compari;.. 
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sen of the cenvolved best fit templates (which were determined eutside the masked 

regions) and the observed spectmm in the masked (emiSsion.affected) regions. 

• 'Fhe mask is ·teinoved and the best fit amplitudes for the other lines to be fit is 

determined, under· the coRdition that they have the same kinematics as [OJ.iH]. 

• U the amplitude-to-,noise ratio (how significant the liRe is relative to the noise in 

the irtput spectrum) of the line is greater than 3 the best fit emiSsion line model 

is subtracted >from the input spectrum. 'Fhis 1produces the fina.l ·emiSsioR corrected 

spectrum. 

Slight modifications to the·GANDALF code were required to allow :the measurement 

of emiSsion lines. other than those originally determjrted by the code. In partcular the 

code was origiRally designed to work with SAURQN data, which has a very lim1ted 

wavelength range of "-48a(}.;53eOA. The code was therefore adapted to also correct for 

emission in the.H6 and Hy features. Its method for doing this is·exactly the same for all 

other emission lines. 

Figure 3.8.displays the result of carry:ing·out the above procedure on one of the.most 

extreme cases of ·emiSsion line contamination seen in the sample. In this example from 

the minor axis of NGC 1:596, ·Strong [Om] lmes are already visible ·in the: irtput spectrum 

(black 'liRe). The best fit emiSsioR,line model is displayed as the blue line (the best fit tem

plate is excluded for clarity) and the resulting emission cerrected' spectrum is :displayed 

as the red line. As can· be seen~ the effect of emission on the strength of the H.B feature 

is significant and could lead! to severe problems in the estimation of stellar population 

parameters U left-uncorrected·. 

In one final step the GANDALF· output is utilised to help correct the input·spectrum· 

for one further effect. It is an unfortunate consequence of the·choice of wavelength range 

that :the blue con:timium of the H,8 'feature is affected by the presence of a chip ,gap. This 

chip gap leads to a lower S /N and ·increased incidence ·of cosmic ray residUals ·in the H,B 

blue continuum resulting in spurious l:I,Bline strengths~ Te· help mitigate this we make 

use of the GANDA!LF best ·fit model to replace the affected region which occUrs between 

"'47804840A. No other regions required for line strength measurements are affected by 

this problem. 

After correction by GANJ)ALF the finali emission-line..correcled spectra' covering .the 

range 3900J5500A are produced, from which line-strength indices-can be measured. 
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Figure 3.8: Example GANDALF fit. The black spectrum shows an input minor-axis spec

trum of NGC 1596, one the galaxies within the sample with the most significant emission

line contamination. The blue spectrum is the best fit emission line model produced by 

GANDALF. The red spectrum is the emission corrected input spectrum, later used to 

measure the absorption-line indices. The species responsible for the emission lines are 

labelled. 

3.3.5 Line Strength Indices 

After the emission line subtraction the LICK/IDS line strength indices were measured 

from the corrected spectra, the procedure used was exactly the same method as described 

in Section 2.3.4. As explained previously the measured line strengths must be corrected 

for the effects of the LOSVD on their observed strength. In this current study this cor

rection is carried out in a novel way. The correction procedure makes use of the fact 

that during the measurement of the kinematics of the stellar population an optimal tem

plate is produced. This template is constructed from stellar population models which 

have no intrinsic LOSVD. They must be convolved with the difference in instrumental 

resolution and the LOSVD within pPXF to match the observations. By measuring the 

absorption-line strengths of the optimal template, before it has been convolved to match 

the observations (but after smoothing to the Lick/IDS resolution) and after the convolu

tion with the LOSVD (including the higher-order terms and smoothing to the Lick/IDS 

instrumental resolution) it is possible to estimate by how much the line strengths on the 

measured spectra must also be affected by the LOSVD. In this way it is possible to deter-
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mine the additive and multipHcative correctiens te.be applied te the measUred ·indices to 

remove the effect of the LOSVD on the measured line stre~gth. The errors en the LOSVD 

correction .are calculated as th.e 1-u scatter in the cerrectien· d~termined from 30 Mente 

Carib reSimulations of the optimal ·template With added .Poissonian neise. The·computed' 

error in the correetien is combined in quadrature with the other sources of error in the 

measurement of the line indices te produce the final error ·estimate. 

The ·I~ft pcntel: of Figure 3.9· demenstrates the effect of a simple d -enly LOSViD art 

the measured strength of the Mgb index, in this case ca:Icula:ted for ·the eptimal template 

determined for the spectra displayed in Figure .3.8. The right panel compares the result

ing velocity dispersion correction for Mgb with that determined by Kuntschner (2004') 

for old. (age> 3·Gyr)·pepulatiens, the· maximum difference inappHed cerrection is less 

than 2% at all values efvelocity diSpersion. In cemmen ·with the findings·ef Kuntschner 

(2004) it is 'found tha:t ·for old1 stellar .populations the determined 1...0SVD correctien is rel

atively unaffected by the C~ge or metallicity·of the:stellar population present. However' fer 

younger stellar populations changes of age and metallicity can lead to mere significant 

de¥iations in the .corrections. This is net of majpr concern to the current study ·for two 

reasons, the first is simply that the maj~rity of stellar pepulatiens under study here are 

in fact older than 3 ·Gyr, the second that .this. technique •ef utilizing eptimal ;templates te 

derive the LOSVD:corrections ensures the measured LOSVD cerrectien is appropriate te 

the stellar populatien under study. 

After cerrection for the ·effects of the I!.OSVD .the final step ·required to place the mea

sured! line strength indices onto .the :LiCk/liDS system is te· calculate zero-point offsets 

between :Lick/IDS liorary standard starS ebserved with ·the same observatienal set-up 

as used here. Lick standard' stars were net directly ebserved durit)g this project, due to 

the additional burden in Qbserving time, however it. is 1pessible·to determine Lick.effsets 

for GMQS-S using observations cellected as part of GS-2003'S-Q-63 which were made 

available 'by Bryan Miller. 'Using a set of 28 stars from this sample, taken with.an almest 

identical set-up to ·that used here (identical grism, with in this case a 0.'5 arcsec longslit) it 

was possible ·to.derive·effsets for GMQS-S to the Lick system. As1GM~N and GMOS-S 

are identi(!Cll instruments it is assumed that the offsets are suitable for use with both our 

Nerth• and South data, art· assumption that is supported by the fact that the measured 

offsets are all comparable to those described in Section 2.3;4. All line indices used in this 

study are corrected ·using ,these effsets. 
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Figure 3.9: Left Panel : The effect of velocity broadening on the Mgb feature, in this 

case for the optimal template fit to the NGC 1596 spectrum displayed in Figure 3.8. The 

black line represents the optimal template after convolution with a velocity dispersion of 

Sokms- 1 and the red line after convolution to 300kms- 1, values which approximately 

cover the range of u encountered in this study. The corresponding measured index 

strength is given in the bottom right comer. The grey regions denote the blue and red 

continua, the horizontal lines are the resulting pseudocontinua and the dashed vertical 

lines the central bandpass of the Mgb feature. Right Panel : The behaviour of the ve

locity dispersion correction for Mgb determined for the optimal template with a purely 

Gaussian LOSVD (black line) and the correction determined by Kuntschner (2004) for old 

stellar populations (blue dashed line). 
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3.4. Results 

3.4.1 Absorption· ~Line. 'Kinematics 

As the final derived line indices depend somewhat on the measured kinematics of the 

stetlar pQpulation ~through the LOSVJD,correction) it is necessary to be.confiden:t .that the 

kinematics derived here are accurate. Only by comparison with previously published 

data for the same galaxies is it possible to begin to estimate .the potential systematic un

certainties inherent in ,the observation set-up used. 

'Ihe galaxies NGC 1023 and NGC 7332 are of particular ·interest due to the fact that 

these .objects have beea studied several times, and have had their higher-order L.OSVD 

terms measured for both· axes from high (S/N: = 60) qua)ity 20 SA:URON data. Figures 

3.l.i0 and 3,11 compare the ldnematics derived here with those measured' previotisly by 

Emsellem et al. (2004), Simieh & Prugniel (1997b) and' in the case of NGC 1023, Debat

tiSta et ali. (2002~~ Also displayed are the i band images taken as :part ot this study, both 

before and after unsharp masking. This procedUre helps to highlight structures within 

the galaxies. Of obvious note in these images are the disc of NGC 7332 and structures 

within the disc of NGC 1023 which may be due to residual spiral structure. In the case 

ofNGC 1023 ·the measured velOcity and u ·of aU 4 independent meas~ments cue re

markably consistent for both major and minor axes, slightly troubling. !however is the 

observation that the· measurements of ha and h.t· presented here disagree with those of 

:Emsellem et al (2004) at a ,small but :systematic level. This mismatch is of ·the order of 

±0:05, which whilst.significantis not large enough to have any noticeable impact on the 

measured line· strengths, it is also significantly ·smaller than. some of the disagreements 

be.tween the ElllSellem et al .. (2004') and IDebattista et al. ~2002) kinematics. 

In the case of NGC 7332 all three. data sets display excellent agreement for all1but 

the miRor axis velocity dispersion in the inner regions, where the data presented here 

underestimates the velocity dispersion compared: to the other observations by around 

30kms-1• While in this.case the different ebservatiorts are within the corresponding 1-u 

error bars, this is·still' a troubling .level of disagreement, even though as in the case· of the 

ha and 'h.t offsets seen in NGC 1023 this difference in velocity dispersion ·has an essentially 

negligible· effect on the meas\ll'ed line strength. 

Similar figures to· those described above detailing the kinematic properties of the re-
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maining Sample galaxies are presented in. Appendix A along with brief notes on the ob

served kinematics of each galaxy. It is clear from an examination of these figures that the 

kinematics presented here are in excellent agreement with previously published data in. 

almost all cases, and in those cases Where statistically significant differences are evident, 

that they occur in. regions ·of LOSVD space which have little influence on the measured 

line indices·(i.eat low u)• 

3.4~2 The SO Tully-Fisher Relation 

Jn..order ·to study the•Tt:dly-Fisher relation for the• galaxies• studied here itis first necessary 

.to convert the measured kinematics into a more astrophysically meaningful ·quantity, in 

this case the circular rotation velocity (V max). 'Fhe corrections which must be applied 

to the·observed rotation·curve Nabs) of a gc.Uaxy to determine Vmax.are·complicated' and' 

thereforerdeserve a comprehensive·explanation. The pamcular procedure to corwert V:obs 

to V max used here makes use of the approach of Neistein ·et al. (1999) with some modifi

cations to include procedures used by Bedregal et al·. (2006a). 

Simple· Bulge + Disc Models 

As a first step the correction requires Structural parameters which describe the orienta

tion and Seal~ of the disc ·of the galaxy under study, these structw1al· parameters are the 

inclination i and disc .exponential scale length Rexp. In common with the study ofBedre

gal :et ·aJ.;, (20Q6a) these parameters have been measured from 2MASS imaging '(Jarrett 

et al., 2(!)03) by a full two-dimensional bulge+disc model .fit to the imaging. Because near 

infrared observations are used no correction for extinction either within the MW or in

fernal to the target galaxies is required. Unlike the Bedregal et al. (2006a)·study however 

the measurement of the!structural parameters was made from the deeper J •band 2MASS 

images rather than the 'K8 band imaging. The 2MASS imaging was,preferred for this ,por

tion of the study over the i band imaging carried out here due to practical limitations, in· 

fitting the extremely high S/N i !band data. In short substructure visible in the i band 

data made· fitting a ·simple bulge + disc model' impossible in most cases, as this simple 

approach is all: that is required for the correction procedure utilised here the smoother 

lower significance 2MASS data was therefore preferred, although as ·shall be .discussed 

later some substructure is still visible ·in the 2MASS imaging. 

A further difference. betw:een the approach used by Bedregal et al. (20(i)6a) and that 
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Figure 3.10: Left Panel : NGC 1023 Major Axis Kinematics. Upper frame GMOS i band 

image, 2nd panel is a median subtracted version of the upper image obvious residuals 

emanating from the central regions may be the hallmark of residual spiral structure. In 

the kinematic panels the solid black line is the measured quantity, with the orange region 

defining the ± 1u errors. Blue unfilled circles are the results from the SAURON survey 

(Emsellem et al., 2004), red unfilled diamonds are the measurements of Simien & Prug

niel (1997b), green crosses come from Debattista et al. (2002). The velocity and velocity 

dispersion were measured from data binned to S/N=30, the h3 and 14 values were de

rived from our S/N=100 spectra. Right Panel : As in left panel but now for the minor 

axis of NGC 1023. Physical distances provided on the upper panel are determined using 

the measured distance provided in Table 3.1. 
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Figure 3.11: As in Figure 3.10 but for NGC 7332. 
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used here was in the Choice of seftware to.carry out the model fits·to· the.2MASS imaging. 

m Bedregal et al. ~2006a) the GIM2D code (Simard et al., 2002) was used, whereas in this 

studythe·GALFU:code·(Peng et al., 2002)·was utilised. 

The following proced\lre was used to determine the best fit ~rsic + Ex:ponential disc 

model for each target galaxy. 'In all but 2 cases (NGC 3\11!5 and NGC 3585), this simple 

model provided an,acceptable fit. In thecase·of NGC3:rt'5 and NGC 3585, an extra ~rsic 

component was required to allowGA:LFIT :to converge to an,acceptable fit, implying that 

these galaxies contain an extra :large scale halo component. 

1. SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts, 1996)·was run on the input itnage to find stars and 

other contaminating sources. A mask was produced to allow GALFI'F to disregard! 

these obj~ in the fitting procedure. 

2. A bright {bU:t unsaturated) star from the input image was extracted for use in the 

GALFIT.software to· determine .the point spread function of the image. 

3. A constraints file was produced which helped minimise the parameter space in

volved in the fitting procedure. lhese constraints included requirmg the S~rsic 

function to have an n valu~ of :between 0.7 and 5, and the S~rsic and exponential 

qisc components to have central positions which varied by 1less than one pixel, and' 

position angles which varied byless·than 1 o. 'Jlhetlatter constraint was relaxed in the 

case·of NGC 1023, where the,ob:vious bar'strucWt"eled to• an• apparent misalignment 

between disc and 'bulge. The choice of ~rsic n values is motivated by the fact .that 

the majority of galaxies have profiles which lie· within this range, with n=2 defining 
. . ~ 

a perfect exponential profile and' n=4 the standard de Vaucoleurs ·r• 1profile; 

4. GALFIT'was allowed to ·hln on the input image with first;guesses.at values such as 

disc and bulge magnitudes, PAs and scale ·lengths. 

5. H the resulting fit diSplayed an· acceptable x2 (anything. between 0;1 andt 2 in this 

case) and little:evidence for·systematic problemsfn.:the reaidual image (i.e. no ob

vious disc misalignments) the· fit was accepted·. 

6. In the case of :problem cases, where for example discs were misaligned the con

straint file could be altered .to force the fit toward a more accurate solutiom This 

step was generally required when GALFI'F would converge on a disk component 

fit at 90° to the actual disc, this was usually due to the 1presence of extra small scale 
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301"x301" 

Figure 3.12: Left Panel : 2MASS J band image of NGC 1527. Central Panel : Best fit 

GALFIT 5ersic + Exponential disc model. Field of view of the fitting region is indicated. 

Right Panel : Residuals remaining after subtracting the model from the input image. 

components in the inner region of the galaxies confusing the fit. By forcing the PA 

of the exponential to be close to that observed by eye for the disc a more reasonable 

fit was reached. 

7. In two cases (NGC 3115 and NGC 3585) a further spheroidal component proved 

necessary to allow a stable fit. This larger scale component is necessary to describe 

the large halos of these galaxies. 

An example GALFIT fit is shown in Figure 3.12 for the case of NGC 1527, similar 

figures for the remaining sample galaxies are displayed in Appendix 7.2. In most cases 

the fits produced by GALFIT are extremely good, only in cases where problems would be 

expected are there significant issues with the fits. For example in the case of NGC 4762 fit

ting of the disc proved difficult due to the disc displaying clear truncation, with evidence 

for other components such as thick disc and disc warps adding to the complexity of the 

fit. Most residual images display some evidence for unfit extra components present in 

the galaxy images, the most common being evidence of spiral structures (e.g. NGC 3301, 

NGC 5864, NGC 6725}, boxy or peanut bulges (e.g. NGC 3098) or bars (e.g. NGC 1023). 

As a comparison is to be made between the sample of Bedregal et al. (2006a) and 

that presented here it is necessary to ensure that the measured disc parameters using 

either method are consistent. To determine if this is indeed the case the 9 Fomax SOs of 

the Bedregal et al. (2006a) sample were re-examined using GALFIT and 2MASS J-band 

images. The conclusion of this investigation was that the disc exponential scale length 

and inclination is relatively insensitive to the choice of 2MASS band and software used 
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Figure 3.13: Left.Panel: Exponential' disc scale lengths measured :by Bedtegal et al. 

(2006a~'using'GIM2D ort'2MASS K8 band images and this study usingrGALFIT on 2MASS 

J! band images, for'the sample·of Fornax duster galaxies from Bedregal:et a1. (2006a). The 

solid line is the one-to-one relation. Right Panel : Measured inclinations for the Bedre

gal et.al. (20Q6a;) galaxies. The solid line is, one-to-one relation. 

in the fitting. As Figure 3.13 demonstrates; the agreement in measured exponential scale 

length, is extremely good, with ,the correspondence in implied inclination being less good. 

The•paramet~rs ofthe best fit.5ersic models'are however found, in, most cases to be:in stark 

disagreement, with the results,from GALFIT often appearing.to,trade.the measured 5ersic · 

index and the scale length in, such a manner that although the bulge parameters varied 

the overall bulge-to-total ratio remained fairly similaJ' to that found by Bedregal et al. 

(2Q06a~. Nevertheless the two parameters of particular importance to the determination 

of the maximum rotation velocity appear to. be ·relatively well conStrained by the fitting 

procedure utilised here. 'Fhe,one drawback·ofmaking use of·GALFIT'is that the errors in 

the measured parameters.are .gfi!llerallyseverely underestimated, especially in cases such 

as ,this where some use of a constraints file is required. :Jn this.case therefore1errors e£20% 

are~assumed for alhrteasured disc parameters, as this:number appears·to·approximate the 

scatter between the values determined here and those measured for the same galaxiesin· 

previous studies which attempted bulge + disc ·model fitting on .the galaxies ~Baggett 

et.al., 1998; 'Bedregal et al'., 2006a~. 
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Derivation of Circular Velocity 

The derivatioa of ,the true circular velocity of a galaxy dependS.sensitively on the choice 

of model employed. In this case the model and correction procedure of Neistein et ai. 

(1999) is used, as the Neistein et al. (1999) data set is comparable to that presented here 

and fortuitously their sample of 18 nearby SO galaxies ·includes 3 which overlap with the 

sample presented here, NGC 1!623, NGC 311!5 and' NGC 7332. By comparing the circular 

velocity determined here for these 3 galcOO.es. and for the 2 galaxies which overlap with 

the Bed.regal et al. (2006a) sample it is possible to gain an understanding of the v:arlous 

systematic errors· associated with the correction procedure, input kinematics and input 

disc parameters. The circular velocity determination proceeded as fQllows: 

In the case of ES0358-G006 the rotation curve was deprojected to an edge-on aspect. 

this was done assuming tha:t an edge on disc has an mtrinsic axis ratio q0=e~22, which 

leads ·to the following relatioa: 

TT 'R' v .... (;R) ., t- ~ Vcfl'\ J = = Vobs sini . 2e-e2 
(3.2) 

Where Vobs is the observed ·rotation v:elocity at any given poiRt. For all remaining sam

ple galaxies ,the measured! inclination was greater than 67° and the· correction essentially 

negligtble·and hence not applied. 

As described in Neistein et al. C1999) iR: the case of highly inclined ·galaxies the ob

served mean velocity relative to the actual velocity V ~at the tangentpofnt is reducec::l due 

to the line-of-sight integratioa through the galaxy disc. To determine the magnitude of 

th.i$ effect Neistefn et al. ·(l999)·constructed a· simple model! of an exponential disc which 

had a scale height (hz} of a:2Rexp, using this model they determined: .tftat the ·correctioRS 

for this line-of-sight ·integration effect are of the form: 

and 

where 

Vobs(R) 
V~(R) = f(R/ ~) (3.3) 

(3.4) 
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exp(-x). 
f(x~ = · · · ·· 1 · 1 . · - x 

-0,5772 - lnx + x - 2x2 /2! + 3x3/3! - ... 
(3.5) 

'Fhese corrections were applied in all cases. At this point ES035s..G006 caused an addi;.. 

tional1problem in that the·velocity dispersionwas·uruneasureable using the,set up utilised 

here. Therefore the measured velocity dispersion from Bedregal et al. (2006a) was w;ect• 

to determine V t/> in this case. 

The final correction which must be applied is the·correction for·the "asymmetric drift". 

This corrects for the ,fact that some component of the motion of the stars is non circular 

(due to their velocity dispersiOI\). Neistein et .al. (1999) show that for the case of a flat 

rotation curve where V t!>lu t/> > 2.5, the correction takes the form: 

2 2 2'( R ) ·Vc = vtf> + u4i 2 Rexp -l (3'.6) 

In all but two cases ~5035~06 andNGC 3585)·thesetwo conditions are met iR• the 

larger radii bins and the equationabove·is,applied to the velocity and velocity dispersion 

determined using ·Equations 3.3 and 3A; In the cases of ES0358-G006 and N(;C 3585 

the requirement ·that Vtf>/Utf> > 2.5 is. relaxed to Vtf>/Utf> > 1.5, and .tbe values of Vmax 

determined for these two galaxies.should therefore be considered as upper limits. 

The quoted V max for each galaxy is the mean circular velocity fonnd ·in the regions 

that satisfy the above conditions, that the rotation curve be flat, and that V t/>lut/> > 2.5 

(or 1!.5). See 1Figure 3J:4for an example-of the result of.applymg the described procedure 

in the case of NGC 31:15. Table 3.3 pl'e6ei\ts the measured maximum circUlar velocity 

determined for each of :the sample galaxies. 

·Determination· of the SO Tully-Fisher Relation 

The final remaining quantities required to determine the TFR for SO galaxies are the ab

solute magnitudes of the target galaxies. In this case the ~band magnitudes from the 

RC3 catalog •(de Vaucouleurs ·et al., 1991) have been chosen, as any offsets in zel'(:)point 

between the TFR for spirals and SOs which are due to variations in age are likely to be 

maximised .for bluer wavebands, which are dominated by the light .of younger stars. 

Therefore the &r magnitudes from the RC3 catalog for each sample galaxy have been 

corrected for galactic extinction using the extinction maps of Schlegel et al. ·(1·998)1 then 
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figure 3.14: Top P~el :Observed rotation curve (V 0~) for NGC 3U5. Middle,Panel : 

Velocity Dispersion Curve for NGC 311!5. Bottom Panel : ,Circ\llar velocity (V c~ de

termined after carrying out the proced'ure outlined previously to correct for integration 

along the line of sight and asymmetric drift. 'Fhe determined: maximum circular veloc

ity is ,the mean of the 7 points displayed, each of which, satisfy the conditions of being 

located in a region which is, on the flat part of the rotation ctlrve and where V t~>lu t/> > 2.5~ 
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Table~3.3: Tully Fisher Parameters ofSam.eie Galaxies 

Galaxy Br AB Extinction m-M Vmaz 

(Mag) ~g) ~ag) kms:""l 

NGC1'48 13.13±0.13 0.07 31.56±0.15 227.5±16~0 

NGC1023 10.35±0.06 0.26 30.29±0.16 279.8±25.0 

NGC1'380 10..87±0.10 0.08' 3!L23±0.18 305.7±23~2 

ES0358G006 13.92::1:().14 0.04 31.35±0.32 125.6±48l0 

NGC1527 11.74±0.13 0•05 31.28±0.22 255.3±23.1 

NGC11596 12.10±0.13 0.04 30.92±0.16 235.2±17.8 

NGC3098 12.89±0.17 0.16' 31.94±0.15 201.1±25;0' 

NGC3115 9.87±0104 0.20' 29.93±0.09 353.1±29•6 

NGC3301 12.31:±0.13 0.10 31.89±0.1'5 191.4±28.5 

NGC3585 10.88±0.13 0.28 ,31.51±0.18 366.5±13:4 

NGC4179 11.91,±0.13 0.14 32.03±0.15 255.5±22:6 

NGC4281 12.25±0.09 0.09 31.94±0.28 339.5±29!0' 

NGC4762 11.12±0.07 0.09 30.17±0.30 219.8±18.1 

NGC5854 :J.2.71±0.15 0.23 32.36±0.1'5 184,4±15.2 

NGC5864 12.77±0:12 0.20 32.51!±0.15 194.1±28;7 

NGC6725 12.19±0,14 0.29 33.62±0.15 297.8±20;1 

NGC7041 12.09::1:0.13 0.17 32,03±0.1'5 334.5±28:5 

NGC7332' 12.02±0.13 0.16 31.81:±0.20 214.4±7.9 

Notes: BT from RC3 catalog (de Vaucouleurs' et al~, 199il). Extinction from NED, calcu

'lated from the work ofSchlegell et al. (1998). Distance moduli from various,sources !listed 

in Table 3.'1. Maxiinwn rotation velocties determined from the kinematics presented in 

Section 3.4.!1 using the procedure outlinedm SectioR 3.4.2. 
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converted into absolute magnitude using .the distance moduli provided in Table 3.1. No 

correction is made for the extinction. due to dust internal to the sample galaxies, as the 

amount of dust found in SO galaxies is generally thought to be small. Figure 3~15 dis

plays the resulting SO TFR for the sample galaxies, as well as other SO ·galaxies,exantined.: 

by Bedregal.etal'. ~2aa6a), Neistein et al. (1!999}, Mathieu etal. (2002).and !Hinz.et·al:; ~20a!l, 

2003). 

To the sample of 18 edge-on SOs presented here an additional 5 galaxies fron:t the 

sample of Bedregal et .al. (2006a) are added. These galaxies help· to constrain the faint 

end of the TFR. These 5 galaxies from.Bedregal.et al. (2006a) are NGC !1'375, NGC 1380A, 

NGC 1381, IC 1!963 and ES0358-G(!)59. In the case ofthe two galaxieS which overlap with 

the sample presented here (NGC1380· and ES0358-GO<:J6), tbe measurements made here 

are ;preferred. In any case the differences between the values of Vmax determined here 

for NGC :{380 and ES0358-G006 and those determined by Bedregal et al. (2006a~ are in 

excellent agreement (see Figure 3.1!5). Other data.sets usedl in the study1by Bedregal et al. 

(2006a~ ate ·Omitted from the TFR determination made here due to the uncertainty in 

the he>mogeneity of the samples and metheds of V max determination. 'Fhey are however 

displayed in Figure 3.t5 for iUustrative·purposes~ 

With a combined sample of 23 galaxies, each of which displays considerable uncer

tainty in the measured V max it is impractical to attempt to constrain. bo.th the slope and 

intercept of the TFR. Therefore, following the.approach of Bed.regal' et al. (2006a) the.slope 

of the SO TFR is fixed to match thatfound for local.spiral.galaxies by Tully & Pierce(2000) 

and Sakai et at (2000). As :the slope is fixed .the usual debate inherent in studies of the 

TFR (see for example Wlllick (1l994n, that !between fitting in the forward direction (rota

tion velocity is a :predictor of absolute magnitude) or inverse :(absolute magnitude is a 

predictor of rotation velocity) is moot, as all that ·is being fiHs a single zero point offset. 

Nevertheless in. this case the inverse method' outlined by Bedregal et al. (2006a~· is used 

as this allows a direct comparison between .the two studies and additionally allows an. 

·estimate of the intrinsic scatter in the SO TFR. l'o this end1 the following inverse TFR was 

fit: 

log(Vmax~ = a+ bMs (3.7) 

where 'b .is set to be equal: to the inverse of the spiral galaxy TFR slope quoted in Tully 

& Pierce (2000) ·(1/-7:27) or Sakai et al. ·(2000) (1/ -7.97). 'Fhe constant a is then varied to 
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determine the least squares fit between the data and Equation 3.7, with each data point 

weighted by the following function: 

where 

1 
Wi=

(1~ 
' 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

The term u?nt allows·the,quantification·of the intrinsic level of scatter ·found ·in the SO TFR, 

that is any source of scatter nohfuectly attributable· to measurement error. The simplest 

method to determine u~t is simply to iterate Equation: 3.7 for varying values of O:~t unill 

the ·reduced x2 of the fit approaches 1, which is the approach used here. 

The result of this procedure is that the B-band SO TFR for the 23 galaxies included 

here is found to di$play an offset from the spiral TFR of : 

(3.10) 

for the Tully & Pierce (2000} slope,.and an offset of: 

AMB = -1.50 d:::;(!U!6 (3.11) 

for the Sakai et al. (2000} slope (in neither case is the uncertainty in· .the spiral zeropoi:nt 

includ~1 in the:offset error) . 

These values are very Similar @>ut.slightly larger) than.the values found' by Bedregal 

et al. (2006a):for theit larger, butless homogeneous;sample ~it inch.tded a total1 of 60 galax

ies .from 6 different studies), where they determ.ined offsets of -1.7tf:0.4 and -1.3±0.1 for 

the Tully & Pierce (2000) and Sakai et al. (2000) slopes, respectively. This slight difference 

can be understood through an.examinationof Figure 3.15, where -it becomes·clear that in 

the enlarged sample used in Bedregal et 81. (2606a) .there are several galaxies which ije 

much closer to the spiral 'FFR than any galaxies found in the current sample. 'It is difficult 

to tell at present if these galaxies are outliers in the SO 'FFR or merely misidentified spiral 

galaxies, although of the 9 galaxies·clasestto the spiral rela:tion,:3.are classed as Sa orlater 
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by the HyperLeda catalog and would therefore not have been accepted by the selection• 

criteria .for the SO sample ,presented irt the present work. Several others galaxies which 

appear close to the spiral 'TFR display evidence for complicated morphologies, such as 

dust lanes misaligned with either axis or disturbed outer halos, perhaps indicating that 

they are not the· fully relaxed disc systems they are believed to be. 

The investigation of the magnitude ofthe intrinsicscatter of the SO TFR also produced 

a ·result consistent with thalfound by Bedregal et al. ;(20Q6a), with the total scatter found 

to be 0.86±0.l3 mag of which 0.70rl:0.13 mag is the result of intrinsic scatter within the 

relation, for the1case ofthe Tully & Pierce,(2000) slope; ThiS is·toibe compared with values 

of 0.88±0:06mag and 0.78±0.06 mag found by Bedregal et al. (2006a~ .for the same fixed 

slope. In the case·ofthe:Sakai et.al. ·(200Q)•slope the total·scatter was foMd to be Q.75±0.15 

mag with an :intrinsic component of 0;70±0.15 mag. In either case the overwhelming 

component of the observed scatter in the SO 'FFR is found· to be intrinsic to the ·sample. 

The iinplic::ations of this finding.shall be· discussed in more detail in Section 3.5. 

3.4.3 Emission Line Kinematics 

As discussed in Section 3.3.4, the GANDALF code was used .to measure emission line 

kinematics for the target galaxy spectra. The results of this procedure are that 13 of the 

18 target galaxies are found to have some level of emission in the O[m] feature. In this 

case a galaxy was determined to display O[iJII] emission .ff more than 5 of the individuCll 

S/N=100 spectra were found !by GANDALF .to display O~JHi]i emission with amplitude 

over noise·of greater than 3. This fraction of SOs with measurable emission lines ~72%) is 

slightly less than~ the 83% found by the SAURON team.for their'sample of 24.SOs (Sarzi 

et al., 2006)1 or the ·85% found by Macchetto et al. (1996) for their optical imaging sur

vey. 'lihe reasons for this ·difference in measure<l fraction of SOs displaying ·emission are 

likelyto include .the differences in sensitivity and set-up and potentiaM.y more interesting, 

differences in the samples observed. 

Of the 13·,galaxies·withmeasurable gas kinematics, 4are observed to display complex 

or counter-rotating kinemat;ics.~GC 1596, NGC3301,NGC 5854 and NGC 7332)1 several 

others display evidence for misalignments between the stellar rotation ·aXis and that .of 

the gas. The remaining galaxies appear to display gas kinematics which broadly match 

those of the stellar component.of the gcllaxies or which have too ,few measured points to 

draw firm cond.usions. Figure 3,16 demonstrates theccorrespondence between the·O[ifliJ 
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Figure 3.15: The B-band Tully Fisher relation for SO galaxies. Galaxies investigated in 

this study appear as filled black circles, grey squares denote objects from the Virgo clus

ter sample of Bedregal et al. (2006a), objects from other studies are plotted as orange 

symbols for illustrative purposes. The indicated red and blue dashed lines are the Tully 

Fisher relations found for spiral galaxies by Tully & Pierce (2000) and Sakai et al. (2000) 

respectively. The red and blue dot-dash lines demonstrate the position of the best fit 

Tully-Fisher relation for the combined sample of galaxies examined here plus those of 

Bedregal et al. (2006a), assuming that the gradient is the same as that found by Tully 

& Pierce (2000) or Sakai et al. (2000) for the spiral TFR. Green lines join two different 

determinations of the properties for the same galaxy. 
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kinematics measured here (red line) and those determined by Falc6n,;Barroso et al. (2004) 

:(blue circles). As can· be seen the agreement between the gas kinematics measured· :here 

and by Falc6n-Bal'l'oso et al. (2004) is excellent, with the· complex counter rotating nature 

ef the gas kinematics clearly evident. 

It ·is tempting to ascribe the more complex and counter rotating gas kinematics. to be 

d\le to gas which has recently been accreted1
• In the case of NGC 1596, this in fact is 

strongly indicated' to be the case by ·Chung et al. <(2006), with gas from the companion 

galaxy NCC 1:602 currently being seen to be spread into twe tidal tailS, one of which 

crosses NGC 1596~ NGC 7332 maypresent a similar·case with!gas being stripped from its 

g~ rich cemp~on NGC 7339~ though at present the evidence for this is less convincing 

than in the case of NGC 1596,·as a:cloud of Hlhas been detected between the two galaxies 

(Morganti et aJ:., 2006), :but not a complete bridge as in the case of the NGC 1596-NGC 

1602pair. 

'Jlhose galaxies which appear to show regular gas rotatien are typified by galaxies 

such' asNCC 1380. In this case gas retates in the: same direction as the stellar component 

and·with,similar mean velocity but as expec~d ·reaches the circular velecity more rapidly 

.(see Figure 3.17) as.it does not suffer ,the effects.ef asymmetric drift. In the case of NGC 

l'380'it appears likely that this observed emisSien-Iine gas is:assoeiated with the d'ust lane 

visible· along the galaxies major axis, as·dust in early types is usually associated with.gas 

emission (e.g. Tran et al. (200!1.)). 

3.4.4 Absorption-Line Strengths 

'Fhe .study of ·the :line stn:mgth indices, andl through them: the age, metaHicity and a

element erthan.cement of the stellar populatiens of SO galaxies :has been the ma.jer aim of 

.this study from its inception. A thorough description of the results ·of this investigation 

·is a: subject for· a Thesis in itself and at this ,point only a broad overview of the prelimi,

nary results.can be given, in ,part because the! complex spectral bulge-to-disc decomposi

·tiOns:necessary to fully comprehend these systems 1have not yet been completed. There

fore wha:t follows is best appreciated as a first-order approximation of the behaviour of 

the .different components of SO galaxi~~ with the implic::it understanding that the stellar 

populations derived .are often. ·the combination of two (or more) very different popula

tions (generally bulge artd .disc). An in-depth description of the. effect on measured line 

strengths and implied stellar population :.parameters of combining different stellar popu-
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Figure 3.16: Emission-line kinematics for the major (top) and minor (bottom) axes of NGC 

7332. The black line shows the stellar rotation curve for this galaxy. The red line is the 

O[ID] emission line rotation curve measured here. The blue circles are the O[ID] rotation 

curve from the SAURON project (Falc6n-Barroso et al., 2004). 
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Figure 3.17: Emission line kinematics for the major (top) and minor (bottom) axes of NGC 

1380. The black line shows the stellar rotation curve for this galaxy. The red circles are 

the O[ll] emission line rotation curve measured here. 
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Figure 3.18: 2MASS J-Band Image of NGC 4762. 

lations can be found in Serra & Trager (2007). 

Therefore to simplify matters it is useful to consider in detail a subset of the sample 

galaxies which illuminate properties of the larger sample, and to study these galaxies 

carefully in those regions where one component strongly dominates over the other. By 

considering the sample galaxies in this way the behaviour of the line-strength indices of 

the galaxies can be seen to fall into two clear groups. The first group of galaxies can im

mediately be seen to display gradients in line-strength indices which differ significantly 

from major to minor axis, in the sense that the major axes at larger radii (where the light 

contributed by the bulge component is negligible) is significantly more metal rich, gen

erally younger, and often displays lower [a/Fe] than the minor axis. The second class of 

galaxies display line-strength indices which appear to be very similar on both major and 

minor axes. 

Type 1 - NGC 4762 

The archetype of the first group of galaxies is NGC 4762. As Figure 3.18 demonstrates this 

galaxy is extremely disc dominated, especially at larger radii on the major axis. Ignoring 

for the present the fact that the disc component is potentially composed of both thick and 

thin components it is possible to make significant headway towards understanding the 

formation of this galaxy by studying the major (disc) and minor axis (bulge) line strength 

indices. 

As the right-hand panels of Figure 3.19 demonstrate, the behaviour of the major and 
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minor axis line strengths are quite ·different. Initially, within the first 4-5 arcseconds the 

major and minor-llXes present very similar iron; ·magnesium and hydrogen-sensitive line 

strengths. This.can be understood as being due to the bulge component dominatiqg the 

light within .this region. Beyond around 4-5 arcseconds however, the major axis iron 

and mag:nesium'-sensitiv.e ·indices tend to remain fairly constant whilst ·the minor axis 

indices drop off in a manner similar to that seen typicaHy in Elliptical galaxies. There 

·is also a region on the major axis betWeen 5 and 10 arcseconds where the line strengths 

drop :slightly before increasing again. This· region· can be understood· as being the region 

where the bulg~ contributes a minor but non-negligible fraction of the light (the bulge 

Re is CU'Ound 11 arcseconds). Beyond around to arcseconds the major axis light is totally 

dominated by the luminosity of the .disC. Similarly beyond 2.;3 arcseconds the minor axis 

appears to be clear of the influence of any disc material. 'The left hand panels of Figure 

3.19 are similar to .those presented for NGC 31!J.i5 in Figure 2~9 and in this case similar 

·inferences can be,drawn. Firstly, the top-left figure demonstrates1as was the case. in NGC 

3115, tha:t the major axis displays an a-enhaneement closer to solar than the minor axis~ 

Secondly the lower-left figure·demonstrates .that ,the major axis at larger radii appears to 

be younger than the minor axis, though in this· case care·must be take:n.due .to the fact that 

the model grids plotted are for ·the case of [a/Fe]=D;3 and ate ·therefore· most applicable 

·to the minor axis data. The model grids will move significantly if a value of [a/Fe] is 

chosen to match that·of the major axis. 

In.orderto·learn more about this galaxy it·is.possible.to.carry out -K minimisation of 

;the measured line· strengths with model SSPs like that usedl in Section 2.5.i .for the study 

of NGC:3U5. In this· example a reduced set of 8 indices (H-yA, H6:.4, Fe4383, Fe50115, Mgb, 

Fe5270, Fe5335 and Fe54G6) has been used. This selection of Uck/IDS indices avoids 

;indices which have problems such as· regions affected by CCD problemS ~H,B) or mis

matches with the data and the SSP models (typically C or N-:SenSitiv.e indices). As in 

Chapter 2 the SSP models of Thomas et al. (2003, 20Q4),areutilisedl in the x? minimisation 

procedure. Figure 3.20· displays the ·radial behaviour·of the measured stellar population 

parameters. One warning 1s that within around 2 arcseconds the data becomes urtreli

able· due to the effects ·Of the seeing, becoming important, and in particular the possible 

variation in seeing between different exposures. 

As can:be seen in Figure 3.201the:broad outlines;drawn from the behaviour of the ·indi

vidualline strengths has been cortfitmed~ with the .disc of NGC 4762 being considerably 
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Figure 3.19: Top Left: Mgb vs. <Fe> diagnostic plot for the major (black circles) and 

minor (grey circles) of NGC 4762, the red and blue circles are the binned data points 

for the major and minor axes respectively. This figure is analogous to that discussed in 

Section 2.5.1 for the case of NGC 3115. Bottom Left : Age-metallicity diagnostic plots 

for major and minor axis data, in this case the model grid is for Thomas et al. (2003, 2004) 

models with a/Fe = 0.3, a value only strictly applicable for the largest radii minor axis 

data points. Symbols are as previously defined. Right : Radial index gradients for the 

major and minor axis of NGC 4762, unfilled squares are data from Fisher et al. (1996), 

overplotted for comparison. 
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younger·(3-4 Gyr)when compared to the bulge of the galaxy ("'9-ltGyr). The major axis 

·also displays· evidence of a gradient in age, in the sense that the ·larger radii data is con

siderably younger than 1:he inner regions. 11his again is probably best understood as due 

to the fact that within the inner 10 arcseconds the bulge still provides a ·non-negligible 

fraction of the light and hence skews the measured age towards the 9-t1 Gyr seen in the 

bulge. Although,it ,should be noted that. in their Lick line strength study of edg~on .disk 

galaxies YOC\chim & Dalcanton (2600) found that the dominant thin.disk components dis

played strong radial age gradients, with the outer regions younger .than 1 Gyr. To be 

certain whether the gradient seen in age along the major axis is due to superposition 

of the two components (disc and bluge)1 or due to some intrinsic ,gradient in the disc 

population, or 'even some combination of the two, requires more complex bulge-to-disc 

decomposition than is possible in this ctlrrent work. 

OUtside of the inner'2.arcseconds the.minor axis·of NGC 4762 displays a metallidty 

gradient of alog([Z/H]i)/ &og(r)·= -0.55, which is consistent with the steepest metallicity 

gradients found by Scinchez..:Blazquez et,al. (2007)·for their1sample,of 1 ]I early-type galax

ies. In contrast, the major axis displays a .positive metallicity gradient initially, which 

as explained can be understood as being due to the decreasing influence of the bulge 

component. After'this point the metallicity remains fairly:constant with radius, until! .the 

very largest radii where some evidence of a decrease in metallicity is visible. The formal 

metallicity gradient for the major axis, ignoring the slight variations if extremely close to 

zero,.a,log([Z/H])/ alog(r) = 0.01. 'Little evid_ence for:gradients in [a/Fe] is seen, with the 

possible caveat .that the major axis. at larger radii, may display [a/Fe] marginally closer 

.to solar, than that displayed by the· minor axis. 

NGC 4762 is therefore an example of a galaxy which ·neatly fits the expected be

haviour·of a $piral galaxy which hasbeen trcmsformed into an SO by the truncation of 

star fonrtation. 'Fhe cause of the transformation· is difficult to determine. However the 

fact that the two components appear so regular, WithJittle evidence ofsignificant.mixing 

(in particular-for the:minor axis which displays a very,steep metallicity gradient)·strongly 

points to the fact that whatever the process was it cannot have been very traumatic. In 

partictilar a recent significant merger event could not produce the galaxy as currently 

observed~ as major mergers lead to·significant miXing·of components which·would tend 

to weaken the metallicity gradient of the bulge, and also to reduce the measured age of 

.the bulge .component, t:J:rrough the addition of1other most Jikely younger more metal rich 
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Figure 3.20: Radial profiles of age, metallicity and a-element enhancement determined 

for NGC 4762 major and minor axes using the x2 fitting procedure outlined in Sections 

2.5.1 and 3.4.4. 

disc material. It would seem that the conversion of NGC 4762 from a sprial to an SO 

is most likely to have been accomplished by ram-pressure stripping during the infall of 

NGC 4762 into the higher-density environment of the Virgo cluster. 

Type 1 - NGC 3585 

NGC 3585 provides another example of a galaxy displaying similar behaviour to that 

seen in NGC 4762, this is despite the fact that NGC 3585 contains at least 3 components. 

As Figure 3.21 shows the best fit model of NGC 3585 comprises three components, a 

large 5ersic halo, an inner 5ersic bulge and an exponential disc. In this sense NGC 3585 

is similar to NGC 3115, with its disc being embedded within a larger spheroidal halo, the 

main difference in the two cases being the relative influence of the disc component, with 

the disc of NGC 3585 providing a significantly smaller fraction of the total luminosity 

than the disc of NGC 3115. 

Despite the added complexity due to the addition of an extra component the be

haviour of the line strength indices of this galaxy is fairly similar to that of NGC 4762. As 

Figures 3.22 and 3.23 demonstrate the iron and magnesium-sensitive indices are again 
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Figure 3.21: Panel A : 2MASS J band image of NGC 3585. Panel B : Image A after sub

traction of best fit large spheroidal halo component. Panel C : Image A after subtraction 

of best fit large spheroidal halo component and inner 5ersic bulge. Panel D : Image A 

after subtraction of best fit large spheroidal halo component, inner 5ersic bulge and ex

ponential disc model. 

found to be stronger on the major axis. The magnitude of the metallicity offset is smaller 

than that seen in NGC 4762, most likely because of the large halo component which re

duces the measured disc metallicity from the true value. Despite this effect the gradient 

in metallicity on the minor axis of ~log([Z/H])/ ~log(r)=-0.44 is still considerably steeper 

than that seen on the major axis of ~log((Z/H]}/ ~log(r)=-0.28. Only a complete bulge

to-disc decomposition can determine the true disc metallicity in this case. The offsets in 

age and [a/Fe] are similarly smaller than those seen in NGC 4762, also presumably due 

to the existence of the extra stellar component present to large radii in this case. 

In the case of this galaxy it is difficult to draw firm conclusions about the processes 

involved in its formation before the stellar populations of the 3 components are fully 

separated. However one potential explanation for the formation of this galaxy would be 

in a major merger event which produced the large scale spheroidal population, with the 

smaller embedded disc and central bulge forming later from gas settling onto a plane. 

Type 2 - NGC 3098 

The second common type of behaviour seen in the stellar populations of the sample 

galaxies is typified by NGC 3098. This is a disc dominated galaxy with a clearly boxy 

bulge, as seen in Figure 3.24. In this case the gradients in line strengths appear to be con

sistent for both the major and minor axes (See Figure 3.25). This agreement is also seen in 
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Figure 3.22: Top Left : Mgb vs. <Fe> diagnostic plot for the major (black circles) and 

minor (grey circles) of NGC 3585, the red and blue circles are the binned data points for 

the major and minor axes respectively. Bottom Left : Age-metallicity diagnostic plots 

for major and minor axis data, in this case the model grid is for Thomas et al. (2003, 

2004) models with a/Fe = 0.3, a value only strictly applicable for the largest radii minor 

axis data points. Symbols are as previously defined. Right : Radial index gradients 

for the major and minor axis of NGC 3585, unfilled squares are data from Fisher et al. 

(1996), overplotted for comparison. The relatively large differences between the Fisher 

et al. (1996) data and those presented here can mostly be attributed to the large LOSVD 

corrections necessary for this galaxy, corrections which were not available for the earlier 

Fisher et al. (1996) work. 
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Figure 3.23: Radial profiles of age, metallicity and a-element enhancement determined 

for NGC 3585 major and minor axes using the x2 fitting procedure outlined in Sections 

2.5.1 and 3.4.4. 

the stellar population parameters derived using the x2 minimisation procedure (Figure 

3.26), where in age (with large scatter), metallicity and a-element enhancement the major 

and minor axes agree remarkably well. There appear to be two plausible explanations 

for this behaviour, either the minor axis data does not extend to sufficiently large radii 

to begin to see the region where differences begin to be significant, given the low surface 

brightness these observations probe to however this seems unlikely. More interesting is 

the possibility that in this case the major and minor axes are simply populated by the 

same stellar populations. In the latter explanation the bulge of this galaxy would be a 

pseudo-bulge, produced by secular evolution of a bar component, and composed of stars 

from the disc of the galaxy. If this interpretation is correct, the conversion of this galaxy 

from a spiral to an SO could possibly be ascribed to the same process which produces the 

prominent pseudo-bulge, bar instability leading to star formation and the evacuation or 

conversion of all of the gas of the galaxy. As this galaxy is not located in a high density 

region, ram pressure stripping is not a plausible mechanism for removing the cold gas 

reservoir, leaving a mechanism intrinsic to the galaxy itself the most likely explanation, 

in this case that the galaxy has simply depleted its supply of gas. 
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Figure 3.24: 2MASS J-Band Image of NGC 3098. 

Of the 15 sample galaxies which have both major-and-minor axis spectroscopy, 8 can 

be classed as having type-1 behaviour (major and minor axes display significantly differ

ent stellar populations at the largest radii examined}, 5 galaxies are seen to display type 

2 behaviour (major and minor axis appear to have similar stellar populations), and two 

are difficult to classify at present due to the small spatial extent of the data. Only with 

the completion of the full bulge-to-disc decompositions will it be possible to determine 

complete formation histories for all of the sample galaxies. 

3.5. Discussion 

This chapter has presented preliminary results from a large spectroscopic and imag

ing survey of nearby SO galaxies. 18 galaxies have been observed spectroscopically to 

date, 15 of which have deep spectroscopy of both major and minor axes. Taken together 

this sample comprises the largest deep survey of the stellar populations and kinematics 

of SO galaxies to date. 

An examination of the kinematics of the major axes of this sample of galaxies reveals 

that all18 display regular disc-like rotation, which in all cases is probed to sufficiently 

large radii to reach the flat part of the rotation curve. A more detailed examination of the 

kinematics of these galaxies reveals that a significant fraction display some evidence for 

kinematic substructure within their inner regions, whether due to inner discs or bars. All 

galaxies (except ES0358-G006 where CT cannot be measured) contain bulge-like structures 
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Figure 3.25: Top Left : Mgb vs. <Fe> diagnostic plot for the major (black circles) and 

minor (grey circles) of NGC 3098, the red and blue circles are the binned data points for 

the major and minor axes respectively. Bottom Left : Age-metallicity diagnostic plots 

for major and minor axis data, in this case the model grid is for Thomas et al. (2003, 2004) 

models with a/Fe = 0.3, a value only strictly applicable for the largest radii minor axis 

data points. Symbols are as previously defined. Right : Radial index gradients for the 

major and minor axis of NGC 3098. 
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Figure 3.26: Radial profiles of age, metallicity and a-element enhancement determined 

for NGC 3098's major and minor axes using the x2 fitting procedure outlined in Sections 

2.5.1 and 3.4.4. 
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·which exhibit enhanced velocity d~persions relative to the regi,ons armmd them, hence 

none of these galaxies ,provide analogues .. to the population .of almost bulgeless spirals 

seen in the nearby Universe. Whether this means that such bulgeless spirals do not be

come S(i)'s, or that in the process of converting to SO's they gain a bulge is difficult to tell 

at present, another·possibility is simply that the· selection of the sample ·is biased against 

such. objects which even if they·had ceased forming.stars may not be classified! as SOs. The 

deep i band imaging of the target galaxies reveals that all 18 galaxies are close to edge

on. However 6· are sufficiently inclined that spiral structure is unambiguously observed' 

in unsharp mclSkiiM.ges of the galaxies (ESO~a6, NGC J!527, NGC 3301, NGC 5854, 

NGC 5864,.NGC6725). Other galaxies exhibit different structUres commonly found in.SOs 

such as lenses, or rings. Work to be carried ·out ·in the future willl utilise the i 1band imag-
-

ing to carry out a systematic examination of the different COJ:J:tponents found' :in these SO 

galaxies; for the present wor.k however lower'S IN 2MASS J-band imaging!has been used 

to determine,coarse:bulge and disc,patameters. 'Fhese•disc parameters:have been used in 

combination with the kinematic data to deter.mine rotation curves corrected for inclina

tion, integration along ·the line of sight and asymmetric drift. These rotation curves have 

then been utilised to determine the offset of the Tully-Fisher relation for SO ,galaxies (for 

this sample + '5 additional galaxies from the study of Bedregal et ·al. (2006a)) from that of 

the TFR of spiral galaxies, assuming that the slope of the SO 1'FR is the same as ,tJiat for 

th~ spiral relation~ The result of this procedure is the offset between .the TFR .for S@s and 

spirals is found to be .dMs = -1;92±0;ti5 assuming the spital TF· slope of Tully & Pierce 

(2000), this value is entirely consistent with that found' by Bedregal et al1
• (2006a) :{dMs = 

-1.7:£0.4) using a larger (60• galaxies) but much less ·homogeneous (combilled from 6 dif

fete1lt:studies) sample of SOs. Similarly·the scatter.in. theSO'TF relation determined: here is 

found ·to be consistent with that found :by Bedregal et al1. (2006a). Most interestingly, the 

magnitude of the scatter is dominated by factors not directly attributable to measurement 

errors, with 0:7±0~13 mag of the total 10~86±0:1'3 mag scatter being attributed to intr.insic 

scatter. 

The commonly acceptedl explanation for the observed .offset between spiral• .and SO 

TF relations is simply ·that SOs are;spirals ;in which stadormation has ceased, leaving the 

galaxy disc to fade with time as the younger more luminous stars die. At ;present it is 

unclear whether the ~usual; objection to this picture, that SOs are bulge dominated is ih 

fact coJ.Tect (see the earlier discusSion ih Section 3.2), but even if it indeed proves. to be 
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the case, it is possible that during the transformation event a significant amount of star 

.formation cotild occur in the inner regions leading to a build up of buige lumin.osity. In 

this picture the scatter in the SO 'FF can simply be understood .as being, due to the fact 

that different .galaxies will undergo the· transformation process at different times, and 

hence wl1 have faded by differing amonnts by the present. Additional scatter can be 

introduced by the behaviour of the bulges of the. galaxies, with some galaxies displaying 

classical old bulges at the time of transfot.mation, and others younger pseudo-.bulges, in 

either case:the· addition of a final gasp· (or later burst caused by infa:lling material) of star 

formation in the form of a central:starburst can also complicate the analysis. 

11n order to determine whether such a picture has merit, it is possible to search for 

correlations between parameters.such as.the·age ofthe SO discs and bulges and the corre-

sponding offset from the·spiral TF relation. In order to do this average stellar1populations 

:for the bulge and disc components must be determined•. The bulge stellar population 

was calculated using the x2 method described p~viously, the input tick indices were 

the error-weighted average of the measured major axis indices within :Re/8 (where Re. is 

the effective ·radius determined for the bulge component in ·the exponential disc + ser

sic bulge models described previously). This restricted! ·choice of radii ensures thctt the 

disc component does not contribute significantly to the determined bulge stellar poptila

tion. Similarly :the disc stellar popUlations were detel'irililed using the x2 method oil the 

weighted average ofthe·majot axis line strengths measured outside.of lRe, ensuring that 

the disc component dominates the luminosity in ,the region ·used ,to determine·disc stellar 

populations. 'Ilhis·method; of CO\ll'se neglects many complicating factors, .for example gra

dients in the stellar population parameters of the individual components (especially the 

disc}, but to first order it provides a reasonable approximation of the average behaviour 

of the two components~ 

Figure 3.27dem.onstrates ·the result of plotting the measured SSP age•of the SOs.discs 

and! bulges against the measured offset from the spiral'FFR. As can be seen, a correla

tion between disc age and the offset from the Spira111FR is readily apparent. Following 

Bedregal et al. (2006a~.it is found that the "Spearman Rank Correlation test shows that this 

correlation· is significant at the 99.6% 1level. This significance is ·significantly larger than 

the 85 to 90% found by Bedregal et al. (2006a) for their sample of 9 galaxies ·(the range 

depends ·On which combination of'indices were used' to determine the stellar population 

ages). The ·reasons for such a· difference are not hn.medi,ately apparent 'but may in part 
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be due to the larger sample ,size and higher-S/N :da~ available in this sample relati,ve 

to that avajlable .to Bedtegal et al'. (2Q(!)6a~. The correlation between bulge age aRd: TFR 

offset is somewhat less significant at 95.5%, a mimbet which agrees well with the range 

found by Bedregal et al. (20Q6a) ofbetween 9Q% and· 97.5%. However the strength of the 

correlation can be strongly affected by one· or two objectsi as an example if NGC 4281 

is removed from ,the analysis ~the upper left point in the right panel of Figure 3.27) the 

bulge age-offset correlation increases ·to above 99% significance, dearly :then further work 

remains to be done before ,this correlation can be trusted. The strongly significant correla

tion between disc (and to some extent'bulge,age) and observed offset from the spiral TFR 

is even more remarkable when the many sources of possible error are considered. For 

example the.derivation,of the ages ohtellar populations using line strength· indices gen

erally leads to uncertainties of the 1-2 Gyr level, which ;is hl,ghly significant for younger 

populations. The derivation ·of the measured TFR offset itself is also of course 'beset with 

problems due to difficulties such as measuring accurately the maximal! rotation velOcity 

of galaxies without significant gas emission. Hence the strength and sense of the ob

served correlation is compei.J.ing evidence that the overall picture of SO galaxies being the 

descendants of normal star-fanning galaxies is correct. 

In order to confirm that disc (and some degree of bulge) fading can explain most 

of the observed' ·offset in the SO TFR a simple model' was produced'. 'Fhis model differs 

somewhat .from those which are generally used in such a' study, for example in the case 

ofBedregal et al. (2006a) who produce a model of a spiral galaxy which.displays a con

stantstar formation rate. of 1 Meyr-1' for 5 Gyr then ceases star formation. The observed 

decrease in luminosity can then· be matched to the observed, offset ;in the TF relations to 

determine .the epoch at which the galaxy ceased forming stars. Additional .components 

such as bulges, with or without starbursts at various epochs, can then be added to help 

match the observed offsets. In this study a method which acts in the reverse direction.is 

utilised .to produce a· very simple model of the evolution of ·so galaxies. In this case the 

data on the actual .present-day SOs is evolved backwards to· see if they become consis

tent with ;the spiral TF relation at ·some point in :the past lhstead of fading, the galaxies 

are brightened. To build .these simple models .several assumptions must be made: first 

that the SSPs ·describing the stellar populations ,of the bulg~ andl disc at the present time 

are ~resentative of aR average population in those two components and will not be 

strongly affected by a Sli\all nwnber·of unusual stellat·types,.and,secondly that the same 
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Figure 3.27: Left Panel : The Tully 'Fisher offset, tl.MB versus the age ·Of the disc. 

Right Panel : The Tully Fisher offset, AMB versus the age of the centre (bulges) of the 

galaxies ·(Re /8). 

case· applies to a theoretit:::al spiral galaxy SSP. The method utilised to build .the models is 

straightforward: 

1. The SSP ages and metallidties determiRed for each component are used to deter

mine ·the appropriate integrated magnitude per unit stellar mass for that compo

nent as1seen today ·using the models,ofMaraston •(1998, 2005). 'Fhese models are es

sentially the in.tegtated magnitude version of the Lick index· models· (Thomas et.al., 

2003; 2004) utilised to detennine the ages and: metallicities of ·the ·di$: and bulges. 

Hence using t:helll: keeps the·choice·of model SSPs·consistent. 

2. The luminosity of each compoaent is then weighted by the bulge to disc ratio de

termined in the simple exponential! disc +Sersic bulge modeli determination .. When 

combined a total luminosity per unit mass.for the model galaxy as observed now h; 

determined. 

3. 'Ilhe discis,regressed in age until it is 1 ·Gyr old. This number is the number assumed 

to represent the mean SSP age· of a star-forming spirall which is likely to be located 

on the1spiral TF relation and is similar to that observed for the thin discs of edge-on 

disc galaxies ·by Y®chim. &t Dalcanton (2008). The .appl'Q}'riate M/L ratio '(absolute 
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magnitude per unihtell.ar mass) for·the disc of this age, with the· same metallicity as 

seen currently is then determined, again from the models.of Maraston (1998, 2005). 

4. The bulge is regressed by the same duration and the absolute magnitude per unit 

stellar mass of bulge material of that age. and metallicity determined from the mod

els. The luminosity of the bulge .and disc are again weighted by the bulge.;to-disc 

ratio before :being added :to produce the total magnitude of .the .object as it would 

appear with a· disc of i Gydnage and the equi~alent·younger:bulge. Jn,cases where 

the bulge is· younger than the disc, the bulge is fixed· at 1 Gyr old. 

5. The change is magnitude between•the.galaxy as observed and the galaxy as-it would 

appear when its disc had a mean age of 1 Gyr can .then he·computed. 

6. llhe proced'ure was repeated for assumed spiral SSP ages· of o:s.Gyr and 2 Gyr. 

In Figure 3.28 the results.of this simple model are presented, in terms of a Tully-Fisher 

relation for the model galaxies as they would appear when their discs had SSP ages of 

1 Gyr (filled black sq~ares). The grey squares With the error bars denote the galaxies 

as cmrently observed. 'Fhe grey filled and unfilled circles d~monstrate the positions of 

the galaxies if they were observed when :their .discs were ·05 and 2 Gyr old! respecti~ely. 

As :fue figure demonstrates; despite the no doubt, simplistic nature of this model! and the 

sources:oferror involved it is entirely pla1:1Sible rthat the so galaxies observed.in this· study 

are the ancestors of normal spiral galaxies which ceased star formation several Gyr ago. 

Furtfter preliminary work has indicated that the J, H andi Ks SO 'FFR also· display 

significant offsets from the local spiral relations of the order ot 1 mag. It is however 

more difficult to produce similar models utilising these N1R oands. This is principally 

because the integrated magnitude in the B-band is highly doinihated by 'the youngest 

stellar poptilations, whereas in the case of the NIR bands the integrated effect of older 

stellar populations· are non-aegligible. Therefore models which attempt to explain the 

NIRS01'f,FR would req:uire more sophisticated •Star formation histories. 

3.5.1 Future Work 

'Ilhe dch (and currently ·incomplete): data-set presented here presents many opportuni

ties for further work. Of particular interest is.a more comprehensive study of the stella:r 

populations of the sample galaxies. An important goal will be to make use of :the high

S /N i-band imaging to attempt to tie Structural components and deviations from the 
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Figure 3.28: Results of the simple disc fading model. Grey squares show the 18 SO galaxies 

examined here as currently observed. Filled black squares show the galaxies as they 

would appear assuming the discs of the galaxies had an SSP age of 1 Gyr, unfilled grey 

circles show the same but for SSP age of 2 Gyr, and the filled grey circles have SSP age 0.5 

Gyr. The dashed red line representS the local spiral Tully Fisher relation found by Tully 

& Pierce (2000). 
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simple bulge + disc modelS to the observed ·kinematic and steflar population substruc

tures (c.f. the observations·of NGC 3U5 in Chapter 2). Studying such,peculiarities in ~the 

stellar populations artd kinematics .can do. much to constrain the importance of events 

such as mergers or gas accretion on the formation histories of SO ·galaxies. An interest

ing question that may be answered by such an investigation includes whether or not .the 

kinematic substructure seen in the inner ·regions,of many of the SO galaxies in this sample 

was produced at the same time as the process which converted the galaxy ·from a spiral 

·to an SO. More in-depth bulge-to-disc d~ompositi()ns and potentially more complicated 

stell.ar population models can also lbe· applied :to the data to aHow the determination of 

more detailed star-formation histories. 

11he extension of the;simple model of disc fading·presented here to include more real

·i.Stic star-formation histories and galaxy behaviour could potentially1bevery useful. With 

a more realistic model and a better understanding of the uncertainties involved, together 

with· a larger sample of SO galaxies, it would be possible to search for evidence of evo

:lution in the slope or zero-point of the spiral SO relation with time, something which is 

extremely difficult through simply measuring the TF relation to !higher z due to obser

vational difficulties. This analysiS wotild be predicated oil the assumption that galaxies 

seen as SOs today were representative.of the spiral population when they evolved: off .the 

spiral TF relation, .and also that on average no significant perturbh\g effects (such as mi

nor mergers or .gas accretion) have occurred' to one population and not the other since 

that point 

Another interesting area of research that can be aided by the present data-set is ,the 

study of the environmental' dependence ·of SO properties. In the· most common explana .. 

. tion for the ,truncation of sw .formation in SO ·galaxies, the star formatioR ceases .because 

gas is stripped :from the galaxy by ram-pressure stripping as .the ,ga1axy passes through 

a hot :intracluster medium (Gunn &t Gott, 1972; Abadi; et a1:., i999; Bekki et al., 2002; Mc

Carthy et al., 2008). This explanation works well forduster·or group galaxies but cannot 

explain ·t:he formation of field sas, siRce in this case there iS no hot gas with which to 

strip the cold gas of the ·galaxy. It may therefore be tha:t field S(i)s form through a differ

ent process to group or cluster SOs, a difference that·may 'lead to observable differences 

in physical properties of the galaxies. 'Through the examination of the larger complete 

sample it may be possible to determine.ff<such :trends with ellVironment exist. 
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3.6 •.. conclusions 

This Chapter has presented the main preliminary results ·from a large sUNey inves

.tigating the kinematics and stellar populations ·of nearby edge-oh SO galaxies. The main 

conclusions ·are: 

1. All 118 galaxies ~play regular disc-like kinematics. Some display kinematic. sub

structure indiCative of minor accretion events. 

2. 72% of the sample galaxies display some level of ionised gas emission. 

3. The behaviour of .the stellar populations of the ,sample SGs in all but two cases can 

be described in simplistic terms as:consisting.of two!components, a bulge and disc. 

the bulgematbe·ef old.classical type:or a youngerpseudobulge. In the former·case 

the gradients in age and metallicity of the major and minor (disc and bulge)· axes 

varies greatly, with the disc component displaying constant or slowly .decreasing 

metallicity, cx:casionally with a decreasing age at 1larger radii. The bulge compo

nents in this case display gradients in metallicity·similar to those seen in elHptical 

galaxies. In the latter .case both disc and bulge display shallower metallicity gradi

ents which are consistent within.a particular gafaxy. 

4. The,offset of;the SO TFRfrom.that of spiral galaxies is found to be AM13 = -1.92±0.15 

mag whep assuming the spiral: TF slope of Tully & Pierce (2000), with a scatter of 

0.86±0.13 ·mag, most of this scatter (0.7 mag) is found .to be intrinsic and not due to 

observational error. 'Fhese findings ate ·in good agreement with those of .Bedregal 

et al. (20(:)6a). 

5. 'FheisilnplesUnterpretation:ofthese.observations is that 5() galaxies·comprise a class 

of obj~ts which are .generally (some galaxies display peculiarities whicl\ require 

further study, such as· massive stellar halos) the result of the· truncation of star for

mation in ordinary spiral galaxies~ This ttunca:tioh process cannot be particularly 

traumatic as the resultant :SO;galaxies still ·retain much of the kinematics and struc

ture of their parent galaxies,. including, regular disc 1kinematics and in aHeast some 

cases spiral: structure. The large intrinsic scatter in the se 'FF relation can be un

derstood as being due to the different times· at which these galaxies ceased to form 

stars. 
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6. ~Future work with this data ~set will include more sephisticated! analysis of .the star 

formation histories of the individual galaxy components, more comprehensive ·mod

elling ,of ·the transformation of spirals to SOs and an analysis ·of ,the dependence of 

galaxy parameters on,environment. 
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G.emini/G.MOS Spe.ctros·copy of the 

Spheroid .and ~Globular Cluster 

.System .of NG,C 3923 

4.11.. A!bstract 

In this chapter a technique tt) extract ultra-deep diffuse-light spectra from the stan

dard muiti-ob,ject spectroscopic' observations used to investigate extrag~actic globular 

cluster (GC) systems is presentec:i. 'Fhis teclu:rlque allows.a clean ·extraction of the spec

trum of .the host galaxy diffuse light from the same :slitlets as the GC targets. 'llie utility 

of the method for investigating the kinematics and. stellar pQpulations of galaxies at rad.U 

much greater than usually probed in longslit studies, at no additional expense in terms 

of telescope time, is demonstrated. To demonstrate this technique Gemini/GMOS spec

troscopy of 29 GCs associated with the elliptical' galaxy NGC 3923 is examined. 'ifhe 

measured stellar population parameters of the GC system and ,those of the spheroid of 

NGC 3923·at the;same projected radii are,compared. The G(;s are found. to have Qld Clges 

> 10 Gyr, :[a/'Fe]"'0.3 and a rang~ of metallicities ·I'UIUling from [Z/H] = -1!.8 to +0;35. 

The diffuse light of;the galaxy is found to have ages, metallicities and [o:/Fe] abundance 

ratios indistinguishable from those of ·the .redder GCs. 

123 
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4.2. Introduction 

In recent years great strides have been made in the spectroscopic study of globu

b:tr clusters (GCs), with large samples.of spectroscopically determined ages; metallidti.es 

and a:-element abundances being accumulated with the aim of using these data to infer 

star'-formation·histories for their host galaxies Q(issler-Patig.et al., 11998; Kuntschner etal., 

2002; Puzia et al., 2004, 2005; Strader et al., 2005; Pierce et.al., 2006a,b; Cenarro et al., 2007; 

Strader et al1., 2007). GCs are :particularly suitable for this analysis because they can be as

sumed ·to be:simple stellar populations (SSP)· where all·of their:stars formed at Qne epoch 

·from a single clol:ld of gas with an almost uniform metallicity. This IIUlkes them much 

simpler to model• than· :the integrated stellar poptilafions of the diffuse light of galaxies, 

whete marty star-formation events at different epochs .greatly complicate analysis ·Of the 

spectra. 

'The great promise of this approach to simplify the examination of the star..,formation 

history of galaxies is.however dependent on one .critical assumption: that the stellar pop

ulations of GCs are somehow representative of the field stars that form the bulk of a 

galaxfs,stellar population. This would occur naturally ifGCs form· with.some fixed pro

portion to those stars thatform (or eventually end up)· in unbound star forming. regions 

during a star-formation event and with similar element abU1ldances. There are several 

observations that appear to bear out this assumption, including observations1by l.arsen·& 

Richtler (2000) that show that the number of Young Massive· Clusters ~Cs) correlates 

with the star-formation rate per unit area .in the :galaxies that host them. 'Fhese· YMCs are 

believed to be the low-redshift .analogues to the star clusters that sUIVived for a Hubble 

·time to form the mostly old :GC populations seen in· galaxies today. 'ifhe almost cons~ant 

value observed ·for the number of GCs normalized to the total.baryonic mass of a galaxy 

~Mcl!.aughlin, 1999) also provides strong support for the .idea that·GCs closely trace .the 

.major star-formation events· of a galaxy. 

A more direct way to approach this issue is ·to examine :the ensemble parameters of 

large numbers of GCs and compare them with those measured for the host galaxies' 

diffuse stellar light. If the G<Js do indeed act as a faithful tracer .of the .different star 

formatioR events.in· a galaxy's hiStory, then ·the average GC stellar population should 

closely resemble that of the overall galaxy. 

To date little work :has been done in comparing the stellar population parameters 
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measured from liRe-index analyses for ~GCs with ,those determined' for the host galaxy 

diffuse steNar· c:::omponent. Ptindpally this is :because at the galactocentric radii wnere 

the GCs selected~ for spectroscopic analysis are found~ the surface brightness of the un• 

derlying galaxy halo light is very faint. In Chapter 2 the stellar populations along the 

major and minor axes of the isolated SO galaxy NGC 3115 were com,pared to the stellar 

populations of the GC popt:J.ile1ti0n ofNGC 311!5 taken from Kuntschner et al. <2002). For 

this. galaxy it was found that the stellar population along the minor axis at "'2Re; was 
indistinguishable from that of the more metal rich GCs in terms of age ( ..... 12 Gyr), :[Z/H:] 

( ..... -0;5 dex) and [a/Fe]l ("'0;3. dex). Furthermore, at larger radii along the minor axis the 

stellar' pqpulation became more metal-poor, implymg that if it were possible to observe 

·the halo, stellar population a.t.even larger radifi it may begin to resemble the more metal 

poor GCs. 'Ilhe e)(}stence of 'SUch a halo population with similar metallicities in both inte

grated light and GCs is ·interesting, as this is not wha.t is observed in the MW, potentially 

indic;;tting differences :in formation routes for these galaxies. Nevertheless these results 

hint at a strong connection ·between the formation of the spheroid of NGC 311'5 and its 

GCsystem. 

Ideally this type of (lllalysis would :be repeated .for many galaxies to see how univer

sal this behaviour is. However the 1large aqditional burden of teleScope time required 

for the 1longslit measurementS on top of the long exposure times required .for the Multi

Object Spectroscopy ~OS) GC investigations makes this approach impractical1
• In this 

chapter a new ,technique is presented which allows us· to combine both parts of this type 

of study into one·set of observations with no extra' cost in terms of telescope time. As an 

additional benefit; this technique can.a.lso,be·used to extract kinematic parameters for the 

host galaxy at radii well :beyond those commonly achieved for standard longslit studies. 

To demollE!trate· this method the galaxy NGC 3923 ~is examined (see Table 4.1 for de

tails), NGC 3923 is a~ large nearby (D"' 17.9Mpc) elliptical galaxywitha prominent shell 

structure (Malin & Carter, 1983). NGC 3923 is the brightest galaxy of an average sized 

group with a low early-type- fraction, perhaps suggesting that the· group is dynamically 

young @3rough et.al., 2006). 

An HST ACS study ofthe~GC system of NGC 3923 by Sikkema eta!:. (2006) confirmed, 

previous observations (Zepf et a.l., 1994, 1995} that the GC system has a bim()dal colour 

distribution and an unsually high specific frequency .(SN->5) for an early ... ty.pe galaxy in 

a lower-density environment. Sikkema et al. (2006) searched for evidence of a GC sub-
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population fortned dUring the merger event thought to be responsible for the creation 

of the sheU structures. They concluded :that their photometric data did not support the 

presence of any younger GC population with ages similar to that of the shel structures, 

which they believe to 'have formed 0.8-1.2 Gyr ago. 'Fhey did1 however find that the bi

modal V-'1 colour distribution and radial .density profiles of the blue and red GCs were 

typical for old GC systems in ellipticals. Sikkema et ai. (2007) used the same HSl' ACS 

data to study the shell' .structures of NGC 3923 finding, them to :be siinilar in coiour or 

slightly redder than .the ·galazy diffuse steHar light. 

Other studies have examined the stellar population and kinematics of the· central re

gions·of NGC 3923, Thomas et al. (2005a) found the nuclear regions to have an.age of 3~3 

Gyr, [Z/H] = +0.62.and [a/'Fe] = 0.31, while 'Denicol6 et al. (2005) using a similar method• 

found values of 2.6 Gyr, :[Z/IH]I >0:67 and :[a/Fe], =·0.14 respectively. 

4.3. Observations and Data Reduction, 

Whilst a,specific example using data obtained from the1Gemini Multi ObjectSpectro

graph (GMOS) instrument is presented here, the approach described' should be equally 

applicable to similar MOS intruments~such as FORSl/2 on the VLT or IJRIS/DEJMOS,on 

Keck. All observations were taken with the Gemini South-GMOS (Hook et al., 2004) as 

part of Gemini program G~2004A-Q-9. 

Pre-imaging of NGC 3923 for object selection was undertaken OI\ 2004 January 19 

and consisted,of 4·x200 seconds exposures in Sloan g and 4xH>O·seconds in r' and i' for 

each of 3 fields (one <::en:tral~ one SW and one NE of the galaxy centre). For a thorough 

discussion of the procedUre used to reduce the pre-imaging and select GC candidates 

see Forbes et al. (2004) and Bridges et al. (2006). A full examination ·of ,the photometric 

properties of the GC system of NGC 3923 and other galaxies investigated in this project 

will be presented in a forthcoming paper by Faiferet al. (in prep). 

GMOSNod-and-Shuffle·masks were produced for each of the three fields in addition 

to one MOS mask for ,tlJ.e central! pointing (see Figure 4.t.). Since it is ·the MOS mask 

that provides the data.described presently,.any further discussion of:the Nod-and.:Shuffle 

masks and the kinematic investigation of NGC 3923 derived.from them is ;left-to Chapter 

5. 

The MOS mask co:rtSisted .of37 slitlets,of width 1 arcsec by a minimum length of4,arc-
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Table 4.t': NGC3923 'Basic ·:Parameters 

Raram:eter 

Right Ascension (J200e)· 

'Declination (J2000) 

l 

b 

Morphological''I}'pe 

Magnitude 

Major-Axis Diameter 

Minor-Axis Diameter 

Heliocentric Radial Velocity 

J Half-Light Radius 

'Fable:data from NED:· 

http://nedwww;ipac.caltech.edu/ 

:Except: 

t 2 MicroR AH Sky'Sutvey 

www.ipac.caltech.edu/2mass/ 

Value 

287.28° 

32.226 

E4 

l0.81Bmag 

5.9·.aremin 

3.9arcmin 

1739 :1:: 9 kms-1 

43.8" t 
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sec. The mas~ was:exposed. using the B6alt ... G5303 grism far 8x1800•seconds.at a central' 

wavelength of500 nm and 8x1800 seconds at a:certtral wavelength af 50S run (ta cover 

the ern chip gaps), yielding 8 hours of on-source integratian. The seeing ranged from 

0,6 -·0;9. arcsec dming the observations. Bias frames, flat fields and copper-argmt (CuAr) 

arc.spectra were·abserved throughout the·observations·as part ofthe Gemini baseline cal., 

ibrations. The MOS spectra produced typically cover the wavelength rartge 390(i);'5506 A 
although beCause ;the wavelength range depends on slit positian, some spectra start at 

-3560A while oth{!rs end at ""7200 A. 

Data reduction of the· MOS spectra through to the point of producing rectified andl 

wavelength calibrated 20 spectra WaS accomplished utilising the Gemirti/GMOS pack

ages in IRAF as described in Bridges et al . .(2606). ·From the CuAr arcs, wavelength cal

ibrations with residuals -0.1A were .achieved, The extraction of the target GC spectra 

from each.2D spectrum was undertaken using the APALL faskin the APEXTRACT pack

age using an aptimal (variance-weighted) extraction. Flux calibration was achieved us

ing GMOS >longslit observations·of the flux standard star LIT3864 made· during the same 

semester with :identical,observational! set-up. 'l'he,extraction of .the NGC 3923 diffuseilight 

spectra from the MOS slitlets was undertaken using a custam ifil>L SCript implementing 

the algarithm described below. 

4.4. M~thod 

Modem multi-obj~ spectroscopic instruments. such-as GMOS are capable of taking 

spectr~ of around 40 abjects,sim.ultaneously over fields of view of around 6x6 arcmirt2• 

Each MOS slitlet is typically around 1 arcsec wide by a few (4-16): arcsec 'long; Generally 

the GCs are unresolved from the ground, producing spectra sme~ aver "'1 arcsec (in· 

the spatial direction~ for typiCal seeing values. The rest of the slitlet collects background 

(sky +.galaxy) photoos used ta backgraund:subtract the GC spectrum. 

For the typical field of view .of the current generation of MOS instruments and the 

distance and size of the target galaxies being investigated by these studies,it,can be1seen· 

that significant amounts af ,target galaxy flux are contained' in the MOS slitlets beiRg 

used to ·study the GCs (See Figure 4.1). 'Fhe flux .incident en each slitlet can then be 

thought:ef as a sum of contributians from the target GC, the,actual.sky·background (bath 

atmospheric and' ex,tra~galactic) and a ·cantribution from :the diffuse light of the target 
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Figure 4.1: NGC 3923 GMOS i' band image. Circles show the position of photometrically 

chosen targets later confirmed by spectrocopy to be GCs, asterisks show targets found to 

be Milky Way stars and squares are targets found to be background galaxies/QSOs. The 

problem of placing a slitlet at large enough galactocentric radii to produce an uncontam

inated sky spectrum when using modem MOS instruments with fields of view around 

6x6 arcmin2 is apparent. Also visible are the shell structures of NGC 3923 on the major 

axis. 
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Figure 4.2: Example of a typical 20 MOS spectrum, showing target spectrum (in this 

case a GC spectrum) and sky regions typically used to sky subtract the target spectrum. 

For typical MOS GC studies these sky regions can contain useful amounts of host galaxy 

diffuse light. 

galaxy. Figure 4.2 shows an example of a typical 20 MOS spectrum, showing the regions 

containing the different contributions to the flux. If the instrument has a sufficiently 

large field of view, it is possible to place a slitlet at large galactocentric radii where the 

spectrum measured would be essentially a pure sky spectrum, uncontaminated by galaxy 

flux. This sky spectrum could then be subtracted from the background regions of each 

of the GC slitlets to produce a sky-subtracted galaxy diffuse-light spectrum for each of 

the individual slitlets. This simplistic approach has successfully been applied in a study 

similar to this one involving the GC system of NGC 524, with experience showing that 

slitlets located beyond SRe provide an adequate sky spectrum. 

In practice the field of view of the current generation of MOS instruments is often 

too small to allow a slitlet to be located at large enough galactocentric radii to produce 

a "pure" sky spectrum of the accuracy required (at least for stellar population studies). 

In cases such as the study of NGC 3923 the following algorithm can be applied to al

low the calculation of the sky spectrum even in cases with small FOV, by combining the 

spectroscopic dataset with wider-field imaging data. 

4.4.1 Algorithm 

1. The spectra are reduced as normal to the point where the individual spectra are 

cut out, rectified and wavelength calibrated. See Bridges et al. (2006) for more 

details, but in brief the 20 spectra from GMOS are bias subtracted, flatfielded, 

the 3 CCDs mosaiced together and finally wavelength calibrated using the Gem

ini/GMOS IRAF package. 
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2. A sky + galaxy speetrum iS prodticed' for each slitlet. 'The spectra are produced 

using the usual method for calcula~g a sky spectrum from a 20 slitlet (i.e., ,fue 

spectrum used to sky subtract a 20 frame). Figure 4.3 displays three such sky+ 

galaxy spectra for a rcmge of galactocentric radii; as ls;e)C}'ected those spectra ,taken 

from slits which lie closer :to the .galaxy centre contain more flux. 

3. Each spectrum is rebinned onto a uniform wavelength scale. 

4. 'Fhe wider-field pre-im~ging is combined to produce a master wide-field image 

of the target galaxy. (In this case making use of the g band imaging as this best 

matches ,the wavelength coverage of the spectra, though it should be neted that if 

the i' band imaging is used instead, the measured line indices ·differ by less than 

0.1 A. However care>should be taken to· ensure that the observed! optical light pro

file being used should match that of the spectral.regionbeing examined, i.e., the·use 

of an IR image to set the scaling fot optical spectra is probably unwise because of 

the different photometric profiles·displayed by galaxies.in the·different wavelength 

regimes.) 

5. Using the master image of the field, ·the local background in an annulus around 

each~of the ,target GCs is calculated. 

6. 'Fhe.actual sky background number of counts in the image is measured for a region 

located at larg.a galactocenbic radii. Experience with the data for NGC 3923ishowed 

that this value was always very shn:ilar to .the local background measured for the 

GC w:ith the largest:galactocentric·distance. 

7. For each wavelength pixel of the rebinned spectra, the number of counts .is plotted 

against the local background around the.corresponding object determinedt from .the 

wide field image., ·(See Figure 4.3 for the· pixels co~sponding to 5100 A). As can 

be seen in the lower panel of 'Figure 4.3 the correlation of local background with 

number of counts ·in the spectra is reasonably go6d~ This correlation can 'then be 

fit with a simple straight line and extrapolated to the value calculated for the sky 

background! at l~ge radillsfrom the wide field image• In the example in Figure 4.3 

the value ·of the sky brightness measured at large radii to represent the uncontam"

inated sky value was aroundllOQ(i). counts in the g' band, leading to an estimate of 

the "pure;, sky spectrum having around 32,counts in the: pixel: lbciited at SlOO.A. 
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8. When ·repeated. for each wavelength pixel, this procedure resultdn a: spectrum that 

is a good approXimation of a "pure" sky spectrum. Note that the produced sky 

spectrum is only accurate in the regions where a significant number of the spectra 

overlap in·wav:elength coverage. In the.case of the,example•GMOSdata·tltis.restricts 

the analysis of the· galaxy sp~tra to the wavelength range 4400;- 5500 A where the 

majority of the 37 input spectra have coverage. 

9. Each of the 37 rebinned sky + galaxy spectra are then sky subtracted using the 

"pure" sky spectrum, •leaving 37 spectra that are essentially pure galaxy spectra. 

The;spectra measured from individual exposures can then be combined in the·usual 

manner; examples of 3 of the· spectra• produced by combining 16 individual expo

sures can be seen in Figure 4.4. 

In cases where wider-field imaging is· not available it is possible to obtain ·similar 

resultS using an iterative procedure~ In .thls.case an initial guess for the sky bright

ness assumed to represent pure night. sky is made {by extrapolating the observed 

galaxy profile for instance) and ·the ·entire procedure from steps 6 to 8 can .then be 

iterated with the,~umed night sky brightness1being varied until sky line·residuals 

in the final.diffuse..light spectra are mihitnised. 

4.4.2 Kinematics 

GC radial velocities Were measured using the FXCOR task in the RV package of IRAF. 

Radial velocity Standard stars were not observed· as part of this investigation due to the. 

extra overhead in·observing,time·thls.requires. Spectra• from the,simple stellar population 

library of Vazdekis ~1999) are therefore used as templates. Trhese templates span a range 

of age· of l!·18'Gyr and a metallicity range from ~Fe/H] = +0.2.,to .;Q.7. To this sample 

an additional 6 steiar spectra fr()m the Jones (199~ library were added to extend! the 

metallidtiy range covered by the templates to [Fe/H] < -1.5. This wide range of age and 

metallicity helps.to·minimise the effects of template:mismatch.on the measured velocities. 

A 3-u clipped mean of the velocities derived from these templates is used as the final· 

velocity for each GC. 'fhe errers are estPn.ated from the mean of .the errors measured ;by 

FXCOR for·those velocities not removed by the clipping procedure. 

Objects with velocities in the range t200'-2400kms-1 are assumed to !be associated 
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Figure 4.3: Upper Panel : Upper three spectra are the "sky + galaxy" spectra extracted 

from slits covering the range of galactocentric radii covered in this study. The fourth 

spectrum (black line) shows the extrapolated "pure" sky spectrum using the algorithm 

described in the text. Mid Panel : This spectrum is the result of subtracting the extrap

olated sky spectrum from the uppermost "sky+ galaxy" spectrum. Redshifted (z=0.006) 

absorption lines due to H,B, Mgb, Fe5270 and Fe5335 are clearly visible. Lower Panel : A 

typical result of the extrapolation process used to determine the actual pure sky spectrum 

in this case for the pixel located at 5100 A. The position of the 3 points from panel A is 

also displayed here for instructive purposes, as are the measured number of counts and 

statistical error at this pixel for the other 34 slitlets (black circles) in this mask. 
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Figure 4.4: Representative diffuse-light spectra for NGC 3923 measured using our new 

technique from three different MOS slitlets~ and hence different galactocentric radii.· 

These spectra are the results of coadding 16 individual exposures, they :have been 

smoothed to the lick/IDS resolution. Redshifted (z=(!U)06) absorption lines due to sev

eral species·are present. 
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with NGC 3923 and were classified! as GCs. 29 out of 37 (78%) objects observed with 

the MOS mask have·velocities within this range. Of the remaining objects, 2 were Z"-'0.3 

galaxies, one was a z"'L3 quasar and 5 were Milky Way stars. 

The recessional velocities of the NGC 3923 diffuse-light spectra were measured using 

the publicly available IDL implementation of :the ,pPXF method (Cappelliui & Emsellem, 

2004). This method was chosen. as it. allows a· simultaneo1:1S measurement· of the. radial ve

locity and velocity dispersion from the spectrum, both of which are important i:n studies 

ofthe,diffuse light of galmes. In this instance :the spectra were fit in ,pixel space over :the 

wavelength range 480~5400 A using the same templates as the GCs. The final velocity 

and velocity d:ispersion for each slitlet is taken to ibe the mean of the velocities/velocity 

dispersions determined' from 1!00 Monte-Carlo re-shnulations of the i:nput spectra with 

adde4 photon noise. The error in the measured· velocity is taken to be the dispersion 

in ·the 100 best fit velocities. As a cheek of consistency the recessional velocity of the 

diffuse light spectra was remeasured using the FXCOR task in IRAF and no significant 

differences.between the two methods were·observed. 

4.4.3· Line Indices 

1By binning all 37 diffuse light spectra• together a single specttum of sUfficient signal

to-noise (S/N > 60 per A) to measure accurate absorption•line indices was produced. 

Since NGC 3923· shows evidence of slight rotation (Figure 4:5) it is necessa,ry to remove 

the effects of rotation on th.e spectra by correcting the spectra· to •some common velocity 

before·coadding them. ln~this instance the velocity of each.of the,37 spectra, was measured 

as described previously, then using the DOPCOR taSk in IRAF each: of the spectra was 

de-redshifted to zero redshif.t before combining. 

For ease of comparison with other studies. the ~stellar ,populations are e)(ami:ned us

ing the l.ick/DS system. As described in ·Chapters 2 '& 3 there are several' steps that 

must be taken· to ensure that measured indices are Securely ~on the Uck/IDS system 

(Worthey & Ottaviani~·t:997;'1i."~ger et al., 1998). The first is to convolve the spectra with 

a wavelength-dependent Ga~ kernel' to ·reproduce the variable Lick/IDS resolution 

of9-11 A. Then the Uck/lDS indices are measured from ·the .flux-calibrated spectra using 

the wavelength·definitions from Worthey & Ottaviani (1!997)~ 'frager•et al. (1998) and the 
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INDEXF index m~asw-ing code of N Card.i~l1 • Uncertainties on the measured indices are 

a combination of errors· introduced by photon (both target and sky) noise and errors in 

the measured redshift ofthe spectra (essentially negligible in.all cases)~ 

The line mdices for the spheroid spectra must also be corrected for the smearing ef

fects of the ·line-of-sight velocity distribution (LOSVD). This effect is entirely negligible 

for·GC spectra with velocity dispersions of the order·a few kins-1, but.cannotbeignored 

for galaxies with velocity dispersions over -100• kms-1• As the measured dlffuse..light 

spectrum has a velocity dispersion of around 200 kms~1 this step is important. As in 

Chapter 2 this effect is corrected for using the procedure of Kuntschner (2004), which 

can also be used to correct line indices for the additional influences ·of the higher-order 

LOSVD terms ha and h4. Kuntschner (2004). provides a new parameterisation for the 

LOSVD line strength corrections derive4 by determining .the difference in measured 

Lick/IDS line strengths measured from template spectra before and after convolving 

with various choices of u, ha and h4. For NGC 3923 the correction for ha and' h4 is not 

implemented due to the ·effect of the correction given the measured values of u, h3 and; 

h4 being minimal relative to the other ·errors. 

The final step required to firmly fix measurements to the Lick/IDS system is to mea

sure standard stars from the Lick library using our observational set-up and compute 

offsets between the two. ·In common· with the studies described .fn Chapters 2 & 3, no 

lick standard stars were observed as part of this project. Hence the same observations 

of Lick ·standard stars made by Bryan Miller as· part of G~2003B-Q-63' and described in 

Chapter 3 wete·used to determine the appropriate Lick.offsets:for GMOS-S~ These offsets 

were applied to ali measured line ·indices presented in 'Fable 7.1. It should be noted that 

while useful for comparison between observations taken using different instruments, or 

for comparing. measured indices :to models based' on the tick/IDS system e.g. 'Jlhomas 

et al. (2003, 2004), this step is not essential for a simplest first ·order differential com

parison between two· sets of observations made with the same instrument, such as that 

described here. 

Using the procedure C>utlified •(neglecting the higher-order LOSVD corrections) Lick 

line-strength indices were measured for all29 confirmed GCs, as well as the single coad'

ded spheroid diffuse light spectrum. This single diffuse-light ·spectrum is located at a 

1 Available at: http:/ /Www.ucm.es/lnfo/ Astrof/software/indeXf/indexf.html 
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luminosity weighted distan.ce of 3 Re (throughout it:is· assumed Re=43.8 arcsec measured 

·in the J-band {Jar-rett et al., 2003), :though V, Rand I band estimates from 1BeRder et al. 

~1988) are essentially ideRtical~. The S/N of the~GC spectra ranges from,...., ll-56 per A 
measured in the region 5100-5150 A, giving errors in the H{J index of 0.124):72 A. 

4.5. Results· 

Table 7.1 presents velocities aRd Lick/IDS liRe-strength indices for all29 of our con"' 

firmed GCs, as well' as the single coadded diffuse light spectrum, and a series ·of GC 

composite indices binnedl by g-i' colour. ,fu addition to examilling the GC spectra the 

37 diffuse. light spectra from the MOS exposure have <been extracted (see ·Figure 4.4 and 

Table 7.5) with S/N ratio ranging fromS to 12, whichis sufficient to measure velocities 

in all cases md velocity dispersions in most cases. 

4.5.1 Kinematics 

. A more detailed discussion of the kiRematics of NGC 3923 and its GC system will be 

preseRted in Chapter 5, where the GC velocities from additional masks at larger radii 

obtained using the Nod-and-Shuffle method '(Cuillall(fre et al., 1994)' will be added. 

In :this,sectioh the spheroid of NGC 3923 is·examined for rotation mdl ~in Section 4.5.2 

the velocities of the spheroid are compared to the velocities measured for the1GCs,exam

ined in the. same slits. 

Here the l'esults of a search for evide~tce of rotation ·in the.diffuse stellar halo·of NGC 

3923 are presented (see Figure 4.5)i this' was achieved by carrymg out a ·non-linear least 

squares fit to the equation: 

V(9) = Vrotsin(9 - Oo) + Vo 

where V(O~ is· the velocity measured for the diffuse light in each slitlet, V rot is the am

plitude of the ~proj~ted rotation velocity, Vo the systematic velocity ofNGC 3923, .(} the 

azimuthal angle1of each slitlet relative to the galaxy major axis and 00 is .the position angle 

of the line of nodes. ThiS approach determines the best-fi~g simple flat rotation cur.ve 

(see Zepf et.al. (2000) for details). 

The conclusion of this procedure is that .there is evide~tce for ·slight rotation along the 
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major axis of NGC 3923, with the best fitting amplitude being 31 ± 13 knts,--1: alOI\g a 

position angle of 290 ± 19° where the major axis is approximately at PA: = 31'5°. 'Fhis 

result is in good agreement with that .of Koprolirt .& Zeilinger (2000) who found a smatl 

(53 ± 13 kms:-1) but non negligible major axis rotation for NGC 3923. 'It is however 

different to .the results of Carter· et al. (1998} who found, that the inner 25 arcsec of NGC 

3923 showed ao rotation on its majpr aXiS but had minor axis rotation of amplitude "" 

20 kms-1'. 'The difference ·in.conclusions between the differentstudies may be attributed 

to the different radial ranges over which they are sensitive; the method utilised here to 

extract the spectra provides a measurement of the rotatiOn of the galaxy at a radius at 

least a factor of two greater than the largest radial pomt available to either Carter et al. 

(1:998) or Koprolin & Zeilinger (2000). 

These measurements of the 'kinematics ·of NGC 3923 cover a range in effective radU 

of between 2 aad 4 Re, demonstrating·the,great power this; approach has· for illuminating 

the kinematics of the outer regions of galaxies. 

4.5~2 Reliability of Velocities 

One concern. with the procedure.forextracting diffuse.host galaxy spheroid light from the 

same slitlets as the target GC spectra is that the spheroid spectra could. be contaminated 

by flux from the target GCs .. In gene!'al.this should not be of m.ajor concern due .to the 

careful selection of the sky regions of the 2D·spectrum; As a test of this asstunptioh Fig

ure 4.6.displays the m:easureddiffuse light·velocity againSt the target velocity (GC, Milky 

Way star, background ,galaxy or·QSO)·from the, same slitlet. In Figure 4.6 .the filled circles 

are target objects classified' by their velocities as GCs, filled stars are objects classified as 

Milky Way stars, the three·background objects (two zrv0.3 galaxies.aad a zrv 1.3 QSO) are 

omitted from the plotfor clarity, although they are included in the fit which produces the 

da5hed best ,fit trend line (which has slope ·equal to zero within .the errors). As can be 

seen clearly, there is no correlatioa between .the velodtiesmeasured for the target spectra 

.and those measured for the diffuse light; in patticular even for the brightest target ·ob

jects. (generall.y the MW stars):the measured velOCity for the spheroid .of NGC 3923 is.stiU 

consistent with the recessional velocity of NGC 3923. Thi,s indicates that contamination 

·Of the diffuse light spectra lby the target object spectra is negligible. 
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;Figure 4.5: Velocity vs. Azimuthall angle for NGC 3923 spectra extracted' from MOS 

slitlets (circles). 'The solid ~e is the best fit flat rotation curve indicating rotation am

plitude o£.31 kms-1 ± 13 with positinn angle,290° ± 19° (north through east). 
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Figure 4.6: Measured velOcities from NGC 3923 diffuse light spectra vs. the measured 

velocities of the targets observed in the same slits. Stars :indicate targets classified .as 

Milky Way stars, filled: circles those·targets.classified as GGs !belonging to the NOC 3923 

system. Two· z-0.3 .galaxies and a z,_.,l.3 qll.asar are excluded for clarity. 'The dotted line 

shows a lirtear fit .to the data, indicating no correlation between the velocities measured 

for the targets and the galaxy diffuse light. 
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4.5.3 ·stellar Populations 

In this section the stellar populations of the GCs artd the diffuse light of NGC 3923 are 

examined. To begin. some of ,the qualitative properties· of ~e stellar populations will be 

examined through examination of age-metallicity dlagnostic plots. Following this the 

data is.analysed in a m:ore quantitative manner·by x2 .fitting ofthe:data to stellar popula

tion models. to determine ages, metallicities and a"-element abundances. 

rlndex-Index Plots 

The left panel of Figure 4:7 presents an. Mgb vs. <Fe> plot2 for the 29 GCs as well as 
the NGC 3923 diffuse light spectrum measured in this Chapter. Model predictions.from 

Thomas et al. (20(i)3,2004) are over:plotted for [a/Fe] = 0.0,0.3 and 0.5, ages 1-'1!2Gyr and 

metallidty running from -2.25 (bottom left) to T.0:67 (top right). This. choice of indices 

produces a figure which is insensitive to age but·can be used to constrain the metallicity 

and £t-element abundanee ratios :(Kuntschner et al.,2002). As ean be seen .the GCs ·(light 

grey circles) have metallicities ran~ from -1.7 to +0:5 and appearto have a wid~·range 

of :a-elemeat abundance ratios. When the GC data is binned by colour (coloured .circles) 

the behaviour of the binned data,rbecomes more systematic, With the points showing a 

clear preference for a: constant a element abundance ratio·of tv{).3, even as the:metalliclty 

of the binned datadecreasf:!S from.around 0.0 to -1.5, These bins cover the·range of colour 

displayed by the majority of extragalactic GCs, and have mean g - i' colour1of 0.82, 0•99~ 

1.09 and 1.19'•(See Table 7.1)• 'Fhe ,position ·Of the mean colour of each bin relative to 

the peaks ·of the blue and red GC distributions can be seen in Figure 4.8. In particular 

the mean colour of the third bin· can be .seen to correspond closely to that of the peak 

of the red GC distribution. If all GC da:ta ate combined to .produce a composite GC 

data point (White triangle); the ·combined GC spectrum has a metallidty of "' -0;8 and an 

abundance ratio consistent with ~0~3 within ·the (significant) errors. It is interesting that 

both the central regions of NGC 3923 measured by Trager et al. ~1998) and Beuing.et al. 

(2002) (grey triangle and square) and the NGC 3923, diffuse light spectrum measured 

in this ·study (white star): also lie along the same [a/Fe] = 0.3 .track. However .the fag 

that the data point from Denicol6 et a1. (2005) (black triangl~) for the central Re/8 of 

NGC 3923 is offset relative to the other two observations illustrates the magnitude of 

2<Fe> = (Fe527.0 + Fe5335)/2 (Gonz4lez, 1993) 
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possible systematic errors in this type of study. The difference in metallicity between 

,the inner nuclear data and our large radii diffuse stellar data. point can be understaod 

in terms af a radial metallicity gradient in the galaxy. A further point of nate is the 

clase agreement between the mean of the GC speetrum and the NGC 3923 diffuse light 

spectrum which was measured at the same projected raqii. 

The right panel of Figure 4,7 presents an fMgFe]' vs H~ age-metallicity plot3· with 

symbols as previously defuted. Here it is rtecesSar}' ·to ch<><>se a. fixedi value ·of [a/'Fe] 

for the .grids and in· this case 0.3 has been chosen· as this value. is close .to that ·foW\d for 

each of the populations· described in the previol:lS section~ It can be seen that .three GCs 

appear to lie along grid 'lines consistent with· yaung or in:termedia:te ages. These objects 

are however generally among the lowest.:.S/N .ebjects in the sample.. When other age

metallicity diagnostic plots ~'1' and Hd' v:s. [MgFe]') are collSidered as well as .the fact 

that similar·numbers·ofobjectsJie below the grid it appears that these objects may just be 

statistical outliers in a distribution centred on uniformly older ages. This point shall be 

rexamined when the results of the x2 fitting .procedure are studied. The .binned ~ data 

again behaves in a systematic manner, in which all the data points lie along a constant 

age line of arounq 12 Gyr, with metallicities censistent With those seen in· the previous 

plot. 11he mean of the GC system as a whale and the NGC 3923 .diffuse Ught .point can 

also be seen ta be very consistent in terms of age and metallicity. 

The clOse agreement in apparent age, metallicity and' ![a/Fel between the NGC 3923 

diffuse light spectrum m~ured at 3 Re and the·GC system (especially the red GCs) at the 

same projected radii is tantalising. SuCh clOse agreement 'hints at a deep connection be

tween the two populations exactly as wouldl be expected if the :two populations formed' 

ceevally from the same material. This interpretation is however dependent on the as

sumpti9Il .that the ·GCs examined here are representative of the· full GC populatian. ihe 

sample presented here appears to be a' fair match to· that present in NGC 3923 over the 

range of projected :radii.studied, though only observation of a significantly larger sample 

of GCs·carefully·chosen to match the full sample in terms af colour and luminasity wauld 

allow this ta be determined with certaility. 

~[MgFe]' = JMgb x (Oi72 x Fe5270 +0.28 x Fe5335 (Thomas et.al., 2003) 
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Figure 4.7: Left Panel. Comparison of the [a/Fe] ratios of the diffuse light and GC popu

lation of NGC 3923 through the use of an Mgb vs. <Fe> diagram. Light grey circles are 

the 29 GCs measured here (error bars omitted for clarity). The coloured circles are the 

result of binning the 29 GC data points into 4 bins of 7/8 GCs per bin by g-i' colour, the 

error bars show the 1u scatter in each bin. The white triangle is the result of binning all 

29 GC spectra into one bin. Again the error bar represents the 1u scatter in the bin. The 

grey triangle, square and black triangle are the central NGC 3923 values from Trager et al. 

(1998), Beuing et al. (2002) and Denicol6 et al. (2005) respectively. The white star shows 

the values measured from the single high-SIN coadded spectrum of the diffuse light of 

NGC 3923. Overplotted are models by Thomas et al. (2003, 2004) with abundance ratios 

[a/Fe] = 0.0, 0.3, 0.5, the models have ages 3-12 Gyr and metallicity [Z/H] = -2.25, -1.35, 

-0.33, 0.0, +0.35 and +0.67. Right Panel. Age-Metallicity diagnostic plot. Symbols as in 

left panel. Models are overplotted for a fixed value of [a/Fe] = 0.3 
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Derived Stellar P()pulation :Parameters 

Using .the mlilti-index fitting.method of Proctor & Sansom (2(!)02) and Proctor et al. (2a04) 

the ages,.metaliicities and a-element:abundances for the stellar populations being studied 

here are derived·. This techrrique compares the measured Lick indices with SSP models, 

in this case the SSP models of Thomas et al. (20Q3, 2(!)a4) ('FMK04) which to date remain 

the ortly SSP models in which the effects of a-element abundance ratios on .Balmer line 

indices' at ilow metallicity .are included. For a more thorough description of the different 

fn!atm.ents:ofa-element abundance ratios in modem SSP models see Mendel:et.al. (2007), 

The procedure used to determine the best fitting SSP model is as :follows. The total· 

set of measured Lick/IDS indices is compared to :the 'IMK04 SSPs aadJ a minimum x2 

fit obtained; simultaneously a set of x2 minimization fits are determined with each of 

the indices omitted. The lowest total x2 fit from this set is then chosen, the necessary 

index removed andl the process repeated until a stable fit is arrived at where no highly 

aberrant (3u) indices remain. In this instance all GCs·displayed some indices which were 

sufficiently aberrant to be excluded from the fit, most often due to problems with the 

spectra in those regions.due to chip problems.or cosmic rays. Although all fits utilised a. 

minimum of 9 indices, most GCs are fit with at :least 13 indices. Errors in the derived pa

rameters are determined via Monte-CCU"lo ,s~ulations of the input index measurements 

with their measured errors. 'Ihe,results of this procedure are displayed in Table 7.4. 

In common with ,previous studies it ofs.found that .the molecular <bands Mgt and Mg2 

a:ppear depressed, an observation generally explained as being due 'to problems with 

flux calibration. 'This explanation has been· tested by examining the effect of using the 

flux calibration curves found from repeat observations of the same standard star ·.(in this 

case LTI4364)1observed fora different~programme:using the same·observational set-up:as 

used here. IUs .found that even when using cuwes derived from the same standard .star 

the measured Mgt and Mg2 indices of the GCs after flux calibration could vary system

atically by as much as 0.01 mag, which· is of the same order as the deviations observed 

fu the fittiRg procedure. Other indices were much less affected by the ·change in flux 

calibration, presumably due to the much narrower wavelength,coverage of these indices. 

Accordingly Mg1 and MS2, as well as Ca4227 whiCh was. similarly depressed, were there• 

fore removed from the fitting .procedure. The CN indices tended to be enhanced ·relative 

to the models, in agreement with previous findings· @Jeasley et al., 2004a; Pierce et al., 

20(!)6a) for GCs. The Ca~ index also tended to ibe ,unreliable and was therefore ex-
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eluded from the fits. 

l'he q~antitativ:e x',l ·fitting precedlll'e produces results in good agreement with the 

more qualitative discusSion in the previous. section. It is found that the GCs examined 

have ages consistent at the ·one sigma level :with old ages ~> 10 Gyr) in all but one case. 

The GCs exhibit a spread of metalliclties from [!Z/H] = -1.8 to +0.35 and· a-element en

h8llcem,ent ratios generally consistent with rvfl.3 dex, although several objects display 

,[a/'Fe] ofbelow zero or greater than•G:51 at the limits of the models. 'From the. sample of 

29 GCs studied here only one·object (lD: 197) displays an. age which is inconsis~t with 

a mean age greater than 1iO ·Gyr, however this result is not significant being only a l.Su 

deviation. A mere· thorough analysis of the.distributiort of stellar population parameters 

is somewhat limited by the small ·sample•size. However to ·first order the distribution of 

age5 is·coasistent with a single·value,of;around 12 Gyr plus measw:ement.errors. The dis

tribution ofmetalllcity however :fS,inconsistent at the·greater than 99.9%significance with 

haviRg a• single value plus measurement errors. 'Fhe distribution of metallcity measured 

is consistent with a mean of -0;65 dex and an intrinsic scatter of 0;5 dex plus measure

ment errors,. assuming a Gaussian distribution of metallicities. Similarly· the distribution 

of [ a/Fe J is alSo inconsistent with a single value plus measurement errors at the greater 

than 99.8% significance 'level, in this case it is estimated that an intrinsic .scatter ·of (i)J2 

dex plus measurement·errors around a mean of 0.31 dex is req~ to explain th~ obser

vations. 

This analysis has been repeated! .for the binne&GC data and for the Urte indices·mea

sured for the diffuse light halo of NGC 3923. 'Fhe binned GC data are again found to 

behave in.a mmner consistent with the more qualitative examination of the index;..index 

plots. All bins have ages .consistent with being older than 1e Gyr, all; four bins display 

a smoothly increasing metallicity with colour, ranging ·from I[Z/H1 = -1.375 to -0.125, 

and all display [a/Ee] censistent with 0.3. The·considerably larger errors presentin ,the 

measured parameters for the reddest colour bin, are a result of this bin beh:\g compesed 

almost entirely of lower lt:Uninosity and hence lower.,.S/N objects~ Apparently through 

chance selectien this bin contains GCs of considerably lower luminosity than the average 

for·GCs.examined spectroscopically here (see 'Figure 4.8)~ This results in a ·mean .g mag

nitude fully half armagnitude b~low any of the other bins; together with the effect of error 

WE!ighting the indices when combining them this explains why this bin is ofsignificantly 

lewer'S/N than the,others. 
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Figure 4.8: Top Panel : The light grey histogram shows the distribution of g -i' colours 

for photometrically selected candidate GCs around NGC 3923 from our GMOS pre

imaging. The dark histogram (multiplied by a factor of 10 for clarity) shows the dis

tribution of g -i' colours for our 29 spectroscopically confirmed GCs. Bottom Panel : 

g'-i' vs g colour-magnitude diagram for our photometric (light grey circles) and spec

troscopically (dark grey circles) confirmed GCs. The coloured circles indicate the error 

weighted mean values for each bin, the dashed lines indicate the arbitrary choice of bin 

ranges. 

The "Super GC" bin, containing the error-weighted indices of all 29 GCs unsurpris

ingly predicts ages, metallicities and a-element abundances in good agreement with 

those of the colour-binned GCs. The fit gives an old age for the GC population as a 

whole, a metallicity [Z/H] = -0.8 and an a-element abundance ratio consistent with 0.3. 

Turning attention to the measured parameters for the diffuse light of NGC 3923 at 

"'3Re it is found to display old ages, metallicity [Z/H] of -0.325 and [a/Fe] of 0.34. These 

results are entirely consistent with that found for the red bin of GCs (see Figure 4.9), those 

GCs displaying g'-i' colours in the range 1.02 to 1.14. 
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Stellar Population Parameter Correllations 

Figure·4.9~can be used! to search .for correlations between the.ages, metallicities and alpha

element enhancements measUred for the various stellar·popula:tionsusing the x2 fitting 

procedure outlined previously. 

One interesting observation is that there is no· evidence for the observed trend of de

creasing fa/Fe]i with increasing metallicity seen in the GC systems·of some .galaxies·(e.g. 

NGC 3379 •(Pierce·et al., 2006a), NGC 4649 (Pierce et al.,2006b)), but Rot in others ~NGC 

1407 (Cenarro et al., 2007)i VCC1087 (Beasley et al1., 2006H. 

Another interesting feature visible in the higher S/N data (filled circles) is that the 

Thomas et al. (2003, 2004) models tend to introduce a.slight trend of increasing age with 

increasing metallicity. This trend, which has been previously observed in· .the NGC 1407 

system (Cenarro et al., 2007) and the MW GC system (Cenarro et al., 2007; Mendel et al., 

2007) appears to .be· a' peculiarity of the Thomas et al. (2003, 2004') models; Mendel et al. 

~2007) found that the Lee.& Wotthey (Lee & ·Worthey,.2005).and Vazdekis1(Vazdelds, 2007) 

SSP models do not display this trend. However as the age determinations at the lowest 

metallicities are already highly uncertain due to the possible effects of horizontal branch 

morphology, this effect is not significant and' does not affect any conclusionS made so far. 

4.6. Discussion 

In summary, spectra have been obtained for 29' GCs associated with NGC 3923, as 

welli as 37 spectra of the diffuse light at radii of 2-4! Re. By combining, these .37 diffuse

light spectra a single spectrum has been produced with a 'luminosity-weighted distance 

of3,Re of sufficien:tS/N to determine an·age,metallicity and a-element abundance ratio 

by comparison with 'Lick line strength indices for Simple :Stellar Population models. 

There is evidence in the data for slight rotatjon ·of amplitude 31±13 kms-1 in .the 

13pheroid of NGC 3923 between appro:tdmately 2· and 4 Re along the major axis of the 

galaxy. 

All29 GCs examined in this,chapter·are consistent with being old '(>10 Gyr.) and none 

display any persuasive evidence .for:being.young eRough to be associated with the shell

forming event 'These results therefore •support the conclusions of Sikkema et at (2006) 

who, using HSl' ACS photometry for the GC system ofNGC 3923, found no evideRce of 

a young GC subpQpulation. 
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Figure 4.9: Ages, metallicities and [o:/Fe] ratios measured for the NGC 3923 GCs (filled 

circles have S/N per A> 30, unfilled have S/N < 30 per A), GC data binned by colour 

(coloured circles), NGC 3923 central regions from Thomas et al. (2005a) (filled square), 

Denicol6 et al. (2005) (filled triangle) and NGC 3923 spheroid (unfilled star). 
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11he GCs examined' display a wide range ·Qf metalliclty ·from [Z/H] = -11.8 to +(')~35. 

·In contrast to other studies ~Puzia et al., 2005; Pierce et al., 20(')6a;b) this data displays 

no evidence for a significant subpopulation ·of GCs with extremely high ([a/Fe ]>0.5) a

element abundance ratios. Thfs:data also·does not show any clear teDdency for a-element 

abnndance to increase with decreasing metalliclty as had been· found in these studies. It 

must be noted however that a-element abundance ratios are·rtot well' constrained at low 

metalliclty and that the resultS of these previous studies may :be consistent within the 

errors with a universal' value af [aVFe] = 0.3. In agreement with both these studies and 

with measurements af the Milky Way·GC population it is found that the majority of the 

GCs. examined here with accurate abundance ratios have [a/Fe] consistent with 0.3. 

The stellar ,population,ofthe.diffuse light of NGC. 3923 between ,..., 2 and14Re is entirely 

cansistent in age, metallicity·~d a~lement abundance ·ratio with the red GC population. 

It also agrees within the respective errors with the mean of the GC population examined 

spectroscopically; 1however; there is a .slight difference in metallicity .for· the mean of the 

total GC population and the stellar population of the diffuse light:ofthe galaxy. With the 

current sample size, itis impossible to determine if this affset is real or merely the result 

of a statistical fluctuation. 

This similarity betWeen the stellar populations of the spheroid of NGC 3923 at 1large 

radU and ·the redder,GC:s.is·in:good agreement with pre:viousJindings, both spectroscopic 

(in NGC 3iJ.l!5;. Norris et al. (2006)) and photometric (in NGC 4649; Forbes. et al. (2004)), 

and supports the view that the· two popuiations formed coevally. 

The fact·tha:t the stellar populations of the GCs studied' here do not match.those:of the 

inner regions ·of NGC 3923 is mQSt likely due· to the fact that GC systems are· observed 

to display variation in the mix of red and blue populations with radii. 'Therefore the 

GC populations which make up the region between 24Re ate not likely to be the same 

as those tha:t inhabit the inner regions of the galaxy. Additionally CCs are thought to be 

vulnerable to·disruption·by tidal ·effects within the·inner regions of galaxies meaning that 

projection effects' become a more serious issue at smaller galactic radii, with GCs at 'large 

radii projected~ onto the inner regions.of the galaxy1becoming more important. 

By comparing the stellar population parameters determined here for ,the spheroid of 

NGC 3923 at large galactocentric radii with those of :the inner regions ofNGC 3923 mea

suredl by 'Fhomas et al. (2005a) ~using the index measurem.en:ts, of the inner Re/l(i) tby 

Beuing et al. (2(')02)) and Denicol6 et al. (2005) (using index measurements of the inner 
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Re/8), evidence is found for metallicity and: age gradients in the spheroid of NGC 3923 

but no evidence·of art- [a/Fe) abtindance ratio gradient. Specifically Thomas et a1~ (2005a) 

find a luminosity weighted age for the central region of the galaxy of 3.3 Gyr, .a metal

Udty of:[Z/H~ = 0.62 and[a/Fe] = 0,31. This is in good agreement with the conclusions 

of 1Denicel6 et al. (2005) whe find an age of 2.6 Gyr, a metallidty of [Z/H]1 > 0.67 and 

a slightly lower value of [a/Fe] of areund 0.14. This close agreement.is to be expected 

as both studies make use of the same TMKM medels ,to derive their stellQr popu.latien 

parameters. Therefore ·it appears that the euter ·regions of NGC 3923 are considerably 

older, less enriched in metals, hut have a similar a-elemen:t abtmdartce ratio as the inner 

regions of the galaxy. The first two points are not unexpected censidering that the val

ues for 'Fhomas et al. (2005a) and Denicol6 et al. (2005) are provided for Clpertures of ~ 

1Ref8, and the~spectroscopy described here:of the·spheroid efNGC 3923 has a luminosity

weighted effective radius of 3~. 

Such a .situa:tian is very similar to that feund for the isolated elliptical NGC 821 by 

>Proctor et a}:, (2005) using lengslit spectroscopy. In this case Proctor et al. (2005) found 

that NGC 821 displayed a strong gradient ih both metallicity and age, in the sense that 

m:etallicity decreases with radius and age increases with radit:lS. As in NGC 3923 the 

galaxy displays a constantvalue·of.[a/Fe] close to·0.3. NGC3923 and1NGC.82.1 display 

similar metallidty ·gradi~ts of --a.7 dex,/ dlogR but the normalisation for NGC 3923 is 

shifted to higher metallicities than -in NGC 82,1. As disctlssedl in the case of NGC 821 

tProctor .et al., 2005);. ;tftis hlgh value of the metallicity gradient tends to· r.ule out merger 

models for the formation of NGC 3923, as merger models predict lower values for the 

metallicity grad'ient·due to the· violent mixing. thaHakes, place during mergers tending to 

wash out gradients (Kobayashi, 2004). 

Another·scenario.considered:by Proctor et al. ·(2005) to explain ,the formation of NGC821 

is where a minor merger event funnels gas to the inner region of the galaxy producing 

a minor star-formation event and adding a' layer of "frosting" te the majority older pop

ulation already present. This stat-formation event presumably did not produce a· signif

icant number of star dusters stable enough or at large enough galactocentric radii for 

them te· survive and be detectable at the :present time. 1lhis scenario fer the .formation 

of NGC '821, can also be applied to the formation .af NGC 3923, where it can naturally 

explain ;the formation of the shell structures. However the same problem. that caused 

Proctor et al. (2005)' to reject this explanation in the case of NGC 82[ still applies in the 
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case of NGC 3923, namely that the gas forming the·ne:W stars would presumably be of dif

ferent metallicity an:d a-element abundance than the galaxy .at these radii it would then 

have to form.stars.over ,the correct timescale, with the appropriate·enrichment such ,that 

they appeared to fall exactly on the trends, of metallicity and a-element abundance .that 

:the rest: of the galaxy exhibits. This appears to requite an im:likely amount of fine tuning. 

However recent work by Serra & 'l'rager (2007)·.shows that when examining a ·composite 

steliar·population using SSP models, it is the young component which dominates the age 

determined for the composite. They further .find that the chemical composition (metal

'licity and [a/Fe]) ·Of the best-fit SSP model closely follows that of the older population 

which dominates the mass. 1lhis explanation woul(l also not rule ·out the young age of 

around 1 Gyr determilted by Sikkema et al. (2006) for the· shell features of NGC 3923, as 

any [ Gyr stellar population present in the inner regions could~ With the correct choice of 

mass fraction, appear to be around 3 Gyr, when combined with a majority older stellar 

population. 

A final possible formation scenario considered by Proctor et al. :(2005)· to explain .the 

formation of NGC 821 is that the gas .for the recent starbtll'st is fuelled by gas from the 

galaxy itself, .perhaps through gas ·Cooling smoothly onto an inner disc~ High spatial 

resolution IFU observations of the inner regions Qf NGC 3923 would help to search for 

the signatures. of such a structure. Serra & Trager ·(2007) note that if high enough S/N 

spectroscopy is available it is possible to disentangle the different stellar populations 

present through· examination ofthe discrepancy between the SSP!parameters c;letermined 

using different Balmer-llite indices. This result therefore provides a possible route to 

detennin:ing the relevance of these modeis.for the formation of NGC 3923~ 

4.7. Conclusions 

tow-resolution spectra have been obtained for 37 GC candidates around the shell el

liptical NGC3923 using GMOS on:Gemini-5outh. :By examination of the radial velocities 

of the ·targets it is found :that 29 are GCs associated with• the target galaxy. Making use 

of a• new technique of extracting integrated spectra a:t extremely low surface brightness 

levels kinematic properties have been determined for the diffuse light of NGC 3923 out 

to around 200 arcsec on both major and minor axes, corresponding to half-light radii in 

the ·range 2-4Re. Some evidence isfoundJor low amplitude rotation along the major aXis 
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of around 30kt;ns:-'1., The detailed kinematic properties of NGC 3923 (including its ob

sewed velocity dispersion in this range) and .its GC system will be·studied in more• detail 

in Chapter .5. 

The ages, metallidties and [a/Fe] ratios.of the 29'GCs have been measured and com

pared to those found for the .diffuse !light of NGC 3923 at the same projected .radii. All 

of the GCs examined are found to have old ages (~10 Gyr), with metallicities running 

from [Z/H] = -1.8 to +0;35 and a-element abundance ratios generally consistent with a 

constant value· of [a/Fe] = 0.3, 'Fhe,qa,ta,does not1provide any s"Upport for .the existence of 

a younger population of GCs: associated with the .....,1 :Gyr old merger event proposed to 

have produced :the,shell system of NGC3923~ The diffuse light,of NGC 3923·is observed 

to have properties indistinguishable from those of the more metal rich,(and: redder)1GCs. 

Taken together these results provide support to the theory that the spheroids and 

GC systems ,of :galaxies are produced during the same stat-formation events,. and that 

the study of the stellar populations of GC systems can provide important insights into 

the stellar populations of galaxies at ,galactocentric radii which at present are difficult to 

study using direct measurements of .their integrated light. 
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The Globular Cluster Kinematics and 

G.ala~ Dark Matter content of NGC 

3923 

5.1. Abstract 

This Chapter presents additional spectroscopic observations,ofthe GCrsystem of NGC 

3923 to explore its kinematic properties. By combining. 45 additional GC velocities with 

the 29,GC velOcities reported in Chapter 4 a. total sample of 74 GCvelocities is 1produced, 

which extend to over 6 arcminutes (""6 Re) from the,centre,ofNGC 3923. An examination 

of ·the velocities demonstrates ,that the GC system of NGC 3923 displays no appreciable 

rotation. The projected: velOcity dispersion of the GC system is consistent within the er

rors with being constant with.radius. The application of non-parametric isotropic'models 

to the velocity dispersion profile demonstrates that a significant increCISe in ·the mass-to

light ratio at large radii is required to explain this observation. The observed M/L1profile 

is seen to match that determined by previous x-ray observations. Thus, additional.sup

port is provided for the presence of a significant dark matter halo associated with NGC 

3923. 

153 
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5.2. Introduction 

The study of .the mass distributions and dark matter content of galaxies is an area 

of.significant interest to those interested in the formation and evolution of galaxies. The 

c1lf.l'en.t cold dark matter (CDM)rparadigm posits thatdark matter is:the dominant matter 

component found in the Universe, and hence drives the formation of structure through

out the history ·of the Universe. However making measurements of the actual· distribu

,tion of DM with which to confront theory can prove to be difficult, in particular mea

suring the DM distribution on the scales of galmes can prove to be extremely ,trying for 

any galaxies other than ·extremely large early-~ .(where significant X-ray emission is 

present) or spiral galaxies (where gas emission can be traced to large radii to trace flat 

rotation curves, e;g. Persic et al. (1.996H. Intermediate to low mass ·early-types are of 

notable concem, since these galaxies usually lack significant X-ray or ionised .gas emis

sion and lack readily observable tracers of the stellar kinematics at large radii ·(such as 

absorption line kinematics, see Chapter 3 .for examples), due to the inherent .faintness of 

the stellar populations at radii where the DM is expected to· dominate (beyond 2Re). For 

.these galaxy types in particular ·then (but all others as well), the use·of dynamical· probes 

such as GCs and planetary nebulae (PNe) are of particular importance. 

Globular clusters. are well suited to this type of study for several reasons including 

their ubiquity around any relatively massive galaxy (e.g. see Peng et al. (2006) for VIrgo 

Cll.tster galaxies), their extended distribt1tion which ensures significant numbers ean be 

found at the radii where the DM component becomes significant and the fact tha:t they 

are bright enough to be observed to large distances~ The study of the kinematics of large 

samples of GCs around galaxies also provides other useful clues to the formation his

tories of galaxies in addition to· the relative amounts of dark and! baryonic matter. For 

example :in some galaxies the GC system or a sub-;population of it is found to rotate With 

the galaxy (e•g. NGC 3115~ Chapter 2, Kuntschner et al. (2002)), perhaps indicative of 

a common formation history for the stellar component and the GC system. H sufficient 

GCs are studied' it becomes possible to search for differences in the behaviaur of sub

populations, such as the dusters. associated with the red and blue (metal rich and metal1 

poor)· GC sub-populations. Such differences can be: instructive·when combined with in

formation 1provided by .the ages and metallicities of the GC populations. For example 

in the Milky Way 1t is seen that the older more metal poor GCs form a velocity disper-
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sion sapported :spherical halo, whereas .the metal rich GCsrotate much more rapidly and 

are associated with the thick disc of the MW (Armandroff (1989) and Ashman & Zepf 

~1998) for a more lhoroagh ·description.). Observation.s such as these can clearly do muCh 

to con.strain theories of galaxy formation, with for example any ,theories which lead to 

substantial mixing of the GC population.s in the time ·since their formation clearly ruled 

out. 

At first glance PNe would appear to be very similar to :GCs, havin.g essen.tially :the 

same benefi,ts of extended spatial distributions, ubiquity and ease ef identification due 

to their strong emission lines of [OHI]. However work by Romanowsky et al. (2603) 

:found that the PNe velocity dispersioD profiles for three intermediate-lumil\osity ellip

ticals (NGC 821, NGC 3379 and NGC 4494) decline with radillS in such a manner that 

little or no DM ·is req:uired to explain the observations. This conclusion, which is in clear 

contradiction with the conventional .cosmological: model, prompted both theoretical and 

observational investigation of the causes of .this observation. On the theoretical sicie, 

work;by Dekei:et al. (2005)·on.Dumerical simulations of·spiral galaxy mergers has shown 

that halo· stars at large radii can have highly radial orbitsi leading to a decreasing pro

jected velocity even in the presence of a massive DM halo. Some .observational support 

of ·this ·idea is ·provided by observations of ;the GC kinematics of NGC 3379 {Bergond' 

et al., 2006; Pierce et al., 2066a) which shows GC 'kinematics which are consistent With 

,the presence• of a significant :OM component not seen in the· Romanowsky et cd. (2663) 

analysis. Presuinably the older GCs are less affected by the hypothetical merger event 

and continue ~to trace the potential of !OM more faithfully. Other evid~ce ·comes from a 

'PNe study of NGC ~97 by Sambhus et al. ·(2006) who found .strong evidence of distinct 

PNe subpopulations, one ef which is .found to:be,dynamically unusual, out of dynamical 

eqtillibrium with the galaxy potential-and possibly associated with a younger·population 

formed in a· merger event. 

The examinj:ttion ofdynanrical tracers such as~GCs.and PNe is therefore an extremely 

promising area of research, with much to be learned about the: processes that. lead to the 

formation of galaxies as·currently observed. In recenty(!ars a growing number of studies 

have made use·ef8mdass telescopesto,buildlarge scunples ofGC velocities around sam

ples of early-type galaxies. In general these,have,been.ofilarger cluster galaxies· which are 

known to harbour large GC populations. The project of which ·this study is a part in

tends: to widen the hostga:laxy mass.and environment range so far studied'. To date NGC 
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3379 (Pierce et al., 2006a) and NGC 4649 :@Jridges et al., 2000) have been studied, Both 

galaxies displayed GC velocity dispersion profiles which were constant with radius, a 

finding indicative of :the presence of DM. To these studies can be added investigations 

of the GC systems of NGC 4636 :(Schuberth et al1
., 2006; Chakrabarty &: Raychaudhury, 

2008), M49 (Shatples et at, 1998; COte et al., 2003), NGC 1399 (Richtler et al., 2008) and 

NGC 5128 ~oodley et al., 2007), all of which have ·found :similarly constant GC velocity 

dispersion profiles, providing strong evidence for the existence of significant amounts 

of DM in these galaxies. 'Fhe exan\inatioa of the GC systems of these galaxies for signs 

of the rotatioa seen in the 1IVlW metal-rich GC population has been less conclusive; Ro

tation has :been observed in some galaxies (NGC 31 '1:5, NGC 5128, M87) but not iR oth

ers ~NGC 1399, NGC 3379, NGC 4472 and NGC 4649), with the .picture becoming even 

more ·complicated' when the GCs are split into red .and blue sub-populations. Generally 

it can be stated that the blue sub-population displays a: higher velocity dispersion than 

the red! population, but beyond this the picture is confused with considerable variation 

from.galaxy to galaxy. The study ofthe,orbits of the GCs has generally been stymied by 

the need for extremely large samples of GC velocities (several hundred in order to solve 

for both the mass distribution and orbital anisotropy simultaneously). Where fewer ve

lOcities are available other input such as an X-ray :profile can be used to· constrain the 

potential, allowing the observed dispersion profile to be used to determine the GC or

bits. In NGC 1399;. NGC 4472 and M87 the GCs .display orbital characteristics consistent 

with isotropy, but in NGC 4649 there is soine e:vidence of a trend towards increasingly 

tangentially biased orbits with ·radius @Jridges et al.,.2006). 

This Chapter continues the study described in Clutpter 4, adding an additional45 GC 

velocities to produce a total sample of 74 GC velocities. For a· more thorough descrip

tion of this .galaxy and its properties see· Chapter 4. 'Fhe only previous study which 'has 

studied the OM content of NGC 3923 is the X-ray study of Fukazawa·etal. (2006), which 

fotind that the M/l..in the '~band :increased from 3.'5 iR the inner regions to around· 15 at 

18kpc;. a trend .strongly supporting the presence of a DM halo associated with this galaxy. 

5.3. Observations and Data Reduction· 

This Chapter contiaues artd expands. ·the study first presented in Chapter 4. To the 

29!GC velocities determined from MOS spectroscopy are added an additionali 45 GC ve-
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locities measured using the Nod'-and-Shuffle ~&S) method!. As described in Chapter 

4 pre-im._clging for object selection was undertaken for 3 fields (central, SW and NE) .on 

2004 January 19, comprising 4'x200 seconds in Sloan g', and 4xl00 seconds in r' and i'. 

A more complete description of the procedure used to reduce and select GC candidates 

is presented in ~Forbes et al. ·(2004) and Bridges et e1l (2006)~ A full description of the ·re

duction and analysis of the MOS spectroscopy is provided! in Chapter 4, so in· the current 

section the focus shall~be1on the reduction of the N&s spectroscopy. 

GMOS N&S masks were produced for each of the 3 fields for which pre-imaging 

was carried 011t. 'Fhe central field containing .the largest number of targets was exam

ined twice, once with MOS spectroseopy (de5cn'bed in Chapter 4) and once with N&S. 

The masks contained ·a total' of 44 (central· field), 46 ·(SW field} and 48,~ field) slitlets~ 

each of which was 1 arcsecond wide by at least 2.25 arcseconds long. The majority of 

the slitlets per mask '(30,.35) were placed on GC candidates, with the remaining slitlets 

placed on other objects of interest to fill up the mask. Each N&S mask was exposed using 

the B600_G5303 grism for 4'x 18aa~seconds at a central wavelength.o£.505 nm and 4x 11800 

seconds at a central waveiength of 51!01nm, yielding 4 hours of on-source integration per 

mask. Additionally the spectra were exposed through the g_G(i)325 andi,GG455_Ga329 

filters which restricted the wavelength' coverage to a well'-defined bandpass of "'4600-

sssaA. 'Fhis restriction.in wavelength coverage aliowed more freedom in the positioning 

of slitlets and hence in·choice·of targets, as spectra could now :be aligned in .the spatial di

m.ension without,overlapping. 'Fhe wavelength coverage of each spectrum was.stiU suf

ficient to cover most ~of the strong absorption lines found in optical spectra and includes 

the most· important lines· for such studi~, H[3, Mgb, ·Fe5270 and' Fe5335. Bias frames, flat 

fields and copper-argon (CuAr)· arc spectra were· observed throughout the observations 

as part of ;the standard Gemini baseline·calibra:tioi:\S; 

Th.e.reductionof the N&S~spectra was accomplished using the standard Gemini/GMOS 

packages ·in IRAF, a brief description of which shall' be· given here to help illustrate the 

benefits and problems. associated with using this technique for GCstudies. InN&S spec

troscopy the target is placed at one end of the slit, U is exposed as normal for a 1period 

of :tiine, the telescope is' then nodded to a sky position whilst,shuffling the charge on the 

ceo between science and t:tn.,illuminated storage regiOns. The image ·that results con

~ two spectra - one of the o'bject and one of the sky, 'both of which importantly were 

obtained on exactly the same pixelS after traversing identical optical .paths. Therefore 
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Figure 5.1: TopPanel: Example 20 GMOS Nod and Shuffle spectra. The red dashed 

lines indicate the region containing target flux, for the upper spectra, the blue dashed 

regions indicate the sky region for the upper spectrum. The second spectrum below 

appears almost as a mirror image of the first. Bottom Panel : The result of shifting the 

upper spectrum down and subtracting from the lower spectrum to remove the sky, two 

object spectra remain, one negative the other positive. 

when subtracting the sky spectrum from the object spectrum effects such as flat-fielding 

errors, fringing, and variation in the sky all cancel out. In the case of the data here, only 

a small offset was applied in the nodding procedure such that the object appears in both 

the science and the sky spectra, only at different ends of the slit. Figure 5.1 presents an 

example 20 N&S spectrum, where the target spectra can be seen at the top and bottom 

of the respective 2.5 arcsecond-long slits, in between lies the sky spectrum. To produce 

these spectra the standard reductions for Gemini/GMOS IRAF N&S tasks were used to 

provide bias subtraction, flat fielding, extraction of each spectra pair into separate exten

sions and then wavelength calibration. At this point it is possible to shift one spectrum 

up to overlap with the other, such that the sky region of one spectrum is over the tar

get spectrum of the other. Subtracting one spectrum from the other then produces a sky 

subtracted target spectrum pair, as seen in the bottom panel of Figure 5.1, where one 

spectrum is negative and the other positive. It is then a simple matter to trace and ex

tract each spectrum as normal and combine each exposure together (remembering to flip 

the negative spectra to positive ones) to produce the final10 spectrum. An example 10 

spectrum for one of the NGC 3923 GCs studied using this technique is shown in Figure 

5.2. 

In theory the use of the N&S method should have one major advantage over standard 
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Figure 5.2: Example lD GC spectrum with g' = 21.7 mag measured using the N&S 

method. The effect of using the filter combination to reduce the wavelength coverage 

can be seen by the sharp drop off beyond 5450A. The determined velocity of this GC is 

displayed, as well as the positions of various absorption lines after redshifting by this 

velocity. To the right is a 5x5 arcsecond g' image of the GC. 

MOS observations: the ability to pack more objects onto each mask. This is because the 

improved sky-subtraction accuracy means that shorter slitlets are required to determine 

equally good sky spectra, allowing more spectra to be packed onto each mask. In prac

tice however an added complication of the N&S method meant that no real benefit was 

gained from using it. The problem arises because of the very nature of the N&S method 

where charge is moved around the CCD, allowing both sky and target light to fall on 

the same regions (at different times) before being moved out of the way. In practice the 

shuffling procedure can have significant problems. In the case of the GMOS CCDs small 

regions exist which do not allow the charge to move through them efficiently. These 

"charge traps" cause trails of charge deficit as can be seen in Figure 5.3. The net effect 

of these charge traps is that they lead to artifacts which in the final extracted lD spectra 

are indistinguishable from absorption features. Several methods have been developed to 

deal with these traps (see for example Abraham et al. (2004)). However none is straight

forwardly applicable to the data available here as generally they require additional steps 

during the data observations, such as additional exposures which have been spatially 

dithered to avoid the same regions of the spectrum falling onto the same charge traps. 

Hence these charge traps make some regions of the GMOS CCD unusable in the present 

case, leading to the unfortunate loss of several spectra per mask. It is because of this 
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Figure 5.3: Examples of GMOS charge traps (white vertical streaks). 

problem and the additional complexity of N&S reduction that MOS observations for this 

type of study are to be preferred, at least for observations in the optical region. 

5.3.1 GC Velocity Determination 

The velocities of the GCs were determined using the same methods used to measure 

the velocities of the GCs studied using the MOS observations (Chapter 4). In short the 

FXCOR task in the RV package of IRAF was used. No radial velocity standard stars 

were observed, so therefore template spectra from the simple stellar population library 

of Vazdekis (1999) were used as templates. As described in Section 4.4.2 a further 6 stellar 

spectra from the Jones (1997) library were added to ensure adequate coverage of the 

low-metallicity region. Hence the template spectra spanned a range in metallicity from 

[Fe/H] < -1.5 to +0.2 and in age from 1-18 Gyr. The quoted velocity for each object is 

the 3-cr clipped mean of the velocities derived from the FXCOR fits to each template; the 

errors are estimated from the mean of the errors measured by FXCOR for those velocities 

not clipped. 

Objects with velocities in the range 1100-2500kms- 1 (Vga~±700 kms- 1) are assumed 

to be associated with NGC 3923. This is marginally different to that quoted in Chap

ter 4, where 1200-2400 kms-1 was used. However it makes essentially no difference as 

no new objects from the MOS observations would fall into this range. In total 61 N&S 

objects fall within this range. However there is considerable overlap between the MOS 

and N&S observations and of these 61 objects 45 prove to be new GCs. A total of 25 

objects were examined with both MOS and N&S (occasionally twice with N&S) allow

ing an examination of the robustness of the measured velocities and their errors. Figure 

5.4 displays the velocity measured using the N&S observations versus the velocity mea

sured using the MOS observations for 20 objects which were observed twice and which 

were of sufficient S/N to recover velocities from the lower-S/N N&S data. As can be 

seen, the agreement between the two measurements is exceptionally good, with no sign 
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of the velocities of 20 objects common to the MOS and Nod

and-Shuffle fields. Five of the objects in common were not of sufficient S/N to measure 

velocities in the shallower N &S observations. The solid black line is the one-to-one rela

tionship and the dashed blue line the error weighted linear least squares fit to the data. 

of any systematic variation between the two methods. This good agreement allows the 

simple weighted averaging of velocities measured using both techniques in the case of 

overlaps. In the few cases where N&S targets were observed on two separate N&S masks 

but no velocity was recovered, the spectra were coadded and then velocity measurement 

reattempted. However in no case were any additional velocities recovered. In total af

ter combination of repeat observations 74 secure velocities were arrived at. The spatial 

distribution of these 74 GCs can be seen in Figure 5.5. Table 7.6 provides the positions, 

photometry (measured from the g, rand i band pre-imaging) and velocities for the 74 

objects confirmed as NGC 3923 GCs. 

5.4. Results 

5.4.1 Kinematic Analysis 

Figure 5.6 shows a histogram of the velocities of a1174 confirmed GCs, and for the red (42 

GCs) and blue (32 GCs) sub-populations separately. The split between red and blue GCs 

was determined to be at g-i = 1.0 mag, which is the approximate location of the dip in 
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Figure 5.5: The position of kinematically confirmed GCs associated with NGC 3923. Red 

and blue circles indicate red and blue GC subpopulation members respectively. Red GCs 

have g-i > 1.0, and blue GCs have g-i < 1.0 mag. 
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the fuU g:-i colour histogram shown in Figure·4.8. As can be seen from the figure, unlike 

in the studies of NGC 4649 (Bridges et al., 2006) or NGC 3379 (Pierce et al., 2006a), the 

recessional velocity of NGC 3923 ("'1800 Icms-1}is sufficiently high that contamination 

from Milky Way stars can be ignored. Jnfact an examination of the velocities determined 

for all objects shows that no objects lie within 300 kms-1 of the lower cut off of llOO 

kms-1 required :for GC classification. Art examination of the environment around NGC 

3923 also· demonStrates that contamination ofthe sample by GCs associated with nearby 

neighbour galaxies is likely .to be negligible. 11herefore it is .assumed that .aU 74 objects 

with velocities between ll00iand'2500 kms-1 are GCs associated withNGC3923. 

Figure 5.7 displays histograms which highlight the distribution ·of azimuthal angle 

and galactocentric radius displayed by the· 74·GCs .. As would be expected the alignment 

of the positions of the mssks along, the major axis of NGC 3923 (See Figure 5.5) 'leads to 

a relative dearth of GCs located along the minor cUds ·of NGC 3923, especially towards 

the SE of the galaxy centre (located at around! 2110° on the Figure 5.7). The histogram 

of galactocentric distance demonstrates that velocities have been measured for ·GCs lo

cated, at large galactocentric radii, up to around 5-7 Re. :In the following analysis NGC 

3923 is assumed to have an effective radius of 53;4 arcseconds as reported 'by ~Fukazawa 

et al. (2006) and originally determined by Faber et al. (1989). The use·of this value which 

differs slightly from the value of 43.8 arcseconds quoted in' Chapter 4 allows consistency 

between the present study and: theX-ray:one,ofFukazawa et al. (2G06). The measurement 

of GC kiRematics at such large radiHs important as at.such distances the mass of the stel:.. 

lar component should be negligible, making the detection of any dark matter component 

much simpler than· attempts made jn the inner regions of :galaxies where the baryonic 

component dominates. 

5.4.2 'Rotation of the GC system· of NGC 3923 

Using the same approach as outlined in Section 4.5.1 the rotation of the GC system ·of 

NGC 3923 has been·examined1
• As in Section 4.5.1 a non-linear least sq~ares fit to the 

equation: 

V(O) = Vrotsin(O - Oo) + Vo 

was carried out, in this case for each of the three GC ·samples, tetal, red sub;population 
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Figure 5.6: Histogram of GC velocities, upper panel shows all74 GCs studied here, mid

dle panel shows the 42 velocities of the red GCs, the lower panel is for the 32 blue GCs. 
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Figure 5.7: Histograms of azimuthal angle and galactocentric radius for the 74 NGC 3923 

GCs. 
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Figure 5.8: Velocity versus azimuthal angle for all 74 NGC 3923 GCs. Blue circles are 

blue GCs, Red circles are red GCs. The black dashed line represents the best-fitting ro

tation curve for the full sample, the blue and red dashed lines are the best-fitting rota

tion curves for the red and blue sub-populations. The implied rotation amplitudes of 

37.6±45.6 kms-1 (red), 70.5±65.4 kms-1 (blue) and 51.2±36.7 kms- 1(total) all of which 

are not statistically significant. 

and blue sub-population. In practice the value of V0 was allowed to vary between sam

ples. However the overall effect of this was small, as the mean velocities of the three 

groups varied by less than 10 kms-1 . The GC mean velocity and systemic velocity of 

NGC 3923 differ by approximately 70 kms- 1. This means that using the GC mean veloc

ity instead of the systemic velocity could be masking some rotation. To assess whether 

or not this effect is significant, the rotation of the total sample was re-estimated using the 

mean GC velocity ±70 kms-1, in neither case was the result significantly changed. Figure 

5.8 shows the best fit rotation curves derived using this procedure, in all three cases no 

significant detection of rotation is made. 

The lack of rotation observed in the GC system is consistent with the similarly small 

amount of rotation found for the integrated light of NGC 3923, either found using veloc

ities determined from the observations in Section 4.5.1, or in longslit studies by Carter 

et al. (1998) and Koprolin & Zeilinger (2000). 
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5.4.3 Velocity Dispenion 

Figure 5.9 :presents the radial behaviour of the velocity dispersion of the GC system ·for 

the total ·(top)~ red subpopulation (middle) andl blue subpopulation samples respectively. 

In each case the velOcity dispersion was estimated using the lowess estimator (Gebhardt 

et al., 1994; Gebhardt & Fischer, 1995):, which estimates the velocity variance<at each point 

by fitting,a least squares linear fiUo ;the individual points ·in some,kemel: arotiRd the point 

in queStion. The relative importance of each point in the fit is weighted :by the inverse 

square·ofthe·distance between the point1beingfitted and' the others within ·the kernel. The 

velocity dispersion is simply estimated as ;the square·root,of the variance measured by the 

'lowess method. As a check of consiStency this method was~compared with the velOcity 

disper5ion estimations·ptoduced,by the maximum likelihood method; for any reasonable 

bin size (minimum nwnber:of GCs per bin> 15) the·maximum· likelihood method recov

ered velocity dispersions which did not differ significantly from those found using the 

:lowess method. 

Figure 5.9~demonstrates that :within the·errors the velocity dispersion profile of each 

sample is constant. Also· of interest is the fact that velocity dispersions measured for the 

integrated light of the galaxy ~lue squares) using the method outlined in Section 4 are 

also consistent with ·the same constant value. The implications of these two· results are 

best understood through .an examinatioR· of simple d.fll8mlca1 models of the NGC 3923 

system. 
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Figure 5.9: Velocity dispersion versus radius for NGC 3923 GCs. Top Panel : The circles 

are the GC velocities, the solid black line is the lowess estimator fit to the GC data, with 

the orange shaded region defining the 68% confidence bands of the fit. The orange region 

interior to (to the left of) the dashed black vertical line is the velocity dispersion for the 

inner regions of NGC 3923 as measured by Carteret al. (1998). The blue squares repre

sent the velocity dispersion measurements of the spheroid of NGC 3923 made using the 

method presented in Chapter 4. Middle and Bottom Panels : As in top panel, but for 

the red and blue GC subsamples respectively. 
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5~4.4 Dynamical Models 

There are two· approaches generaHy in use ,to measare the M/L profiles· of galaxies using 

di)'I\amical tracers such as globular clusters. 11he present state of the art is to use orbit

based models (e.g. Gebhardt et al. (2603); Thomas~et al. (2005b)), However at present.the 

small number of clusters and the lack of an accurate cluster namber density profile make 

this approach i,mpractical. Therefore the simpler isotropic modelling approach shall be 

used to provide a first:estimate:of the variation of M/L with radius in NGC 3923. 

'llie model applied here is· identical: to that implemented in Pierce et al. ~2006a)' for 

the NGC 3379 system. The model is non-parametric and assumes,isotropy as outlined in 

Gebhardt & Fischer ~1995). Additionally the model assumes .that.the potential is~spheri

cal, an approximation that shotild hold reaSonably trl:le due to the relatively low elliptic

ity of NGC 3923 and especially its GC system which-is also seen to be close to circularly 

distributed (F. Faifer private commtmication). The 'kinematic data• used is. a combination 

of.steliar kinematic data for the inner 40 arcsec from Carteret al. (1998) and the GC ve

locity dispersion estimates provided by the lowess smoothing described in Section 5.4.3. 

The other required input is an estimate of the distribution of the particles acting as dy

namical tracers. Ideally this consists of the surface brightness profile (for the regions with 

stellar kinematics): and: the GC namber density profile (for the ·regions· with kinematics 

determined from the GCs). In the ·Case of NGC 3923 accurate GC number density pro

files do not yet exist and .as such the steHiU' sul'{ace brightness ,prpfile must be used at 

all radii for both components. In :practice, ·although not-ideal, this approximation shouid1 

not prove to be of major coocem as in most galaxies •studied so far the distribution of 

the GCs (especially the red,GCs) matches the surface brightness profile of the gal~ ex

tremely well, see:for example Forbes et al. (2004) for'therexample ofNGC 4649 or Tamura 

et al. 1(20a6) for the case of M87 and NGC 4552. It should> however :be noted' tha:t should 

the distribution,ofiGCs ,prove to be significantly shallower than that of the surface bright

ness of the galaxy the implied M/L ratio will be changed. the surface 1brightness profile 

used here is a V band profile which was. kindly provided by David ;B. Fisher; as a check 

the R band profile ofJedrzejewski (11987)' was transformed! into the V band by matching 

in the overlap region, with no Significant differences between the profiles,observed .. 

The ,actual procedare used to. determine the model· is relatively· straightforward~ the 

observed surface !brightness profile and velocity disperSion profiles must first be depro

jected using.an Abel deprojectian ofthe form: 
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.l(r) = _.!_1R-.x _ffi_,~R_), dR 
1r ,. dR -v;::R;;;:2=_=r=w2 (5.1) 

.l(r)v;(r) = _ _! 1Rmax d,[I(R~u~(R):] dR 
7r r dR JR2- r2 

(5.2) 

where l(r), I(R), u~~R) .and vr(r) are the luminesity density, surface brightness pro-

file, projected velocity dispersien prefile and finally the deprojected surface brightness 

profile~ The deprojected profiles for surface brightness and' velocity dispersion can then 

be used with .the isOtr()pic nonretatingJeans·equation te determine the total mass profile 

.A(r) and total mass density p(r). The requiredJeans equatien has the form: 

~~·t ·) == _ rv~ ( d 1lnl d'lnv! ~' 
..n; "r G dlnr + dlnr ' 

1 d.A 
p(r)' = 47rr2 dr 

(5.3) 

There are several issues regarding the smoothing req:uired for these functions, which 

are discussed more fully in Gebhardt & Fischer (1995). With the output of Equation 5.4 it 

is a simple matter to detettniile the M/'L profile by·diViding the total mass density by the 

luminosity density calculated previously. 

In ·the upper panel of Figure 5.10 ·the selid black Une· displays the velocity dispersien 

prefile produced by cem.bining .the stellar data Within the inner 4a arcsec with the ·GC 

da:ta outside of 40 arcsec. The orange shaded regioru; ·represent the 1-u cenfidence bands 

in the measured velocity dispersion estimated by 100 Mente-Carlo resimulations ·ef the 

data. The red· and blue lines represent the measured velocity dispersions of the red and 

blue GC subpopulations respectively, the black dashed 'line: is the expected isatropic vf!-" 

locity dispersien profile predicted for a constant Mll!..v of 6.5 given the input surface 

brightness profile. This choi~e of M/Lv was made so that the expected isotropic veloc

ity dispersien profile weuld match .the observed one inside of l'Re where galaxies are 

thought tebe dominated by baryons as the effect of arty DM.hale shoul(l be negligible. 

The blue squares again represent the measured velocity dispersion of the galaxy as de

rived in Chapter 4 using the MOS extraction method. ·It is important to note that .these 

paints. are not involved· in the model fit in, any way, they are·merely illustrative of the fact 
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that the GCs and stellar components appear to have similar velocity dispersions. This 

figure demonStrates that at larger radii the GC velocity dispersion profile becomes in

creasingly more inconsistent with the simple isotropic constant-MIL modE;!l. 'The choice 

of subsample is also relatively inconsequential with all three subsamples inconsistent 

with the modell at their outermost points. 

The middle panel of Figure 5.10 uses the:information from the upper panelto produce 

·the,projected M/l!..v profile, the horizont;U dashed line represents the constant M/Lv=6.5 

model which fits the ·inner regions of NGC 3923 reasonably well. Again the ,choice of 

sample does not affect the conclusion that beyond 2-3Re the M/L ratio of NGC 3923 

begins to riSe, a result seen in several previous studies of the GC systems of early-type 

galaxies :Wierce et al.,.2606a; Bridges et al, 2006). As was found in the study of NGC 4649 

@Jridges et al., 2006) the M/L profile predicted by the GCs and the X-ray profile (black 

dot.,dash line) are in• good agreement, especially at 1larger radii. 'In this case the X-ray 

mass profile of Fukazawa et al. (2006) was divided by the V-band light profile used' here 

in ·order to·determine the X-ray M/Lv profile. 

'Ilhe two sets· of asterisks.on the plot,present:SSP predictions for the M/Lv ratio given 

the known SSP ages and metallicities of :the stellar population of the integrated 'light at 

these .two radii' (from· the data presented in Chapter·4 for the larger radii points, and' from 

Thomas et al, (2005a) for the inner measurements), The SSP models utilised were from 

Maraston (2005) for Salpeter IMF (blue a5terisks) and Kroupa IMF (green asterisks)~ The 

small disagreement between these SSP predictions· and the value of M/Lv ·observed, es

pecially in the inner regions is interesting. In part the disagreement in the inner regions 

is due to the fact that the SSP age fits are lUminosity weighted, and hence tend to, reflect 

.the youngest age component present. 'Therefore while the majority of the stellar pop

ulation present may in fact have an age and· metallicity (and hence M/,L) more similar 

to that seen at large· radii, the value measured :Ut the inner region is biased :by the pres.. 

ei\Ce of a younger component towards lower M1/1L. It is nevertheless interesting that :the 

M/Lv implied by both the SSP models and the X-ray profile agree and ·are considerably 

lower than tha:t required ,to fit the stellar :kinematics in the ·inner ·region. Perhaps this 

indicates that the dynamics of s~ withirl the inner regions are somewhat complicated, 

and/ or that the X-ray gas within the inner regionS is not currently in equilibrium. The 

fact that the stellar population at larger radii is predicted to have M/1!. ratios in better 

agreement with the,constant M/L required to fit the inner regions 'kinematics also lends 
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some support tha:tthe.correct choice of constant M/L was chosen. Because the change in 

predicted M/L from ,the inner regions to 3Re is ortly a factor of 2, this alSo demonstrates 

the impossibility ,of explaining the observed' increasing M/1L ratio determill.edl from the 

GC kinematics as being due to changes in stellar population alone. One fmther way in 

which the agreement between :the SSP models and the kinematical estimate ofM/L can 

be improved is to change the assumed: distance of NGC 3923. At present a distance of 

17.9 Mpc .for NGC 3923 is ,adopted. This distance is the one used: in the Fukazawa et al. 

~2006) X-ray analysis and hence simplifies comparison between the two studies. How

ever if a distance of 22.9 Mpc is used instead (this is the value found by Tonry et al. 

(2001) using: the SBF method~, the required mass .. to-Hght ratio to fit the, inner 1kinematics 

drops·to a value of 5 in the V band, much more consistent with the SSP estimates at large 

radii. Overallthis,change of distance does.nohffectthe conclusion thatdark matter must 

be present, it merely changes the assumed. constapt M/'L value displayed! by the :stellar 

population of NGC 3923. 

'5.5. Discussion 

An.examinatioo of the OC radial velocities has not detected any rotation in the NGC 

3923, GC system, a finding which is in agreement with studies of the kinematics of the 

in~grated Ught,ofNGC 3923 which also find Uttle or no ro.tation,(e.g. ,Carter:etal. '(1998); 

KQprofut & zellinger (2000), Chapter 4 of this thesis). 1hls lack of rotation in the GC 

systems of early-type galaxies is not uncommon, with little or no rotation having been 

obsei'Ved in the GC systems of NGC 4649:(Bridges,et al~., 2006), NGC 1399 (Richtler et.al., 

2004), NGC 3379 ~~Bergond et al., 2006) and NGC 4472 (COte et al., 2003). Some GC sys

tems however do <iisplay significant rotation, fo:r .example NGC 5128 twoodley et al., 

2007) and M87 (COte et al., 200iJ.). 'The cause of this variation maybe partly due to :pro

jection effects. Nevertheless'the,current observations do not fit comfortably with theoret

ical simulations of galaxy formation. These simulations tend to predict that significant 

amounts of angular momentum should be found in the outer regioils of galaxies, espe

cially in cases where the .galaxies formed in major merger events in the more recent past 

(i.e. z < 3) (Vltvitska et al., 2602). To·explain ,this ~greemenHt may be possible· to call 

on angttlar momentum transport to move the angular momentum ibeyond the radii to 

which current GC studies are presently sensitive; enly an extension of these ~studies to 
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Figure 5.10: Upper Panel : Velocity dispersion versus projected radius for NGC 3923 

GCs and (to the left of the vertical dashed line) stellar data. The solid black line is the GC 

data presented in Figure 5.9 with lu errors (orange shaded region). The solid red and blue 

lines show the equivalent data for the red and blue subpopulations (split at g-i = 1.0 mag). 

The dashed black line shows the expected velocity dispersion profile for a constant M/L 

model. Lower Panel : (M/L)v versus projected radius for NGC 3923 stars (interior to 

vertical dashed line), GCs (solid black, red and blue lines) and X-ray data (black dot-dash 

line, Fukazawa et al. (2006)). The asterisks represent SSP model predictions for the M/Lv 

for the stellar population given the age and metallicity measured for the population either 

in Chapter 4 (larger radii point) or by Thomas et al. (2005a) (small radii point). The SSP 

models come from Maraston (2005) for Salpeter IMF (blue asterisks) and Kroupa IMF 

(green asterisks). Circles at the bottom of the panel present the radial distance of all 74 

GCs split by colour. 
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even rl8J:'ger galactecentric ·radii wouM be able to determine if this ls indeed the case. T.l:rls 

would most likely prove impossible for aH :but the most massive galaxies with the rich

est GC ~ystems, as smaller galaxies simply would not have· enough GCs at large· radii to 

make such a measurement possible. In the specific case of NGC 3923 the observed lack 

of rotation in the GC system, and the implied 1lackofangular momentum aHarge radii is 

consistent with the picture developed in Chapter 4 that the formation of at least the shell 

structures of this galaxy couldr not :be due to a significant merger event. Such an event 

would be expected to create significant numbers·of young clusters with considerable ro

.tation at larger· radii, neither of which is observed in this·case. 

The simple spherical1 isotropic model of the dynamks of NGC 3923 presented here 

supports the suggestion that this galaxy inhabits a DM halo. The ·ob8erved M/Lv ;pro

file of NGC 3923· is found to be constant at a value of around fr-7 out to slightly beyond 

1~ (40-55 arcsec deptmding on the band'), beyond which it then begins to rise. sharply, 

reaching a value •of close to MlLv=20 a:t 5 rRe. The .observed M/Lv in the outer parts .is 

in goad agreement with that·determined from the X-ray observations· of ·Fukazawa· et al. 

(2006), adding this galaxy to the growing list in whiCh X..,ray and' GC estilnates of M/L 

both indicate the ·presence of significant quantities of DM. One caveat however ·is that 

without accurate GC number density profiles the derived values of the M/L profile are 

somewhat uncertain. The fact that the GC profiles determined for the inner regions of 

NGC 3923 from HST imaging· by :Sikkema et al. (2006) are significantly ·shallower than 

the gal~y surface brightness·profHe would indiCate that the measured M/'L may be sys

temati~ally,overestimated. As a. test of the level of ~this.effect :the ·input surface brightness 

profile was adjusted in the outer regions, where the kinematics from the GCs are used, 

such that the1surface1brightness profile matched the shaUowerrGC surface density profile 

seen by Sikkema et al. (2006). It was found that while the required DM in the inner re

gions was. reduced, and! the profilerbecame ·inconsistent with the X-ray ;profile, significant 

amounts~of DM were still required, but it was.onlyat larger radii that theDM became sig

nificant (3 arcmin versus "'larcmin:). Overall the~observed .flat velocity dispersion profile 

found for the Gc system of NGC 3923 makes it extremely difficult to produce a DM•free 

model1 which fits the data without invoking unusual density 1profiles aad/or orbits for 

the GCs. Further work, described below will help to determine if such orbital stn1ctures 

are preseRt in this galaxy. 

A brief comparison with the results of similar ·studies into the M/1L profiles of other 
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elliptical galaxies with GC kinematics measurements shows· that NGC 3923 is in no way 

unusual. Sinill.ar studies carried.out in:to the kinematics:ofNGC3379 (Pierce et.al., 20(i)6a) 

and NGC 4649 (Bridges et al., 2(i)()6) GC systems implled very similar M/L profiles in 

,these galaxies. It is possible .that the M/L ,profil~· of NGC 3923 is slightly less steep than 

those· observed in NGC 4649 and NGC 3379 but with the large uncertainties this is not 

conclusive. What can be stated for this small sample is that despite a Wide range of ab

solute magnitudes ·(MB= -Jt9.93 <NGC 3379), -20.46 (NGC 3923 assuming D=17.9Mpc) 

and -21.38 (NGC 3379)), environment (small group to· Vrrgo cluster) and globular clus

.ter ~pecific frequencies (SN= 1.1 (NGC 3379)i 4.1 (NGC 4649) and 5.6 (NGC 3923)) all 

three galaxies display robust evidence for a significant dark matter component. These 

·three galaxies can be combined· ·with the growing list of galaxies ·for· which studies of1GC 

dynamics indicate significant quantities of OM~ 'This result appears to be in contradic

tion ·with the conclusions found using other dynamical tracers such as .planetary .fiebuiae 

~Romartowsky ·et al., 20(i)3), with contradictory results found sometimes within the same 

galaxy for different tracers (see Pierce et al .. (2006a) for the example of NGC 3379). 

Future work with this dataset will add the accurate GC surface density profiles re

quired to more accurately constrain the M/L,profile of NGC 3923. 'This. extra information 

will dow moi'e:complica:ted· models to be implemented, in.particular·orbit-!based models 

whichwill.allow an examination of the·degree·of isotropy found ·in the orbits of the NGC 

3923 GCs. Of particular interest will be an investigation of the similarities and differ• 

ences of the orbital ·structtn'e of the red and blue.sub,populations. Most galaxies appear 

to have .GC systems which are essentially isotropic but others exist where one or ·more 

sub-populations car:t be tangentially·biased at some radii (CO~ et.al., 2003; Richtler et al., 

2004). Differences· in the orbital structure of GC subpopulations can provide powerful 

clues on the· formation histories of the GC populations and hence the host galaxies. In 

the case of NGC 3923 the observed differences in velocity dispersion profiles between 

red and blue sub-populations afready hint at differences in .their kinematics .and orbital 

parameters. Only more comprehensive modelling and an increase in sample siZe will 

confirm if this is indeed the case. 
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5.6. Cendusions 

This Chapter has presented Gemini/GMOS spectra. of 74 GCs associated with NGC 

3923 measured using MOS and N&S techniques. Their radial velocities have been com

bined with stellar kinematics and used .to censtrain the DM content of the galaxy .. The 

main conclusions are: 

1. The1GCvelacity dispersion profile <for 'the full1sampleiis,constant With radius; within 

the errors the red: and blue subpopulations are also consistent with the same value 

ot around 2ee kms-1• 

2. The velocity dispersion. of the ·integrated light of NGC 3923 at laJ,"ge radii is also 

consistent with the same. velocity dispersien prefile. 

3. 'There is no significant ev:idence for rotation. in.any of the GC sub~ples studied 

here. 

4!. A·simple spherical isotropic·model strengly:suppons the presence of a massive :OM 

halo in NGC 3923 .. The implied M/L profile~determined from this analysis is also in 

ex~ellent agreement with that found through the study of the X-ray emission from 

the hot gas !halo surrounding the galaxy by Fukazawa etal. (2006)• 



Chapter6 

This thesis has .presented a series of-spectroscopic observ.ations.of the stellar populations 

and kinematics of SO galaxies.and the GC system:of the shell elliptical ~galaxy NGC 3923. 

The m$ purpose of these observations is to draw inferences about the formation and 

evolution processes of these early-t}'tpe galaxies. 

The main conclusions of this thesis are listed in .the following sections along with 

prospects for future work. 

6.1. so Galmes 

Chapters 2 and 3 presented .investigations of the kinematics and.stelliu' populations of SO 

galaxies. The· main conclusions of .these chapters were: 

• The, edge-on SO galaxy NGC 3'11!5 :has a significant stellar disc, component, which is 

both kinematically and chemically distinct from the spheroidal component of this 

galaxy. 'Fhe disc is younger '("'5-8 vs 10-~1 Gyr), displays a shallower metallicity 

gradient and a 1lowervalue of [a/Fe] than the spheroid ofNGC 3U5. 

• The age, metallicity and [a/Fe] of the spheroid of NGC 3115 ·at larger radii ·is· en

tirely consistent with ·that displayed by the red GC sub-population, strongly hinting 

at a common origin .for the two·components. 

• The GC system ofNGC3l!15 is observed! to rotatEdn the·same•sense as1both· the disc 

and spheroidal components of NGC 3115. 

• In the enlarged study of '18 nearby edg~n S01 galaxies (including NGC 3115) all 

18 galaxies ~arly displayed reglllar disc-like kinematics. 'Fhe lack ·Of any large-

176 
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scale counter rotation in the discs is evidence against the;formatibn of these galaxies 

through majar merger events. 

• in.all but twa cases (NGC 3115 and NGC 3585) simple two cam,ponent bulge+disc 

modelS pravide acceptable fits to 2MASS NIR imaging of the galaxies. In the in

teresting cases of NGC 3115 and NGC 3585 an additional large-scale spheroidal 

camponent is required to,fit the data. This additlanal component is perhaps 'indica

tive of a different formatian 'lrlstary for these twa galaxies; the 'kinematics af NGC 

3585 in particular imply that this gataxy is composed of a rotating ;disc companent 

embedaed within a nonrotating elliptical a5 suggeSted by Scorza & Bender (1995) 

and Fisher ·(1997), this could be· evidence of a merger origin for this galaxy. 

• 72% of the 50· sample display same level of ·ionised gas emission. nus emission is 

often· kinematically camplex.and nat,simply due to·ratation in the plane ofthe disc. 

In same cases this gas can be tied ta material stripped from nearby cmnpanions, 

such as.in,,the case of NGC 1S96 and its companion NGC 16a2 and perhaps in the 

case.af NGC 7332.and its·companionNGC 7.339. 'Fhis fraction (72%) is close ta that 

seen in previous studies of So-emission line gas in$& such as ,the SAURON· prOject 

(Sarzi et al'., 2006) which faund 83% af their 24 ·sos displayed iartised ga5·emission• 

• The stellar populations of the S(:l sample 'broadly speaking exhibit one of two be

haviours. In· the first class, which is similar to that described for NGC 3115; the 

bulge is an old classical type bUlge; with a strongly negative metallicity gradient. 

In this case the majar and minor axes (disc-and-bulge dominated respectively) dis

play ver.y different stellar popul~tions, With the major axfs,dfsplaying a much shal

lawer metallicity gradient and yaunger age. In the second class which appears to be 

the result of a younger pseudobulge camponent, the majar and minor axes display 

broadly similar stellar populations. 

• The :frequency of disturbed ionised ,gas emission would~ seem to fit broadly inta 

a hierarchical cosmological {rameworl< with the gas generally being the result of 

strippipg ·from com,panions ,or the ·result of the· disruption of smaller companions 

as is currently seen in the ongoing tidal disruption of Milky Way (MW) satellites,by 

the MW itself. 

• The SO TFR relation of this sample of !1!8 SOs, plus an additional 5 Fomax cluster 
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sas from .the .sample· of Bedregal et al. (2006a,b ), is found to be offset from that of 

the ~piral TFR by D.Ms=1.92 ±0.1!5 mag when assuming the spiral TFR slope·from 

Tully & :Pierce (2000). The• scatter in the TFR forS01galaxies is found to.be,0.86 ±0.13 

mag, of which the major,component (0.7 mag) is found .to be intrinsic and not due 

to observational errors. These conclusions.are in excellent agreement with those of 

Bedregal et.al. (2006a~. 

• The magnitude· of the offset from the spiral TFR for individual· 50s is found to 

strongly correlate with both· disc and central (btilge)· age, in the sense expected, 

and with approximately the right magnitude, if SOs represent a population. of nor

mal spirals which ceased forming stars at some time in the· past artd have since 

passively evolved to the preserit. 

TaKen together these obsetvatiorts·strongly support the theory that SO galaxies are the 

descendants of normal spiral galaxies in which .star formation ceased at some point in 

the past. The magnitud~ of the scatter of ,the SO TER, iUld the wide variation in the SSP 

ages of the SO dis(:s, indicates that this conversion of spirals to SOs has been ongoing for 

a ·significant amount of time, a conclusion which is in agreement with the observation 

that there was:an increase in the cluster sa fraction. since at least z=l ~Dressler et:al., 1997; 

Smith et al., .2005; Postmart et al., 2005). In the preliminary analysis presented here no 

obvious· ;trends in galaxy •structural ,properties or stellar 1popl:ilation.s with en.vil'onment 

are apparent. This is somewhat unexpected given the observation ·that the fraction of 

·early-types (and 1hen.ce SOs)·:is observed· to be relatively constcmt in field environments 

since z=1, while the fraction,of 50s in groups.and clusters is observed to increase (Smith 

et al., 2005). However, given the fact that the complete bulge-to-disc spectre8copic de

composition. has not yet been completed, andl given the small sample size, it iS perhaps 

not surprising that no unambiguous signal of enviro111I\ental dependence is .detected. 

The observation.· of a strong correspondence between the stellar populations of the 

red GC ·suh-<population arid that of the spheroid of NGC 3115 iS also particularly striking. 

It has long been' known :that the distribution of red sub-population GCs more <Closely 

matches the diffuse stellar content of E1'Gs than does the blue GC sub-pqpulation. The 

observed correspondence between the stellar populations of the· red GCs and that of the 

integrated light of NGC 3115 at large radii only serves to strengthen the belief that the 

GC ,popl:ilations of .galaxies.are closely related ,to the ,spheroids of .galaxies. 
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6.1.1. Future Work 

With the extremely rich data-set in hand ~plus additional SOs. currently being observed) 

several extensions of the work presented here are of immediate interest, both in the·com

parison of the GCs aRdl the stellar populations of SOs, and in the study ·of the formation 

of se galaxies. 

11he deep i-band imaging could be combined with the spectroscopic observations of 

both axes te allow a full spectroscopic bulge-to-disc decompositiom This procedure is 

of particular importance in cases such as NGC 3115 and NGC 3585 where a significant 

spheroidal halo biases estimates of the disc parameters. 'FlUs procedure will allow much 

more accurate estimations ofstellar population parameters and their gradients within ih• 

dividual structures such asdiscs,;b1.1lges,or halos. Such data will· do much to constrain the 

formation processes responsible for building, up .these structures, and also the processes 

responsible for spiral to:SO'transformation. 

With the complete data set and more accurate·estima:tes of the ages, metallicities and 

a-element abUI\dances of the stellar structures of .galaxies it will be possible to probe 

more deeply for any environmental dependence of either galaxy properties or of mecha

nisms for spirali to'S01transformation.The increased,sample size. combined :~Vith additiona:li 

lower-lUminosity ses will allow an ·attempt to determine both the slope and zeropoint 

of the SO TFR Comparison of these values, determined: in several ];)ands (including the 

2MASS NIR bands) Will do· much to determine the universality of the TFR •slope. Any 

differences in observed slope for spiral and SO 'WRs would be of particular interest in 

constraining formation• scenarios. 

The correspondence between the kinematics· and stellar populations of the;spheroids 

of NGC J.f380, NGC 3U5 and NGC 3585 with their GC populations should also be ex

amined. Spectroscopic observations of the GC system ofNGC 1380, NGC 31:15 and NGC 

3585,have!been publishediby Puiia et a:I. (2064,.2005), with additional GC;spectroscopy of 

NGC 3115 GCs having been obtained' recently ·by our group. By expanding the number 

of galaxies which have high S/N spectroscopic observations ofibofh .the integrated 'light 

and the·GC population n will be possible to determine how common the cloSe correspon

deRcefound for NGC 3115actually Is~ In the caseof NGC 31.15 a significant library of 

GC spectroscopy now exists, so that more advanced analyses can be attempted which· 

construct the observed' ·spheroidal .stellar popuiation from the GC stellar .populations -

proving whether or not GCs,really are. the building !blocks of galaxy spheroids~ 
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6.2. 'Elifiptical Galaxies 

Chapters 4 and 5 presented observations of the isolated luntinous elliptical NGC 3923. In 

the following section the observed ,properties from this study are cambined with others 

from the literature ta examin:e the constraiRts on formation models for elliptical galaxies. 

• The GC system of the shell ~elliptical1 NGC 3923 is found to display old ages ~>]0 

Gyr.), metallicities in the range [Z/H] = -1.8 to +.0~35 .and a approximately con

stant [a/Fe] of 0.3. The data displays no evidence· for a significant intermediate 

age population of GCs,.and the GC sub-populations are coeval within the errors. 

The red GC' sub-population :is found to have ages, metallidties .and a-element en

hancements consistent with those of the integrated Ught of ,the 'galaxy beyond 2Re. 

• These findings are consistent with other ~observations which demonstrate that the 

formation of ETGs is:essentially completed at redshifts,greater ,than 2. The fact that 

observations of the inner region of!NGC 3923,suggest a younger age:~enicol6 et a1, 

2005; Thomas et at, 2005a) is perhaps' indicative.of a minor merger event which led 

to gas accretion and star formation :in the inner regipns of this g~ This ~event 

m.ay1be related to the event which caused th.e·formation of thershell system of NGC 

3923. Only higher-SIN longslit observations of the .galaxy will' allow this theory :to 

be examined:. 

• The observed strong correspondence between GC and: spheroid stellar praperties 

in this elliptical galaxy is further rproof .af :the close connedi~ between spheroid 

and GC formation. 

• An examination of the kinematics of the GC system.of NGC 3923 shows no statisti

cally signifiomt evidence of any rotation :in either sub-pQpulation, a finding:in' line 

with the Iackofsignificant rotation found in the integrated light:af NGC 3923. 

• TherGC system and integrated 'light of NGC 3923 display consistent velocity disper

sion profiles which are~ observed to· remain constant with radius. The implementa

tion of a simple spherical isotropic dynamical model demonstrates that significant 

amounts of Dark Matter are req~: ,to explain the observed constant velacity dis

persions. The M/L 1profile produced is consistent with that determined from X-:-ray 

emission due to the hot halo gas,surrounding NGC 3923. 
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These observ:ations of the NGC 3923 GC system are in good .agreement with the ex

pectations of our cunent understanding of EtG formation. The stellar population of the 

GC system and the bulk of NGC 3923 at large radii is consistent with a formation event 

at ear.ly times (z>2~. 'The observed high a-element enhancements of both the GCs and 

diffuse light also ·irldicate that the formation event was fairly rapid. The complicating 

,factor of the younger implied ages for the inner region of NGC 3923 can potentially be 

explained by the addition ofa,small: frosting of younger stars formed in the inner regiOI\S 

after the hierarchical accretion of a smaU gas-rich companion. The observed M/'L ratio 

determined: ·from the·GC kinematics is.consistent with that foundJor several· other ETGs 

using the same method and .is,strong ev-idence forthe,e)$tence ofa.massiveDark Matter 

halo in this galaxy. 

6.2.1 Future Work 

Work still' te be carried out with this data involves the comparison of the GC system 

of this galaxy with those of other ETGs and the improved dynamical modelling of the 

galaxy, its:GC system and Dark.Ma:tter halo. 

Our group has now compiled a· reasonably largf:! number (> 100) of J:rlgh-S{N GC 

spectra from a sample of 5 EFGs. Exantincltien of the correlations between age, metal

licity and [ a{Fe] of this sample could potentially ill aminate the ·ear-ly periods of .galaxy 

formation. 

The teclmique used to examine in~grated light spectra at 1large radii at the, same time 

as studying GC spectra. coulC:I be used; in several more galaxies~ ThiS method has the 

ability to study the integrated properties of galaxies to 4-5 Re at the same time'as carrying 

out in depth studies .of the kinematics and stellar p<>pulations .of GCs. the ability to 

compare the properties of GCs and integrated light at the same proj~ed radii for the 

first time is potentially extremely useful in the study of the relationship !between GCs 

and spheroidal components~ 

The NGC 3923 GCkinematics will be combined with improved GC density profiles to 

more accurately model the galaxy .potential. ·Making use of either the X-ray mass profile, 

or.ene implied by the integrated light velocity dispersion profile to determine :the .galaxy 

potential, it will be possible to run more complex axisymmetric orbit-based models to 

place censtraiilts.on the GC orbital structure. 

In recent years advances in instrumentation and: the theeretical understanding ofcosmol-
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ogy have made possible,great strides in the understanding,of:the formation and evolution 

of early-type:galaxies, however the full.picture remains incomplete. At,present many im

portant questions remaiR to be answered, such :as determining the relativ~ importance of 

various feedback.rnechcmisms on the galaxy formation process, or in measuring the .fre

quency and importance of mergers at more· recent times. It is in answeriRg such questions 

using techniques such as those utilised here that much room for significant advances in 

extragalactic astronomy are to be found. 
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Chapter7 

Appendix 

7.1. Galaxy Kinematics 

This section presents the measured absorption line kinematics for each of the sam

ple galaxies, with comments on ·interesting features present in c;!ach galaxy given in the 

following section. 

Notes On Individual Galaxies 

NG.C 148 : No previously .published kinematics fot this galaxy exist :irl the literature. 

The· major aXis rotati'on curve displayed in 1Figure 7.1 rises steeply out 5 arcsec before 

dipping slightly between 5 and 12 arcsec, the rotational velocity then :begins ~to increase 

again before reaching a (relatively) constant plateau. Several interesting features of the 

rotation curve are immediately apparent, the first is that the observed d,ip in rotational 

velocity between 5 and 12 :arcseconds.is precisely the same point at which the lumiRosity 

along the major axis is observed :to drop. The rotation velOcity again begins to rise again 

at the same radius as 'llobes" in the 'light profile appear. The behaviour of the ha term 

of the LOSVD as expected also displays similar behaviour in the .same region. At larger 

radii (most dearly seen to the left of the galaxy centre), there is a noticeable bump in 

rotational· velocity which 1begins· to decrease again .just as the luminosity provided by the 

"lobe" begins to drop. It appears that the "lobe" region i$ kinematicaly distinct fro:tn t:he 

material on either side and may in fact be the resUlt of observing spiral arms edge on 

with the line of sight extending along :their length• 
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NGC 1023: As previously discussed irt Section 3.4.1 the kinematics of NGC 1023 de

termined here are con8istent within the errors with previously published values from. 

Emsellem et al. (2004), Simien 8t Prugniel (1997b) and generally with Debattista et al. 

(2002). In particular the observed ha anti-correlation with velocity within a few arcsec is 

in excellent agreement (when disregarding a sinall zero point·offset) with' the findings of 

Elnsellem,et.al. (2004'). This behaviour appears.consistent with the presence of a nuclear 

stellar disk, the existence of which has been hinted at by ·several other studies· including 

Sil' chenko· (1999,) and Bower et al. ·(2001Ji). 

NGC 1380 : In common with NGC 148 the unsharp masked image of this galaxy dis

plays ·lobes on either side of the galaxy nucleus, ·these lobes are again preswnably the 

result ofspiral arms being observed e4ge·on. Unlike the case in NGC 148 however these 

features donot.appear to have any significantinfluence·onthe kinematicsmeas.ured here. 

The rotation curve·of this galaxy is fairly regular, reaching. an· apparent ,plateau at around 

70 arcsec, both the rotation curve and velocity dispersion profile are in excellent agree

ment with those ofD~Onofrio ·et al. (1995). Unfortunately the data presented here qoes 

not extend far enough to examirte the higher order tOSVD temtS in the regions where 

the lobes are visible. Fortunately Bedregal et al. (2006b) ,present data whicl\ does extend 

to sufficient radii, they find that the h3 profile is observed to .plateau exactly as the lobes 

appear and .that ·interestingly 14 is observed to peak in the vicinity of the lobe structures. 

ES0358G006 : This small' Pemax cluster galaxy is an .almost edge on disc galaxy, with· 

a compact nucleus visible both in the imaging presented here and ACS Fornax Cluster 

Survey (Jordan et.al., 2007) observations. 11he rotation·curve measured here is relatively 

smooth, albeit with increased errors due to .the ina,bility to measure u, ha and ·hi due to u 

b~ing below the' measurement threshold at all radii. The kinematics foHhis galaxy have 

also been measured by Bedregal et al. (2006b), who find that the velocity dispersion. drops 

slightly in ·the nucleus, andi observe some evidence for peaks in .the 'hi profile coincident 

with the observed peaks in the·disc light seen· around 15 arcsec from the galaxy. 

NGC l527 : The unsharp mask image of this galaxy displays .the eXistence of several 

com:ponents,.most noticeably'lobe strucfures:and' streams appearing to be associated with 

the lobes. The kinematics displayed in Figure 7.4 are very regular, with the commonly 

observed anticorrelation between velocity and ha visible in the inner regions, a feature 

likely to· be associated with the slight change in rotation curve 1behaviour aroUnd '5-10 
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arcsec. 

NGC 1'596 : The imaging of this galaxy shows an edge on disc with a significant central 

:bulge. The rotation curve again displays a rapid1 rise within the inner few arcsec, before 

undergoing a temporary dip silnilar to that seen in NGC 148, the observed ha profile 

also displays a marl<ec:i anti-correlation with velocity in the same regions. 'llie kinematics 

far measured for the major axis here match those presented in Chung & Bureau ~2004) 

:reasonably well. However the velocity dispersion measured for the minor axis peaks at 

a coRSiderably higher value (260 kms-1 vs. 160 ·kms-1) than the major axis. The reilS()n 

for this is not entirely clear, though a difference in mean. seeing between the.observations 

of the· major axis and those of the minor axis appears partly to· blame. 

NGC 3098 : A very similar example to NGC iJI596, both in terms of the regular edge ·on 

disc, and the observation of a measured offset in central u between the major and minor 

epees. The u is too low to allow :the measurement of the higher order LOSVD tenns at 

essentially .any radius. 

NGC 3115 : The kinematics of this galaxy are discussed ·in,detail in Chapter 2.4 . 

NGC 3301 : The imaging, this galaxy disp~ys evidence for a disc component and! a 

prominent ;peanut bulge. The rotatioR curve of this galaxy is very similar to those of 

NGC 11!596 and NGC 3098, in thaHt rises rapidly in the inner ·regiQn, before·drQpping off 

slightly, before ·rising again ,to reach a plateau at huger radii. The velocity dispersion of 

·this. galaxy is.so low that 'higher order ha and h4 terms·are unmeasureable. 

NGC 3585 : The 1ldnematics of this galaxy ate .particularly :fascinating, with clear evi

dence that the fast rotating .disc component seen in the unsharp image is embedded in 

a larger non ·rotating spheroidal component. Previous observations by Scorza & Ben

der(1995) and Fisher (1997) demonstrated the existence of the turnover in the rotation 

curve and hinted' at the.observed u drops·ofi the major axes. However the·observationa 

presented here are the first to· conclusively demonstrate that as the disc component dis

appears the rotation curve drops to zero. The major axis.u drops can also be understood 

as resulting from the fact that the disc component: dominates .the luminosity in these :re

gions, hence dominating ·the measured kinematics. 'Fhe higher order 1LOSVD terms are 

particularly extreme, reaching valu~ dbse to: d::6.31 yet further evidence for the decou

pled ldnemati.cs,of the two com.ponents ,present. 
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NGC 41!79 : Another example of the NGC 1596/NGC 3098· class, with a ·strong edge

on· disc component and central bulge. The kinematics are likewise similar to NGC 1596, 

although without the prominent inflection paints visble in the rotation curve of NGC 

1596. 

NGC 4281 : 'Ilhis galaxy does not display any obvious.spiral.features found prominently 

in other galaxies in this ·sample; similarly disc structure· ·is not obvious iR the unsharp 

m:ask image, perhaps indicating that !this galaxy is viewed slightly above the disc, which 

is relatively smooth. NGC 4281 does however appear ~to con~in a compact central light 

conceJ;ltration. The major axis kinematics of ,tfris galaxy are fairly regular, with a quickly 

rismg rotation curve which reaches a maxirri.um velocity within 10 arcsec and then ·dis

plays some evidence for a drop off1beyond 40 arcsec. The velocity dispersion is centrally 

peaked at a relatively high value of 280 kms:-1 wmch is ~presumably due to the observed 

nucleC)I' light concentration. The rotation velocity iS as usllal anti-correlated with ha, .the 

strength of the ha feature and the relatively high value of u seen at larger radii, may in

dicate that this galaxy is somewhat like NGc 3585, with a rotating disc surrounded by a 

none.rotating spheroid. 

NGC 4762:: This large edge-on galaxy displays regular disc dominated' structure be

tween 110 and 100 atesec, beyond which the disc ap,pears to flare and1 warp .. 'Fhe kinemat

ics meaSured here are in·excellent agreement with those published by Fisher (1!997) apart 

from the measured 'h4, where some disagreement between the·values presented here and 

tl}QS(H>f FiSher (1!997) is ap,parent. 

NGC 5854 : The kinematics of this almost edge-on ,galaxy are ·in excellent agreement 

with those published Simien & Prugniel U997a~, due tothelow value·ofu found through

out it is· im,possible to determine values for ha and h4' for this galaxy. 

NGC 5864 : The image of :this. galaxy displays dear evidence for spiral·,structure with 

some Warping. The rotation curve is regular and well matched to .the measurements 

made ·by Simien & Prugniel '(1997a); the >observations presented here extend far enough 

to reach the ·region where the rotation curved' flattens; There is .a systematic discrepancy 

of around. 25 ·kms-1
! between the measurement of velocity dispersion determined here 

ari.d that of Simien & Prugniel (1997a)~ 

NGC 6725 : This galaxy d~plays clear ·spiral structure :with the viewing angle being 

somewhat above the 1plain of the diS<:. the rotation curve is regular, ;though .displays a 

prominent step feature between N2 to 8 arcsec. The cemplicated,shape of the ,ha profile is 
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anethef<indication of the complicated kinematics of the inner regien ef this galaxy, which 

are presumably due to the presence of a bar. 

NGC 7041 : This galaxy appears to display a f~ly significant .spheroidal component, 

within which is the ·edge-on disc. The very obvious anti-correlation between rotation 

velocity and ha on the major axis may be an indication.of this two compenent situation, 

similar·terthatseen in the·case ofiNGC 3585, The rotation curve itselfisextremelysmooth 

and featureless, the ·data does not extend to large enough ·radii to begin to probe .the 

region where the disc fades. 

NGC7S32 : The kinematics .ef this edge-on and slightly warped galaxy are discussed 

fully inSection.3.4.1. 
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Figure 7.1: Measured kinematic parameters for NGC 148. In this case the major axis 

velocity dispersion displayed is that measured from the S/N=lOO data due to problems 

with the S/N=30 data (visible as drops in the measured velocity to the right of the galaxy 

centre. 
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Figure 7.2: As in Figure 3.10 but for NGC 1380, blue diamonds in this case are from 

D'Onofrio et al. (1995). 
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Figure 7.3: Measured kinematic parameters for ES0358-G006. In this case the velocity 
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Figure 7.10: Measured kinematic parameters for NGC 4281. Rotation velocity was mea

sured from S/N=30 data, u, h3 and h4 from S/N=lOO spectra. 
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Figure 7.13: Measured kinematic parameters for NGC 5864. Rotation and u were mea

sured from S/N=30 data, h3 and h4 from S/N=lOO spectra. Red diamonds are the mea

surements of Simien & Prugniel (1997a). 
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Figure 7.14: Measured kinematic parameters for NGC 6725. All values measured from 

S/N=lOO data. 
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Figure 7.15: Measured kinematic parameters for NGC 7041. All values measured from 

S/N=lOO data. 
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7.2. Sersic +Exponential Models 

This section presents the 5ersic + Exponential disc models produced by GALFIT as 

part of Section 3.4.2. Each panel presents the input 2MASS J band image, the best fit 

GALFIT sersic + Exponential disc model (5ersic + 5ersic + Exponential disc in the case 

of NGC 3115 and NGC 3585) and the residuals when the model is subtracted from the 

input image. The middle panel of each group of three also displays the fitted field of 

view, ranging from 86"x86" in the case of ES0358-G006 to 531"x531" in the case of NGC 

1023. 

Figure 7.16: Left Panel : 2MASS J band images of 3 SO galaxies. Central Panel : Best fit 

GALFIT 5ersic + Exponential disc model. Field of view of the fitting region is indicated. 

Right Panel : Residuals remaining after subtracting the model frotn the input image. 
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141"x141" 

Figure 7.17: Left Panel : 2MASS J band images of 3 SO galaxies. Central Panel : Best fit 

GALFIT ~rsic + Exponential disc model. Field of view of the fitting region is indicated. 

Right Panel : Residuals remaining after subtracting the model from the input image. 
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Figure 7.18: Left Panel : 2MASS J band images of 3 SO galaxies. Central Panel: Best fit 

GALFIT 5ersic + Exponential disc model. Field of view of the fitting region is indicated. 

Right Panel : Residuals remaining after subtracting the model from the input image. 
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401"x401" 

Figure 7.19: Left Panel : 2MASS J band images of 3 SO galaxies, Central Panel : Best fit 

GALFIT 5ersic + Exponential disc model. Field of view of the fitting region is indicated. 

Right Panel : Residuals remaining after subtracting the model from the input image. 
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Figure 7.20: Left Panel : 2MASS J band images of 3 SO galaxies. Central Panel : Best fit 

GALFIT 5ersic + Exponential disc model. Field of view of the fitting region is indicated. 

Right Panel : Residuals remaining after subtracting the model from the input image. 
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Figure 7.21: Left Panel : 2MASS J band images of 3 SO galaxies. Central Panel : Best fit 

GALFIT ~rsic + Exponential disc model. Field of view of the fitting region is indicated. 

Right Panel : Residuals remaining after subtracting the model from the input image. 
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7.3. NG'C 3923 GC Properties 

this section provides tables of the properties of GCs studied· in Gh~pter 4. 



Table 7.1: Measil.ted. parameters for spectroscopically examined objects, 'both confirmed GCs around. NGC 3923 as well as fore and back

ground contalilinants. In addition we provide the binned CC data and the measured indices for the spheroid of NGC ;3923. For the. GCs: ID 

(an.d nup:\be:r ofol?j~ per })in for the binned da~ in pCll"ellthese8), coordinates, g magnitude, g~r and g="i colours ate from our GMOS imaging 

and .ate ihsttuinental magititudes based. on the stail.dard Gemini/ GMOS zeropoints. Heliocentric velocities are from the spectra presented in 

this work, as are the measured line ~trength indi<:~· For the binned OC da@ the mecm g-i cololU'S of the binned data is provided, as is the 

error weighted meCUlline sqengt"h indices for each bin, the. errors for the line strengths are the lo- seatter in the individual line strengths in 

each bin. For the spheroid data the line strengths are provided as well as errors determined from a combination of the statistical uncertainty 

on the spectrum as well as the uncertainty in the vel~ty determination. Data are p~ntec:i here oi\ly for th.e mcY.P. in<Uces; the complete 

table of :measured indices is available oft request. 

ID R.A. Dec. g' g'-r' g''-i~ v H,8 Mgb Fe527o Fe5335 

(J2000) q2000) (~g) (~g) {~g)- ~/s) (A) <A> <A> <A> 
--

228 11:50:49.2 -28:46:58.0 22.92 0.57 0.79 1587±66 3.86±0.29 0.68±0.31 1.76±0.34 0.51:±0.40 

253 11:50:50.1 -28:50:19.0 23.08 0;64 0,82 2203±74 1.98±0.32 1.64:±0.35 0.23±0.39 0.84±0.42 

197 11:50:49.7 -28:48:55.5 .22.75 0:77 1.08 1727±29 1.87±0.25 3.87±0~25 2.17±0.27 1.56±0.30 

279 11:50:51.3 -28:50-.38.1 23.10 0.83 1.20 1807±41 1.40±0.32 4.00±0.3:3 2.77±0.35 ~.03±0.36 

112 11:50:52.0 -28:48:32.2 22.27 0.71 0;97 1763±26 2.26±0;18 2.59±0.19 1.80:1:().21 L57#)_z3 

394 U:50:50.7 -28:4,6:47.9 ~-48 0.58 0.84 1851~9 1.71±0·47 0.79±0.49 1.95±o.52 0.55±0.61 

106 ll:50:53.6 ~28:46:07.1 2213 0.69 0.99 1133±26 1.96±0;16 1.96±<U7 1.36±0.18 L50±0.21 

64 11:5o-.54.1 -28:48:15.8 21.75 0.68 0.93 1770±27 2.05±0.13 1.50±0.13 1.27±0.15 1.17±0.17 

86 11:50:56.3 -28:45:59.3 22.02 0.70 1.02 1784±22 2.13±0.15 2.47±0.15 1.57±0.17 2.00±0.18 

311 . 11:50-.57.7 -28:46:42.1 23.19 0.70 0.98 1666±43 2.16±0;35 2.25±0.39 1.68±0.40 .2.80±0.44 

333 11:50:58.3 -28:50-.51.0 23.25 0.82 1.15 1925±55 2.78±0.40 3.97:hQ.42 3.10±0.44 2.90:1:0.~ 

247 11:50:57.3 -28:!5():13.5 23.01 0.66 0~6 18~±~ ~±0-31 2.0~.33 1.57::W.36 0.99#).43 

99 lJ;SO:ss.o -~:48:00.3 22.lZ Qi7:; 1.07 1~ 1.42±0,17 491::1:0.18 2.17±0.19 2.36±0.20 

~ 
it .. 
:--1 

1:3 
l .... 
)<· 

I~ 



Table 7.2: Table 7.1 continued. 
l 
If 

ID R.A. Dec. g' g'-r' g' ., v H,8 Mgb Fe5270 Fe5335 ~ 
-l > 

(J2000) (J200()) (mag) (mag) (mag) (km/s) <A> <A> <A> (A) :g 
99 11:50:55.0 •28:48:00.3 22.12 0.~ 1.07 1654±22 1.42±0.17 2~91±().18 2.17~.19 ~.36±0.~ 

a e: 
3~ 11:50:55.4 .,~:46:Z9.5 ~-Z:4 0.64 0;87 Z099;t50 1.86±0.40 1.17~.41 1.ll~<M4 1.08±0.49 

>C 

498 11:50:55.8 .:.28:46:45.1 23.76 0.72 1.06 1600±49 ..().06±0.60 252±0.62 3.49±0.62 4.02±0.65 

221 11:51:04.1 -28:45:45.6 2289 o.59 0.19 1805±53 2.11±0.29 1.41±().30 0.87:1:0.33 1.38±0.38 

110 11:51:04.9 -28:45:48.5 22.24 0.72 1.07 1550±24 1.45±0.18 2.90±0.18 2.14±0.19 1.65±0.22 

232 11:51:00;2 -28:46:55.0 22.96 0.71 1.10 1808±30 1.49±0.31 2.71±0.31 2.17±0.34 1.55±0.38 

225 11:51:03.6 -28:49-.53.0 22.92 0.81 1.17 1926±37 1.57±0.28 4.22±0.29 1.66±0.32 2.45±0.34 

360 11:50-.59.5 -28:50:05.8 23.37 0~ 1_.2.() 1476±39 1.61±0.40 3.37±0.48 2.19±0.46 3.60:4:0.48 

33~ 11:51:05.~ -Z8:49:Sl-3 23-~ (),85 1.3() 1639±41 0.54±0.43 4.52;1::0.40 3.67::1:0.41 3.67±0.43 

lOS 11:51:07.2 -28:50:11.9 22.20 0.77 1.14 ~3~ 1.41:1;0.18 3.5~.18 1.88:1;0.19 2.32±0.21 

450 11:51:00;7 -28:45:40.3 23.66 0.71 1.01 2114±39 3.02±0.54 279±0.56 1.80±0.58 1.88±0.65 

513 11:51:01.2 -28:45:52.5 23.86 0.71 1.15 1611±61 -1.10±0.73 3.86::1::0.63 1.53±0.71 1.81±0.76 

492 11:50:59.2 -28:45:58.4 23.73 0.84 1.19 1746±50 1.99±0.53 3.43±0.54 2.13±0.58 1.45±0.64 

167 11:51:08.0 -28:46:06.0 22.52 0.71 1.01 1806:±22 1.65±0.22 2.74±0.22 1.41±0.24 0.88±0.28 

65 11:51:07.6 -28:46:23.9 21.71 0.64 0.83 2295±30 1.77±0.13 1.20±0.14 0.70±0;15 1.09±0.17 

104 11:51:08.6 -28:~27.4 22.16 0.59 0.80 2152±45 2.41±0.17 1.05±0.18 0.94±0.20 0;85±0.22 

93 11:51:09.1 -28:48:19.4 22.06 0.76 1.10 1~ 1.93±0.16 ·3.82:1::0.16 0.98;l:O.l8 2.01±0,.20 

I 
~ 
0\ 
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Table 7.3: Table 7.1 continued. ~ 

IP R..A. l)ec. g' g'.,;' g'-.f v H.B Mgb Fe5270 Fe5335 
~ g 

Q"2000) (12000) (mag) (mag) (mag) (km/s) (A) <A> <A> <A> 
1:1. ->< 

. -· 
Bin 1 (8GCs) 2281 0.61 0;82&:~g 2.20±0.49 1.26±0.38 1.05±0.42 0.89±0.26 

Bin2 (7GCs) 2251 0.70 0 991.02 . 0.90 2.08±029 2.21±0.55 1.41±0.29 1.55±0.54 

Bin3(7GCs) 2258 0.74 1 ()91.14 . 1.~ 1.67±0.33 3.33±0.36 1.72±0.43 2.05±0.38 

Bin4(7GQ;) 23.36 0.81 1191.31 . ' 1.14 1.6t:H.()3 4.Q9:;1;0.6~ 2.68±0.~ 2.74±1.06 

All GCs·(29) 22.81 0.71 t.02A:~ 1.95±0.49 2.47±Ul3 1.54±0.57 1.67±0.74 

NGC3923 1.52±0~36 3.04±037 1.79±0.42 200±0.46 

30 (Star) 11:50:54.5 -28:50:19.5 21.17 0.76 1;03 91±34 

15 (Star) 11:50:56.9 -~:50:()3.9 20.15 0.95 1.31 19zt37 

118 (Stat) 11:51:02 .. 7 •28:45:54.1 22...28 0.90 1.22 92±34 

4() (Qso) 11:51:063 •28:46:46.6 21.45 0:50 0.46 z-1.27 

56 (Star) 11:51:05.2 -28:46:503' 21.55 0.40 0.47 289±59 

383 (Galaxy) 11:51:04.5 .. 28:50:38.2 23.47 0.90 1.14 z,_,(}.36 

113 (Galaxy) 11:51:10.7 -28:45:38.8 22.22 0.83 1.21 zN0.29 

17 (Star) 11:51:09~9 -28:49:42.3 20.21 0.54 0.69 111±62 

~ 
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Table 7.4: Derived.stellar popUlation parameters for the ,globular clusters and, spheroid of 

NGC3923, Age,. ~Fe/H~, [a/Fel and [Z/H] derived using the x2 minimizatiOn methodJ 

described in:Section 4.2. 

ID Age [Pe/HI [a/Pel' [Z/H] S/N Comments 

(Gyr) (dex) (dex) (dex) 

228 IO:O:!tg -225±0:37 0.48±0.40 -1.80±0.17 24'.4 

253 ~5:0:!:::: -2,28±0!34 0.80±0.30 -t.53±0.29 225 

197 6.o!r~ -0.49±0:17 0.44±:0.10 -0:08±0.113 29:4 

'179 15;0~~:~ -0.57±0:19 '0.42±0.13 -0.18±M6 222 

112 7.9!~::. -0.88±0!13 0;30± 0!08 -0.60±0.15 39.4 

394 1>1.9 :!t~ -1.31±0!27 '0.38±0:41 -0.95±0.28 15.6 Fit unstable. 

106 1tl.9 :!:~:; -1.19±0:12 10.1:5±0.12' -11.05±0:08 44.7 

64 }11.9 ~~:~ -1.37±ono '0.21±0.10 -1.18±0;06 56.'1. 

86 15.0 !:~~~ ~1.15±0:15 :0.34:1::0.11 -0.83±M2 47;7 

311 6.7:1:~;: -0:72±0:37 0.18±0.22 -0;55±0.27 20!0 

333 t5.o !~~~o -0.'17±0;26 '0.21±0.16 -0.08±0.30 17;8 No Balmer'lines in fit 

247 14.1 :!:::~ -1.35±0:28 i0.32±0;24 -11,05±0.21 22:9 

99 12.6!~:~ -0.57±M1 :0.15±0.ii.O -0.43±0.08 43:4 

322 1>1.2'+4;15 
-3;2 -1.25±0;26 0.24±0:30 -1'.03±0.20 19;3 

498 15.0 !~~~0 0:13±0.25 -0.30:1:0:12 -0.15±0:29 12.:4 Extremely poot fit 

221 10:6!~:I -1.45:±:0.25 0.24±0.26 •1.23±0.H 24.9 

1'10 1s.o!~;~ -0:76±0.15 0.30::1;0,,10' -0.48±0.H 40:6 

232 lil..9!~:~ -0;78±0;18 :0,24±0.1'5 .;(1.55±0.16 22:9 

225 119+4·8· '. -'-3'4 -0:85±0:24' 0.32±0:36 -0.55±0.24 25:7 

360 10;6~~:: -0:77±0.24 ·0.53±0;20' -0.28±0.14 t.7;o 

332 15.o:!:g~g O.:J:5±0:16 0!03±0;12 0;18±0.18 18:7 Fit,unstable. 

108 14.1 :!t~ -0:45±0.07 0.24±0!05 .;(1.23±0:05 41.9 

450 10:o!g;: -Ol61::±0.28 0.38±0.19 41.25±0.22 1:3:2 

513 13.3!~~3° -0:58±0.28 0.40±0.22 -0.20±0.23 11.4 

492 '89'+7•9 
• -4;2 -Ol23±0.24' 0.62±0.18 0.35±0.25 13:0 

167 12.6:!:~;~ -1.3()±0,15 0:50::1:0.13 .;().83±0.12 33.3 

,65 H!.9':!:~:~ -1:60±0;15 0.27±0.15 -1.35±0107 53:5 

104 11.9:!:}:: -1.73±0.17 0.38±0.17 -1.38±0:07 41;8 

93 t5.o+6•2 
-4·4 -0!:15±0.14' 0.18±0.17 ..0.58±0.19 45:6 

Bin 11 (8 GCs) 111.9:!:~:~' -1.60±0.29 0;24::1:0.30! -1.38±0.l2 

Bin~2(7GCs) 12.6'!t: -1.18±0.15 0;24±0.16 -0.95±0.10 

Bin,3 (7 GCs) 1s.o·!5•6 
- 4,1 -0!:70±0.16 0.'17±0:12 -0.45±0:1>1 

Bin'4 (7 GCs) 13,3~fU, -0:35±0.20 0.24±0;16 -0.,13±0.15 

All GCs (29 GCs) 15.0 :!:~~64 -1.00±0.37 0.21±0:29 ..0.80±0:31 

NCX:3923 15.0r:!:U -0:65±0.17 0;34±0;13 -0.33±0.14 
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Table 7.5: Measured velocitiesJor GCs and NGC 3923 spheroid. uo, RA, DEC, target ve-

locity·(including·fore·and background objects) and velocity of NGC 3923 spheroid mea-

sured in the same slitlet. 

ID R.A. DEC. Vear.get VN.oc 3923 

102000) 62000) ·(km/s) (km/s) 

228 11:50:49.2 -'28:46:58:0 1587±66 1866±12 

253 11:50:50.1 -'28:50:19:0 2203:1±74 1812±64 

197 11:50:49.7 -28:48:55.5 1727±29 1859±37 

279 U:50:51.3 -28:50:38;1 1807±41 1772±101 

B2 11:50:52:0 -28:48:32:2 1763±26 1815±34 

394 U:50:50:7 -28:46:47;9 1851'±69' 1843±64 

106 U:50:53:6 -28:46:07.1 1733±26 1972±106 

30 H:50:54.5 -'28:50:19:5 91±34 1750±90 

64 1<1::50:54.1' -28:48:iJi5:8 1770±27 1855±21 

86 11:50:56;3 -28:45:59l3 1784±22 1830±50 

3H 11:50-.57:7 -28:46:421 1666±43 1879±41 

333 Hl:50:58i3 -28:50:51.0 1925±55 1952±48 

15 11:50:56;9 -28:50:03:9 19±37 191·7±33 

247 U:50:57:3 -28:50:13;5 1829±48 1874±23 

99 11:50:5510 -28:48:00:3 1654I22 1874±32 

322 11:50:55.4 -28:46:29:5 2099±50 181·7±58 

498 11':50:55i8 -28:46:45.1 1600±49 1867±32 

221 U:51:04.1 -28:45:45:6 1805±53 1972±45 

110 11':51:04.9 -28:45:48!5 1550±24 1910±54 

118 11:51:02;7 -28:45:54.1 92±34' 1909±45 

232 11:51:00:2 -28:46:55:0 1808±30 1853±27 

225 11;51:03;6 -28:49!53.0 1926±37 1878±29' 

360 11:50:59;5 -28:50:05.8 1476±39 1848±22 

332 11:51:05;8 -28:49:51.3 1639±41 1881±37 

108 11:51:07.2 -28:50:11.9 2046±32 1984±84 

40 11:51:06.3 -28:46:46.6 z ..... 1.27 1843±24 

56 11:51:05.2 -28:46!50;3 289±59 1858±25 

450 11:51:00:7 -28:45:40;3 2114±39 1923±75 

513 11:51!01.2 -28:45!525 1671±61' 1913±49' 

492 11:50:59:8 -28:45:5&4 1746±:50 1911±59 

383 11:51:04.5 -28:50£38.2 z.....0:36 1822%45 

167 11:51:08.0 -28:46:06.0 1806±22 1907±42 

65 11:51:07.6 -28:46:23.9 2295±30 1860±38 

104 11:51:08:6 -28:46:27.4 2152±45 ·1900±42 

113 11:51:10.7 -28:45:38.8 z.....0:29 ·1872:1:91 

93 11:51:09.1 -28:48:19.4 1754±25 1878±29 

17 11:51:09;9 -28:49:428 111±62 1929±51 
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7.4. NGC 3923 GC Kinem·atics 

This section proVides tables of the position, magnitudes in g,r, and i, and velocities of 

the '74 GCs confirmed as members·of the NGC 3923·GC system. The measurement of the 

provided q~antities is described in detail in Chapter 5. 
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Table 7.6: Confirmed NGC3923 GC:s. RA, Dec, X, Y, g, r, i, velocity and velOcity errors for 

all 74 confirmed NGC 3923 GCs. 'Fhe X andY positions refer to positions relative to :the 

galaxy centre. 

IRA Dec. X y g r i v Ve,.,. 

62000) 0'2000) ,(arcmfu) .(aremin) (mag) (mag) (mag) ,~-1~ (kms~l) 

177.705 -28;784 2.13. 1.35 22:92 22.35 22.13 1586.53 66;00 

177.709 -28:840 2.54 -2.00 23;08 22.44 22.26 2203·25 74.20 

177.707 -28!816 2.62 -o.6t 22:75 21.98 21.67 1726.61 28.91 

177.714 -28:845 2.28 -2.32 23.10 22.27 2'1.90: 1777:78 58.27 

177.716 -28i810· 2.13 -(),22 22:27 21.57 21·.30 1762;72 26.22 

177.711 -28:78::t. 2.42 1.52 23;48 22.90 22.64 1851.21 69:24 

177.723 -28:770 1.77 2.19; 22.13 21.43 21.13 1733.16 26.34 

177.725 -28:805 1.67 0.05 21.75 21.07 20.81 1764.20 29:61 

177.734 -28:767 1.20 2.32 22.02 21.32 21.01 1784:69 37.62 

177.740 -28i779 0.87 1.6::t. 23.19 22.49 22.2·1 1666.38 42:50 

177.743 -28;848 0.75 -2.54 23.25 22.43 22.10 1925.21 54.98 

177.739 -28;838 0.97 -1.91 23:01 22~35 22.14 1839:62 42.97 

177:729 -28:801 1.47 0.31 22.1:2 21.37 21.06 1673;22 23152 

177:730 -28;776 1.39 1,82 23;24 22.59 22.36 200lM7 69.15 

177:732 -28:786 1.29 1.56 23:76 23la4 22.70 1623:86 46:51 

177.767 -28.764 ,.0.52 2.55 22;89 22:30 22.10 1805:38 53.11 

177.776' -28.764 ,.();69 2.50 22;24 21.52 21.17 1556!56 29.82 

l77.751 -28,783 0,33 1.40 22.96 22;25 2:J..86 18o7:94 29.66 

177;765 -28.832 -();41 -1.57 22.92 22.n 21.75 1938.98 46.49' 

177;748 -28:836 0.48 -1.78 23.37 22.57 22.17 1447154 54.93 

1:77.774 -28.832 -o.89 -1.54 23;28 22.43 21.98 1638.89 40;93 

177:780· -28:838 -1.19 -1.89 22.20 21.43 21.06 2045.96 32.45 

177.753 -28.762 0.23 2.64 23i66 22.95 22.65 2'l14.44 38.89 

177:755 -28.766 0.11 2.44 23.86 .23.15 22.n 1!628.31 44.76 

iJ..77:746 -28.767 0.56 2.34 23.73 22;89 22.54 1749.91 62.26 
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Table 7;7: Table 7.6 continued'. 
RA Dec. X y g r i v Verr 

02000) 02000) '(arcmin)' (arcmin) (n:tag) (mag) (mag) '@<Ins,--1~ (kms-1) 

177.783 -28:769· -1.37 2.2j1 '2252 21.81i 211.51 1811.63 24.25 

177.782 -28:774 -1.29 1.91 21.71 21.07 20.88 2295;48 3();40 

177.786 -28:775 -1.5il 1~.85 22;16 21.57 21i.36 2•1'51.99 45103 

177.788' -28.806 -1.63 -o.o:J. 22~06 21.29 20.95· 1749;02 44.30 

1'77.741 -28:780· 0.82 1.59 23.24 22.39 22.02 1796.23 55;61 

177.724 -28:79:.1. 1.72 0.94 21.82 21.15 20.90 1845;32 56;(')4 

177:728 -28;798 1;52 0.51 22:81 22.17 21.90 1659;48 67;36 

177.761 -28:7801 .0.22 1.55· 23.10 22.39 22.09 H.90!82 44.52 

177:774 -28:828 -o.88 -1.32 23:08 22.31 21,96 1944:99 64.24 

177.746 -28:831 0.58 -1.49 23;43 22.65 22.35 1680i13 29;59 

177:782 -28.779 -1.29 1.62 21.62 20.90 20.61 1996:67 44;70 

177.783 -28:8H -1.39 .0,28 23;09 22.28 21.9!1. 1809:02 31.7i 

177.779 -.28:830 -1.15 -1.41: 23.13 22.50 22.27 1752:73 45.44 

177.795 -28.764 -2.02 2.52 22:75 22.n 21.92 2214:71 104;05 

177:667 -28:825 4,71' -1.13 21.17 20.52 20.26. 1517:02 32.15 

177.658 -~:810 5.18 -o.23 21.94 21.27 21.03 1782.82 69;31 

177;660' -~;864 5.10 -3.46 2il.89 21.26 21.04 1354:71 62.02 

177.695 -28:826 3.25 -1.20 20i92 20.20 19.92 1714.41 26.28 

177.698 -28;84'1 3.09 -2.08 21.68 20:97 20.69 2109;27 23;53 

l77:70(} -28.181 2.98 1.54 22.63 21.87 21.54 1922.90 24.35 

!1.77.697 -28.784 3.13 1.31 22;66 21.80 21.39 1989;01 31.72 

177.693 -28;814 3.34 -6.48 22.42 21.66 21.35 1903.52 39.97 

177.671 -28.834 4.53 -1.67 22.72 22.11 21.90 1305.67 31.05 

!1.17:682 -28.842 3.92 -2.16 21.93 21.28 20.97 1847:53 23.15 

!1.77.685 -28.856 3.78 -2;99 22.29 21.75 21.34 2024.47 68;07 
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Tgble 7.1;1: Table 7.6 ~entinued1• 

RA >Dec. X y g r i v Vef'f' 

02000) (12000) (arcmin~ .(arcmin) (Jru1g> (mag) (mag) <Jans-1~ (kms-l:) 

177.669 -28.79!1. 4.63 0.93 23:22 22.38 22.0!1. 1739:84 3!L65 

177.707 -28:824 2.64 -1.05 21:84' 21.11 20.82 1590!80 35;88 

177.72f) -28;789 1.95 1.04 21.81 21.21 20.92 1227.46 86.35 

177.718' -28;833 2.06 •1.64 22if)6 21.30 20.97 1971.es 6();f)9 

177.735 -28.844 1.14 -2.26 22:68 21.69 21.48 1769:91 20.76 

177.824 .. 28.788 -353 1.12 22:37 21.66 21.45 1731.12 27:11 

!1.77.829 -28.752 -3~77 3.24 22.18 21.49 21.201 1733:96 40.10 

177.812 -28.799 -2.87 0.42 23.64 22;83 22.49 1975.54 39.05 

177.820 -28.779 -3~311 1.61 22:73 21.92 21.57 2064.39 15.75 

t77.&n -28.804 -2;32 0.12 2!1..66 21:03 20.83 1494:66 14.27 

177:793 -28.803 -1.89 0.21 22.02 21.32 21.07 1761.02 20.02 

!1.77:794 -28.793 -1.97 0.78 22.44 21.70 21.41 1809.72 45.30 

i177:778 -28.731 -1.11i 4.50' 22.23' 21.47 21.18 2039;05 33.30 

1·77:775 -2_8.728 -0.96 4.69 23:50 22:70 22,41 1993:87 62.38. 

1·77:768 -28.747 -0.58 3.54 22.42 21;75 21.53 1635.22 52.23 

177:770 -28.786 -Q.68 1.19 23.43' 22:69 22.35 1555:81 38.97 

1177:766 -28.727 -0.45 4,77 23.62 22;83 22.53 1805.65 51•.17 

177;738 -28.800 f).98 0.37 22.27 21.48 21.i5 1937.61 24.18 

177:741 -28.793 0.86 0.8l 22.27 21.56 21.27 21!14:59 53.87 

1>77:752 -28.780 0.28 1.57 22.62 21.85 21.5f) 1760;62 15.24 

1177:752 -28;729 0.26 4.M 22.66 2l:89 21.65 2167.89 39.86 

1;77:755 -:-28.782 0.1f) 1.47 23.76 23.10 22.88 1628.05 80.35 

1·77:758 -28.759 -0:06 2.81 23.58. 22.91 22.70 2095.25 78.59 

1177:733 -28.773 1.28 1.99 23.20 22.38 21.96 1756.72 55.31 


